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Story of the Valley
by
Chip Dameron
Once upon a time, as stories go,
in this land bounded by the big river
and the tides of an endless gulf,
people came and found enough
to want to stay; they gave birth
to new generations, got old, died.
But they told stories: how ancestors
survived the time of the long drought,
and who perished in the great storm.
Stories followed stories, as men
and women came up from the south
and others arrived from the north,
the mix of languages and cultures
blending with native plants and animals
to give the Valley its tone and texture,
and the countless layers of these stories
became its history, in all the hope
and violence, progress and loss,
happiness and pain that they embody.
The stories we now tell take it onward.
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Dedication to
Professor Emeritus Milo Kearney
In 1986 the first volume in what would eventually become
known as the TSC-UTRGV Regional History Series appeared
under the editorship of Professor Milo Kearney of Pan American University at Brownsville. This present volume, the eighteenth in the series, is dedicated in honor of Professor Kearney
by his editorial colleagues for his enduring commitment and
leadership in this project to preserve the history of the Rio
Grande Valley.
Milo Kearney was born in Kansas City in 1938, married
Vivian Z. Kundorf in 1970, and became the father of Kathleen and Sean. The Kearneys now reside in San Antonio. Milo
Kearney earned a B.S. degree from the University of Texas at
Austin in 1962 and both M.A. (1966) and Ph.D. (1970) degrees from the University of California at Berkeley.
Professor Kearney was first employed by Pan American
University in 1970 and continued to serve in the successor institutions of the University of Texas at Brownsville and the
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. He was awarded the
status of professor emeritus in 2006. Other honors included a
Woodrow Wilson fellowship, a Fulbright scholarship in Mexico, the Minnie Stevens Piper Teaching Excellence Award, and
the University of Texas Chancellor’s Teaching Award.
Dr. Kearney’s career has been particularly significant because of his prolific scholarship and writings. His wide-ranging authorship included books on poetry, art, and juvenile
literature. In 2004 Kearney wrote a history-themed musical
titled “Redbeard of the Rio Grande,” which was performed by
the Bravo Opera Company in Brownsville.
Of course, Kearney’s primary focus was history, especially of the border region, but expanding to include medieval
culture, ancient Rome, the Indian Ocean, San Antonio, and
religion, culminating in his recent Don’t Read Until 2050: Curiosities From My Memoirs. Kearney summed up his motivation for writing as “a love of creativity and of new patterns of
thought and expression. It is a search for God that influences
my work. I am inspired by a love of world cultures and their
interactions.”
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THE EARLY
NINETEENTH CENTURY
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Beales’s Rio Grande Colony
and Grant’s Matamoros Expedition:
The Amazing Stories of Two British
Physicians Who Nearly
Altered Mexican Texas
By
Craig H. Roell
“Texas is like a beckoning star,” Stephen F. Austin is supposed
to have said.1 Texas certainly has always had a way of bringing
together unlikely connections—but not without risk and
controversy. As fictional character R.J. Poteet fittingly said in
James Michener’s Texas: A Novel, “Life in Texas is like a giant crap
game, a perpetual gamble. To succeed, you need grit, courage to
take the big chance.”2 Two folks who attempted the “big chance”
were Dr. John Charles Beales and his business partner Dr. James
Grant. These British-born physicians are intriguing characters in
the history of early nineteenth-century Texas and Mexico. Their
overlapping stories and tragic exploits—until now always treated
separately despite their partnership—raise more questions than
the historical record or historians have answered. Traditionally,
both men are summarily dismissed. History generally consigns
Beales’s ill-fated Rio Grande Colony (1833-34), in which Grant
was co-empresario, to a minor episode exemplary of colonial
failure, empresarial incompetence, and horrible Indian captivity.3
Likewise, history had similarly appraised Grant’s expedition
to Matamoros during the Texas Revolution (1835-36) as a
reckless, desperate, and quixotic scheme with no redeeming
value—that is, until recently.4 But the history of the Rio Grande
area of northern Tamaulipas, Mexico and South Texas would
have turned out much differently had the visions of these men
succeeded. Both would have become among the 19th century’s
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wealthiest people. Moreover, part of the scheme was the creation
of a new independent Republic of the Rio Grande as a buffer
nation between Mexico on one side and Texas and the United
States on the other. This intriguing counter-history even included
covert British designs to thwart or at least hinder American
expansionism (including slavery) into Mexican territory. Even
so, the endeavors of both Beales and Grant—and the legacies of
both—are unappreciated for their essential connections with the
rich ranching heritage of South Texas as well as multiple family
histories in Indiana, New York, Great Britain, and elsewhere.
Regardless, the Beales-Grant story is one the most convoluted,
controversial, contentious, and yet consequential in Texas
history. The reader is forewarned of a labyrinthine tale of twists
and turns, a virtual Gordian knot in its complexity.
With their British, Mexican, and commercial connections,
and most conspicuously, their audacious determination and grit,
both Beales and Grant were powerful players who credibly anticipated being able to influence history. John Charles Beales was
a physician from England employed in the Mexican mining industry prior to becoming a Texas land speculator. He would lay
claim to an astounding 55 million acres of land north of the Rio
Grande through his schemes and numerous empresario grants
with the Mexican government. But he became caught up in litigations over this land for the rest of his life. His partner in the
Rio Grande Colony venture, James Grant, was a physician from
Scotland in the formidable British East India Company before
also being employed in the Mexican mining industry. He became
a vast landowner in Mexico, was elected to the Coahuila and Texas state legislature, and likewise engaged in land speculation. But
Grant then became a Texas revolutionary who was crucial in the
1835 siege of Béxar (San Antonio), only to be killed in March,
1836, by Mexican lancers while leading a force toward capturing
the crucial city of Matamoros on the lower Rio Grande. It turns
out that Grant was also a British spy whose true goal was the establishment of a Republic of the Rio Grande independent of both
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Mexico and Texas. Did his partnership with Beales to establish a
Rio Grande Colony play into this scheme?
As this is the first in-depth consideration of these two British
doctors together, let us begin this adventure by investigating
the historical background of each. Then we will entwine them
together, as history itself did. Dr. Grant’s illustrious family
background is fascinating and historically influential, yet
unappreciated and certainly not generally known in the history of
Mexico and Texas—so I will ask the readers’ indulgence here. As
Grant’s biographer and three-times-great-grandson Stuart Reid
recounts in his groundbreaking book, The Secret War for Texas
(2007), James Grant was born on July 28, 1793, in Killearnan
Parish, Ross-shire, Scotland, the son of William Grant. The family
long had significant connections to the redoubtable Honourable
East India Company (EIC) since James’s paternal grandfather,
Alexander Grant, was made a director in this singularly dominant
British company. Other family members, including Dr. James
Grant himself, were employed in the EIC. Significantly, the
EIC became most powerful corporation the world had ever
known, complete with its own army (at its height almost twice
the strength of Britain’s standing army), its own territory, was
responsible for almost half of Britain’s trade, and had a neartotal monopoly on the rich tea trade. Yet the EIC has been quite
negatively judged for its unprecedented power and abuse. In
historian William Dalrymple’s assessment, its “military conquest,
subjugation and plunder of vast tracts of [India and] southern
Asia . . . almost certainly remains the supreme act of corporate
violence in world history. . . . “ The East India Company remains
history’s most terrifying warning about the potential for the
abuse of corporate power – and the insidious means by which the
interests of shareholders become those of the state.”5 Wouldn’t
it be reasonable to deduce that the EIC’s power and conquest
would have influenced the Grant family, conspicuously inspiring
Dr. James Grant’s own exploits in Mexican Texas? Why wouldn’t
he be tapped by the British government for espionage to help
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carry out a viable British plot to temper the growing threat of
U.S. geographical expansionist policy determined to conquer
Mexican territory, spread slavery, and dominate North America?
Dr. James Grant’s renowned grandfather Alexander Grant
(1725-1768), nicknamed “The Swordsman,” had survived two
significant military confrontations. Having rallied to support Bonnie Prince Charlie (Charles Edward Stuart), he was a wounded
veteran of the decisive battle of Culloden in April, 1746, the final
confrontation of the Jacobite Rising, which attempted to overthrow the House of Hanover and restore the House of Stuart to
the British throne. Indeed, Alexander’s son Charles, named for
the Prince, was born on the day of the battle. Ten years later as
part of the East India Company, Alexander Grant found himself
in India at Fort William, built to protect East India Company
trade during the early years of the Bengal Presidency of British
India. The fort fell following a successful siege by troops of Siraj
ud-Daulah, the Nawab of Bengal. The surviving British prisoners of war were confined to the fort’s dungeon—the notorious
Black Hole of Calcutta—for three days in June 1756. Conditions
were so cramped that 123 of 146 prisoners died from suffocation and heat exhaustion. Alexander Grant was one of the last to
escape the doomed fort, thus avoiding imprisonment.6 Alas, his
grandson, Dr. James Grant, would not fare as well during his
expedition to Matamoros during the Texas Revolution.
Dr. James Grant himself joined the East India Company in
1812 after attending medical school at Edinburgh University.
He was made surgeon for the British ship General Stuart thanks
to the influence of his cousin, Lord Glenelg Charles Grant, 1st
Baron Glenelg (1778-1866), a Scottish politician and colonial
administrator and the eldest son of Charles Grant (1746-1823).
The illustrious Charles Grant the elder, Alexander’s son, was a
Member of Parliament for Inverness-shire from 1802 to 1818 and
chairman of the Court of Directors of the East India Company
from 1895 to 1823.7 As an evangelical Christian, Charles Grant
was also an energetic member of London’s “Clapham Sect”, a
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group of social activists including Henry Thornton and William
Wilberforce who were dedicated to the moral imperative of
ending slavery in the British Empire. The elder Charles Grant’s
other son, Sir Robert Grant (1779-1838, served as a Member
of Parliament, wrote a history of the East India Company, held
the offices of Judge Advocate-General as well as Governor of
Bombay. Thanks to his evangelical roots, he was also a Christian
hymn writer, notably the famous O Worship the King based on
Psalm 104, published posthumously in 1839 in Sacred Poems, a
volume edited by Robert’s brother, Lord Glenelg.8
Dr. James Grant, the subject of our story, further secured
his connection with East India Company when, just before setting sail on the General Stuart, he married Margaret Urquhart,
the daughter of another East India Company official, Cpt. John
Urquhart, an assistant military secretary, whom historian Stuart
Reid calls “another protégé of the elder Charles Grant [Baron
Glenelg].”9 Between 1812 and 1819, Dr. James Grant made several roundtrip voyages to China and India, during which time he
amassed wealth in the service of EIC. After his final return home,
he practiced medicine for a short time in London and in the West
Indies. He also had two surviving children with Margaret, a boy
and a girl.
Now comes Grant’s instrumental Mexico connection. In
March 1825, Dr. James Grant received an auspicious dual appointment as medical officer to the hugely important Real del
Monte mining company in Mexico as well as physician to the
British diplomatic mission in Mexico. The historic silver mines
of Real del Monte, located in the Mexican state of Hidalgo in
East Central Mexico, had been a rich source of silver, producing more than half the silver excavated during the 300 years that
Spain ruled Mexico (1521–1821). Following Mexico’s independence from Spain in 1821, the mines deteriorated and were
bought by a group of English investors named the Company of
the Gentlemen Adventurers in the Mines of Real del Monte.
The company recruited some 130 miners and engineers from
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Cornwall, England to work and modernize the Mexican mines
with the advanced technology from the early industrial revolution already in use in the Cornwall mines. Despite fighting
a yellow fever outbreak in which many died, they hauled their
Cornish steam engines, which had been used to drain water in
Cornish mines, with donkeys through the Mexican marshes and
rainforests. Given that the mines of Real del Monte were badly
flooded, the Cornish steam engines would do the same job in
Mexico as they had in Cornwall.10
But there was more to Grant’s medical appointments than
meets the eye. As historian Stuart Reid asserts regarding a recently found letter from Grant to his aunt Ann Bannatyne Grant
dated March 28, 1824, “while he [Grant] was ostensibly going
out in the employ of the Real del Monte mining company, and did
in fact work for the company for nigh of three years, the letter
shows that this was a cover for his being a member of the British
diplomatic mission to Mexico under the direct employ of the British spymaster in Mexico, Henry [George] Ward.”11 Reid further
describes Dr. Grant’s dual positions as physician in the mining
company and in the British embassy: “In reality his duties went
far beyond medical matters, and during the next two years he
appears to have undertaken clandestine visits to Texas on behalf
of the British chargé d’affaires and spymaster Henry Ward. This
activity culminated in the Fredonian Rebellion of 1826–27 [in
eastern Texas], in part instigated as a British attempt to interpose
a barrier to American immigration into Texas. Collapse of the
rebellion saw Ward abruptly recalled to England early in 1827,
but Grant remained in Mexico.”12 Dr. Grant then left the Real
del Monte mining company to become employed by the powerful
London banking house of Barings to help run the enormous but
heavily mortgaged Aguayo estate near Parras, Coahuila.
Connecting the dots proves fascinating. Barings, one of the
first significant international investment banks, was founded in
1762 by Francis Baring, a British-born member of the GermanBritish Baring family of merchants and bankers, who was also a
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director of the British East India Company. This noteworthy and
influential banking firm helped facilitate the Louisiana Purchase—
the largest land purchase in history—and helped finance the U.S.
government in the War of 1812. By 1818, Barings was called “the
sixth great European power” after England, France, Prussia,
Austria, and Russia.13 Despite being displaced in dominance by
its rival, N M Rothschild & Sons, in the 1820s, Barings remained
influential, shifting its focus in the wake of the Rothschilds from
Europe to the North American opportunities—especially the
United States and Mexico.
Indeed, the American-born Francis Baring, 3rd Baron Ashburton (son of Alexander Baring and grandson of bank founder
Sir Francis Baring, 1st Baronet) had been sent to Mexico a few
years after independence from Spain on a fact-finding mission,
which would result in a series of questionable investments in land
and mining, and scandalous accusations of bribing the Mexican
government. Case in point, the Marquisate of Aguayo’s vast estate—some 14 million acres valued at 1,172,383 pesos in 1815
and covering almost half of Coahuila!—was the home of some
9,000 people in 66 different settlements.14
Alas, the mismanagement of finances had plagued the Aguayo
Marquisate for decades, resulting in bankruptcy in 1818 and the
Marquis’s eldest son inherited debt because the property was
entailed and could not be sold off piecemeal to make good on
the debt. It was during the ensuing foreclosure proceedings that
Barings attempted to acquire the estate in 1825. That foreigners
might acquire so vast a territory in Mexico led Congress to pass
legislation on March 12, 1828, making citizenship a prerequisite
for purchasing land and thus prohibiting foreigners doing so.
This effectively annulled Francis Baring’s attempted purchase.
He had already paid 200,000 pesos of the 800,000 purchase price,
and was even engaged in talks with Joel Roberts Poinsett, then
special envoy to Mexico from the U.S., to colonize the estate with
400 North American families. But further political negotiations
allowed leasing Mexican properties to the British—and here’s
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the point—which led to Dr. James Grant’s new employment as
general manager.15
As historian Charles Harris puts it, “By means of this legal
subterfuge, the British firms continued operations, though with
understandably diminished enthusiasm. As general manager they
installed Dr. James Grant, an urbane Scottish adventurer who
was a naturalized citizen of Mexico. Besides administering the
Marquisate, Grant had to contend with the local authorities in
both Coahuila and Zacatecas. Sometimes these matters involved
projects to improve the landholding, such as his persuading the
Coahuilan legislature in 1830 to approve construction of a highway between Saltillo and Parras. On other occasions his relations
with officialdom were less cordial.”16 Nevertheless, Grant’s employment, connections, and influence allowed him to enter into a
variety of business ventures which in turn enabled him to acquire
a large estate of his own in 1825—the Hacienda los Hornos near
Parras, Coahuila, Mexico—and latterly to engage in land speculation in part facilitated by his political connections. Indeed, in
a letter to his brother Hugh, James Grant’s own estimate was
that his endeavors “will give me a yearly income of £15,000”—
approximately £20,030,000 in relative income in 2019 when measured in GDP per capita!17 No wonder Grant’s contemporary
acquaintance, John J. Linn of Victoria, commented that “Dr.
Grant, who doubtless sighed for the possession of his princely
estates near Parras” was “a gentleman of a thorough education,
elegant manners, and at his home in Coahuila he lived like a lord
and entertained like a prince.”18
Grant’s marriage had been rocky since he came to Mexico,
though there was no divorce. Now he devoted himself to making
his political and financial fortune in Mexico. Dr. “Diego” Grant
formally became a nationalized Mexican citizen in 1830, settled
down with Guadalupe Reyes, with whom he had seven children
by 1835. Notably, Grant was elected to the Coahuila state legislature for the department of Parras. He would put to good use the
Grant family heritage, influence, power, experience, wealth and
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fortune-seeking forged in the East India Company. In that, he
would find a partner in Dr. John Charles Beales.
For now, let us momentarily leave Dr. Grant’s story to investigate the equally fascinating saga of Dr. John Charles Beales.
Ultimately, we will see the narratives of these two men intersect
with dramatic historical repercussions. John Charles Beales was
born at Alburgh, Norfolk County, England on March 20, 1804,
the son of John Charles and Sarah (Waller) Beales. After preliminary studies at the Collegiate School of St. Albins, he was
educated for the medical profession. He apprenticed with Dr.
John Kendrick, “an English Surgeon of decided ability,” and interned at historic St. George’s Hospital in London, where he also
studied with, among others, the renowned Sir Benjamin Collins
Brodie, 1st Baronet, an English physiologist and surgeon who
pioneered research into bone and joint disease. Beales eventually graduated from the Royal College of Surgeons, London. In
somewhat coming full circle after his exploits in Mexican Texas
proved unsuccessful, in 1839 after Dr. Beales had established a
medical practice in New York City, he would be admitted into
membership of Royal College of Surgeons of England in 1839
and would serve as the fourteenth president of the St. George’s
Society of New York in 1849-1853 and 1858-1860.19 So how did
Dr. Beales find himself in Mexico? As his biographer Raymond
Estep relates, “Upon completion of a six-year course of study at
St. George’s Hospital, London, in 1826, he accepted appointment
as company surgeon at a princely salary of $3,000 per year with
the Tlalpujahua Mining Association, a British-backed venture in
the Mexican state of Michoacán.”20 That $3,000 annual salary
was indeed “princely,” as this income value today can be estimated at $2,590,000 as measured by GDP per capita!21
It is not surprising that among the many intersections in
the lives of Dr. Grant and Dr. Beales some would occur in the
historic mining industry of Mexico. For three hundred years, the
mines of Mexico were the chief sources of silver in the world,
and the empire-building British became involved as Spanish
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power declined and British investment poured into Mexico
following its independence from Spain. Mining is notoriously
dangerous work. British interests were somewhat safeguarded
by hiring competent physicians and surgeons to treat and care
for the miners and associated laborers. As experienced doctors,
both Grant and Beales would have performed a valuable service
in their respective mining companies. Whereas Dr. Grant was
involved in Real del Monte in the state of Hidalgo in East
Central Mexico (and with the British Embassy and probably
espionage), Dr. Beales’s employment was in Michoacán, a
state in Western Mexico enjoying a coastline on the Pacific
Ocean. A convenient happenstance is that the foundational
hero of Mexican independence from Spain, Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla, the namesake for the Mexican state of Hidalgo, was
from Michoacán. Moreover, the powerful Tlalpujahua Mining
Association was closely affiliated with the Real del Monte
Company in Hidalgo and the Anglo-Mexican Mining Association
in Guanajuato. Notably, the colorful and flamboyant Italian
nobleman, Count Chevalier Vicente de Rivafinoli, who helped
establish the Tlalpujahua company and served as its director, had
come to Mexico with the influential English mining entrepreneur
John Rule of Real del Monte.22
Dr. Beales entered private practice in Mexico City after the
Tlalpujahua company stopped operations in October 1828; he
also served on the staffs of several prominent Mexican hospitals.
His venture into land speculation dates to August 3, 1830, when
he married María Dolores Soto y Saldaña (c. 1805-1873), the
daughter of an aristocratic Mexican family (by several accounts,
descended from Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto), and the
widow of the English merchant and land speculator Richard
Exter. Exter, who had died at sea en route from Veracruz to
England, was a partner in the Mexico City firm of Exter, Graves,
and Company, which had a business relationship with the
General Pearl and Coral Fishery Association of London—which
one contemporary described as “one of the numerous progeny
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of wild and unprofitable—many of them ruinous—speculations
to which the year 1825 gave birth,” this one being in pearls. The
Association commissioned one Lieutenant R.W.H. Hardy in
1825 to establish a pearl-fishery in the Gulf of California, “but
the speculation proved an entire and ruinous failure.”23
The complexities of this story abound. Following the failed
speculation in the General Pearl and Coral Fishery Association
of London, Exter invested in an empresario contract with Stephen Julian Wilson to settle 200 families in a colossal Mexican
land grant that encompassed a practically immeasurable 48 million acres! This grant stretched across what is now eastern New
Mexico, southwestern Kansas, southeastern Colorado, and the
panhandles of Texas and Oklahoma. Wilson, a native of North
Carolina, had moved to Coahuila, Mexico as a merchant. Like
Beales and Grant, he had worked in the Mexican mining industry and became a naturalized Mexican citizen. Wilson obtained
this gargantuan empresario contract from the government of the
state of Coahuila and Texas in May 1826. He then sold Exter onehalf interest in the enterprise that November. According to historian Raymond Estep, “In acquiring his interest, Exter agreed
to assume the obligation of paying the ‘expenses incurred, and
. . . about to be incurred’ in the development of the grant. This
included fees to the controversial surveyor and explorer Alexander Le Grand purportedly for $10,000 to survey the grant.” According to Estep, “Whether Le Grand actually made the survey
he described in the journal he kept for his employers has been
the subject of considerable speculation.” Regardless, as historian
David J. Weber asserts, Le Grand “probably never finished the
survey which he claimed to have made, but that did not discourage him from issuing a glowing and unrealistic appraisal of the
grant,” especially “outstanding opportunities” in the Indian and
fur trade with profits of “at least 1,000 percent.”24
Economically inspired by Le Grand’s report, in September
1828, Wilson and Exter received yet another empresario contract to settle an additional 100 families in another zone adja-
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cent to their earlier grant. The two intrepid entrepreneurs also
managed to obtain from the Mexican government a provisional
license for a near monopoly on the fur trade from beavers, bears,
sea otters, and other animals in Mexico’s entire northwestern
frontier in Nuevo México and Alta California. Their plan was to
use Santa Fe and the port of San Francisco as headquarters for
managing, processing, and exporting the never-ending bounty.
But this scheme raised so much opposition among local Mexicans
and even American foreigners that it forced the government to
withdraw the provisional approval. Undeterred, Wilson, while
in New York City in 1829, sold a million acres of his share of
the empresario grants to James C. Van Dyke, a prominent New
Jersey merchant.25
Likewise, Exter also sought to capitalize on his investment,
concluding “some type of agreement” with Baltimore speculator
Dennis A. Smith to develop the 48-million-acre grant.26 The
tenaciously enterprising Smith organized a stock company,
published newspaper advertisements, and began procuring
subscribers to land titles—which the eminent historian Eugene
C. Barker called “a palpable fraud” because the empresarios “had
no title to transfer.” Barker concluded in his typically creative
phrasing, “The Mexican government probably did not object to
seeing the American public mulcted by fraudulent speculation,
but the result of this would inevitably sharpen popular interest
in Texas and swell immigration, and to that it did object.”27
Ultimately, this resulted in the Mexican Law of April 6, 1830,
which specifically banned any additional American colonists from
settling in Mexican territory, especially Texas, out of legitimate
concerns that it was in danger of being annexed by the United
States—which it was.
Despite all these plucky maneuverings, the Exter-Smith
scheme came to nothing when Exter died at sea in June 1829.
Smith and his associates attempted but failed to gain control of
Exter’s part of the empresario contracts. Instead, these interests
were transferred to Exter’s widow María Dolores Soto y Sal-
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daña, who also owned an additional twelve leagues of land in
central Texas in her own name. Dr. John Charles Beales, our
focus point, married the affluent widow in August 1830—and
timely assumed management of the contracts. Beales decided that
he would deal only with New York speculators. In April 1831,
in New York, Beales transferred his wife’s interests to his newly
formed Arkansas and Texas Land Company. Like other entrepreneurs, Beales would seek to find a way around the April 6,
1830, law.
Texas land grants historian John Martin Davis, Jr. rightly
judges John Charles Beales as “the most active developer during
the post-suspension period.”28 Dr. Beales’s medical practice in
Mexico City had generated valuable connections. His acknowledged “intimacy with Santa Anna, Almonte & other men of distinction” would be noted even in U.S. diplomatic correspondence.
Beales also had close connections with Sir Richard Pakenham,
the British foreign minister to Mexico—the same Pakenham who
maintained ongoing interest in the exploits of Dr. James Grant,
who himself was in the service of the British Foreign Office.29
Pakenham spent much energy trying to prevent U.S. annexation
of Texas and California (and thereby the expansion of American
slavery) by establishing a British presence there instead. Additionally, like his future partner, Dr. James Grant, Dr. Beales had
become a naturalized Mexican citizen, and he was English, not
American. This was significant because the April 6, 1830, law
was particularly aimed at the United States and essentially revoked colonization contracts except those held by Mexican or European empresarios.
Perhaps more importantly, Beales’s marriage to the María
Dolores Soto y Saldaña, with her land wealth and the De Soto
family heritage, especially gained him influence in the Mexican
capital and made it easier to convince the government that he was
loyal and worthy as the 1830 law required. It certainly helped
that his wife’s brother, Fortuna Soto, with whom Beales would
partner in his empresarial endeavors, was a cavalry officer who
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would achieve the rank of colonel and, according to one source,
became aide-de-camp to Santa Anna himself. All these advantages
enabled Dr. Beales to launch an ambitious and unprecedented
colonization program. As historian Clifford R. Caldwell puts it,
“Next Beales entered the empresario sweepstakes on a grand
scale for his own account. In an eight-month period in 1832 he
persuaded officials of the state of Coahuila and Texas to grant
him, and three different sets of partners, three empresario
contracts for an estimated 55 million acres of land north of the
Rio Grande.”30
Still, as historian John Martin Davis, Jr. observes, “land
sales were a vital source of state revenue for Coahuila and Texas” and Mexican contracts under the colonization law “became
speculative in nature.” Significantly, this included Mexicans who
“purchased land and resold for profit to Anglo-Americans.”31 As
naturalized Mexican citizens, both Beales and Grant took advantage of this, as did Beales’s brother-in-law, Fortunato Soto. For
another strategy, when U.S. President Andrew Jackson appointed Anthony Butler as Joel Poinsett’s replacement as chargé d’affaires in Mexico to attempt to negotiate the purchase of Texas for
the United States, Beales offered Butler a remarkable 500,000
acres in land script from his Arkansas and Texas Land Company.
Jackson had to distance himself from the undiplomatic Butler as
he tried to bribe Santa Anna and other influential Mexicans and
even recommended that Jackson dispatch U.S. troops to Texas.32
The enticing prospect—or threat, depending on point of view—
of U.S. annexation of Texas was ever present.
In 1832, in an eight-month period, the indefatigable Dr. Beales
managed to persuade government officials in Coahuila and Texas to issue him three different empresario contracts with three
different sets of partners. Significantly for timing, the doctor’s efforts were rewarded because the then governor of Coahuila and
Texas, José María Letona, regarded the Law of April 6, 1830, as
unconstitutional. Thus, Letona was favorable to colonization and
even supported Cherokee Indian land claims. When Letona died
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in Saltillo on September 18, 1832, he was succeeded in office by
Vice Governor Juan Martín de Veramendi, a Tejano native of San
Antonio de Béxar in Texas where he had served as alcalde. Notably, Veramendi was married to María Josefa Navarro, the Tejana
sister of his good friend, the eminent and influential Tejano leader
José Antonio Navarro. Moreover, Veramendi’s eldest daughter,
Ursula María, married James Bowie, the famed knife-wielding,
larger-than-life adventurer—and land speculator. The point is this:
Veramendi’s administration, like Letona’s, was favorable to Anglo-American colonization. Among the laws he signed was one
transferring the state capital to Monclova, an issue very important in our story.33
Accordingly, the civil archives of the state of Coahuila recorded that on March 14, 1832, “Juan Cárlos Beales” joined with
José Manuel Royuela of Saltillo (where Dr. Beales also may
have practiced medicine) to settle “200 foreign families” on the
same tract originally granted in 1826 to Estévan Julian Wilson”
(Stephen Julian Wilson).34 On May 1, Beales and his influential brother-in-law, Fortunato Soto, along with Mariano Domínguez and Juan Mila de la Rosa, formed “The Mexican Company,” which was given permission to settle 450 families on two
million acres between the Colorado and Guadalupe rivers, land
that had previously been granted to empresarios Green DeWitt
(the founder of Gonzales) in 1825, and Benjamin Rush Milam
in 1826.35 On October 9, Dr. Beales partnered with none other
than “Diego Grant” (Dr. James Grant) to settle 800 families on 8
million acres between the Rio Grande and Nueces rivers as well
as land from the expired Vehlein-Woodbury grant of 1826.36
So here, finally, in this last partnership, we tie together the
diverse stories of our two British physicians turned entrepreneurs
(more on this in a moment). In addition to these empresario
contracts, as Beales’s biographer Raymond Estep conveys,
“Beale’s appears to have masterminded the actions of his wife
and eight other Mexican citizens, each of whom, on October 1618, purchased in fee simple an eleven-league tract of ‘unoccupied
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land’ in the Department of Monclova. In the week after acquiring
title, each of the purchasers gave Beales a power of attorney
granting him the authority to sell or transfer title to his respective
purchase.”37 This speculative whirlwind, mind-numbing in size, is
truly representative of historical speculative manias that financial
historian Edward Chancellor notes, “were a manifestation of the
occasional tendency of society to succumb to delusion and mass
madness.”38
With his wagonload of contracts, Beales returned to New
York City to recruit investors and colonists for these multiple
endeavors. Remember that at about the same time, his partner,
Dr. Grant, who had been Secretary of the Executive Council of
Coahuila, was now a member of the Coahuila and Texas state
legislature. Grant was undoubtedly drawing upon his family heritage and experience connected with British politics, the
Honourable East India Company, and the British Foreign Office, as well as his own visions of wealth, power, and greatness.
Beales organized several new companies in order to consolidate
and expedite the process. One, he formed the New Arkansas and
Texas Land Company in 1833, absorbing one-half his interest in
the Beales-Royuela grant.39 (For historical context, Santa Anna
was elected president of Mexico on April 1, 1833.) For another,
Beales’s Colorado and Red River Land Company absorbed about
one-half of the land from the Mexican Company.40 And thirdly, with James Grant’s approval, Beales’s Rio Grande and Texas
Land Company absorbed part of his contract with Dr. Grant,
plus his wife’s and the other eight eleven-league tracts.
Beales heavily advertised his colonies in New York newspapers, with land often at prices between one and ten cents per
acre. As historian John Martin Davis, Jr. summarized it, “All
four of his ventures produced income for the organizers, sales
agents, and attorneys.”41 Of these ventures, it would only be with
the Rio Grande and Texas Land Company that Beales made a
determined effort to establish a colony—and in hindsight, he
seemed to have chosen the wrong one. Certificates that were is-
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sued for the Rio Grande and Texas Land Company, which would
be Beales’s vanguard endeavor, were signed by Beales as “Empresario, and also as attorney for the other Empresario, James
Grant,”42 meaning Grant was not in New York to sign. That’s because, as we will see, Dr. Grant was in Coahuila and involved in
other schemes of his own—schemes that well could have altered
the history of Mexican Texas. Alas, for both Beales and Grant,
the Texas Revolution would not only interrupt their plans, but
destroy them.
With terribly unfortunate timing regarding revolutionary
events unfolding in Mexico, the schooner Amos Wright set sail
from New York for Texas in November 1833 carrying Dr. John
Charles Beales and the first contingent of optimistic colonists.
These fifty-nine men, women, and children—Irish, English, and
Germans—were bound for the Rio Grande and Texas Land
Company’s great excursion to what would be called Beales’s Rio
Grande Colony. They landed at Copano Bay, Texas, a northwestern extension of Aransas Bay, on December 12, 1833—the same
month that Stephen F. Austin was imprisoned in Mexico City,
leading to a signature decline in Texas-Mexican relations. The
optimism of Beales’s colonists quickly became tempered by troubles. Mexican officials allowed the colonists to disembark but informed them they had to camp at El Copano until the collector of
customs from La Bahía/Goliad, some forty miles distant, cleared
them. Finally, on December 20, amid almost continual rain, cold,
violent northers, even ice, Dr. Beales hired horses to go to Goliad
to procure oxen and carts to carry the colonists’ baggage. These
were procured from the Goliad alcalde Miguel Aldrete. It should
be noted that Aldrete was another son-in-law of the most influential Martín De Léon of nearby Victoria. Throughout most of the
colonial period, Aldrete served as Goliad’s alcalde alternately with
his brother-in-law, Rafael Antonio Manchola, also a De Léon
son-in-law, who was the man responsible for changing the community’s name (through the Coahuila and Texas state legislature)
from La Bahía to Goliad—an anagram on the name of the hero of
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Mexican independence, Father Miguel Hidalgo. Although Beales
described the villa of Goliad as “wretched” though “most beautifully placed,” he found Aldrete “very polite and of considerable
service to us.” Indeed, Beales and company were even invited to
a “grand ball” on Christmas Eve, provided “an ample opportunity
of seeing all the ‘beauty and fashion’ of La Bahia.”43
Alas, despite procuring fifty-eight oxen, ten mules, eight wagons, and ten carts, it wasn’t enough! Excess baggage was left
on the beach. The caravan debarked on their ever-hopeful New
Year’s trek on January 3, 1834, toward Goliad and hence to San
Antonio. But the carts and wagons got mired in icy mud, so the
trip took incredible effort. Indeed, “because of the hard going in
the mire, some days they only covered five or six miles before the
ox-teams were exhausted,” as Beales historian Carl Coke Rister
put it.44 All this only to find out that hostile Indians were an additional threat—something Beales had failed to mention to his colonists. Fortunately, wildlife was in abundance. In Beales’s words,
“The immense number of game on the prairie was astonishing, it
appeared like a large preserve. We had in abundance, deer, geese,
ducks, grouse, quail, curlews, rabbits, and a few hares.”45
In historian Louis E. Brister’s sobering words, “The overland journal by wagon and oxcart, on horseback, and on foot
was interrupted repeatedly by unexpected water obstacles, rainstorms, and subfreezing temperatures . . . and losing some horses and oxen to exhaustion straying, or theft.”46 The exhausted
and disheartened sojourners reached San Antonio on February
5, almost two months after leaving Copano Bay. From there they
finally began the long and arduous trek of some 150 miles westward to the designated location for their colony on Las Moras
Creek, a tributary of the Rio Grande. This desolate and isolated
area in present Kinney County was some 60 miles up the Rio
Grande from the nearest settlement, Guerrero, Coahuila, which
had grown around the historic Spanish Presidio del Rio Grande.
This presidio had been built to protect San Juan Bautista Mission (established here in 1700) and its two sister missions, all of
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which had ceased functioning by 1810. The remnant village of
Guerrero existed, but still struggled.47 In this challenging climate
and geography, those 60 miles might as well have been 100. Nevertheless, isolation was only one problem. As historian Carl Coke
Rister reminds us, “This was the first time Beales had seen his
extensive domain—both he and the colonists were shocked to
discover that a large part of it was desert.”48 Desert! Alas, Beales
himself had fallen victim to his exalted and glowing sales campaigns. As advertising scholar James B. Twitchell puts it, “On
Madison Avenue it is often said that we consume the advertising
not the product, that we drink the commercial not the beer, drive
the nameplate not the car, smoke the jingle not the cigarette.”49 In
the great tradition of P.T. Barnum’s “Greatest Show on Earth,”
with its audacious promises and imagery, Beales promised his
hopeful consumers a “new and improved” life of their dreams.
Sadly, the consequences proved tragic.
On March 12, 1834, the weary and disillusioned colonists
established their settlement and appropriately named it Dolores,
in honor of Dr. Beales’s prominent (but absent) wife who had
given so much to her husband’s entrepreneurial escapades.
Despite all their setbacks, Rister conveys the remarkable
intrepidness of these colonists: “Although the colony was in an
inhospitable country, semiarid, and overgrown with dense thickets
of mesquite, chaparral, and prickly pear, the settlers cleared out
the flats along the stream, plowed their fields, and experimented
with irrigation. They set up a saw and grist mill, built jacales and
brush huts and a church, organized a government, and prepared
for permanent occupation.”50 Perhaps now, Beales realized
the better colonization project would have been his “Mexican
Company” scheme to settle families between the abundant and
fertile Colorado and Guadalupe rivers on land closer to the Texas
coastal prairie, which had previously been granted to empresario
Green DeWitt at Gonzales and neighboring empresario Martín
De Léon at Victoria. These grants had proven successful in
establishing flourishing colonies in this verdant and well-watered
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part of Texas. But for Beales, there was no going back now,
the desert and isolation of Dolores notwithstanding. Was there
something more strategic about the Rio Grande location? We
will see.
Amid this admirable fortitude of Beales’s colonists, a great
collision of larger historical events was unfolding throughout
Mexico as the new nation struggled at its core between two political concepts called centralism and federalism. The crucial issue
was where each asserted the government’s authority (sovereignty) should reside—whether in the central government among the
traditional elites and government officials, or in the states among
the citizens, the people, and not to the officials they elect. Ultimately, this led to a civil war throughout Mexico. As historian
Bruce Winders described it, “The struggle between centralism
and federalism is one of the most important facets of Mexican
history. . . . This ideological struggle between Mexicans produced
what some historians refer to a Mexico’s Federalist Wars which
spanned a period of nearly fifty years.”51
About this same time that Beales’s colonists were toiling to
establish Dolores, President Antonio López de Santa Anna,
having switched from being a Federalist to being the leader of the
Centralists, assumed dictatorial powers, dissolved the national
Congress, revoked the federalist Constitution of 1824, and
created a new centralist government in Mexico City that stripped
the states of power guaranteed to them under the federal system,
shifting it instead to the centralist national government in Mexico
City. He then proceeded to enforce centralist policy throughout
Mexico—especially in federalist strongholds such as Tamaulipas
(especially the city of Matamoros), Zacatecas, and Coahuila and
Texas. As for the latter, which is the geographical focus for our
story, Bruce Winders relates, “Located closer geographically
to the center of Mexico, politicians from the state’s capital of
Saltillo tended to reflect the centralist opinion popular in Mexico
City. Beginning in the late 1820s, a coalition between politicians
from Monclova in northern Coahuila and San Antonio de Béxar
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in Texas worked to wrest control of the state from Saltillo’s
centralist faction. Ultimately, with the support of Texas colonists,
the federalist faction succeeded in relocating the capital north
to the federalist stronghold of Monclova.”52 Coahuila naturally
supported Santa Anna and centralism, while Texas embraced
federalism. As we shall see, in this political and geographical
mess, Dr. James Grant would play a significant and tragic role.
Alas, the Beales colonists, isolated on the Rio Grande frontier,
would not yet know any of this. As they labored to create their
settlement, the good doctor Beales did not stay long at Dolores.
Leaving the fledging settlement in the hands of select leaders—in
reality more capable than him—Beales set out southward along
the Rio Grande toward the economically crucial port city of
Matamoros some 280 miles to the south to obtain funds to buy
much needed supplies for Dolores. But rather than accompany
the supplies back to the settlement, he then he sailed to New
York to recruit another wave of eager if gullible colonists in order
to ensure the survival of his and Dr. Grant’s enterprise. Maybe
increase in sheer numbers would help! He brought at least one
more group to Dolores, the members of which were disheartened
soon enough by the severe circumstances. The harsh conditions,
drought, crop failure, the disenchantment and inexperience of the
colonists, isolation, and not least, Indian raids doomed Beales’s
Rio Grande Colony. The final straw was the escalating revolution
igniting Mexico. As William Kennedy wrote in his classic 1841
history of Texas, “although Dolores obtained a place on the map,
it had no pretensions to the name of a successful settlement.”53
Colonists began to abandon Dolores. As one commentator put
it succinctly, “The cursed colony steadily shrank in size as bitter
disappointment replaced boundless optimism. Scarcely a month
went by without more defections as frightened families abandoned
the hellish hamlet for the safety of the Mexican interior.”54
We must pause in our story of Dr. Beales to look at the larger
context and Dr. Grant’s role in it, which progressively engulfed
the endeavors of both men. (As Lincoln later put it in a similar
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context of civil war, “we cannot escape history.”) In the emerging
political conflict that would consume the fledgling Republic of
Mexico and lead to civil war throughout the country and to revolution in Texas, Dr. James Grant was a committed Federalist.
Mexico’s new experiment as a federal republic, created with the
Constitution of 1824, was a monumental break from centuries of
rule under Spanish monarchial power and centralist structure.
In this fundamentally ideological struggle, Federalists desired
more power in the state governments and individual citizens, and
a liberal immigration and colonization policy. Centralists favored
power by the elites in the central government in Mexico City
and, ever wary of encroachment by the United States, sought to
limit or prevent immigration and colonization of foreigners, especially Americans. Ultimately, the two visions were irreconcilable
and led to civil war—which, in historian Arturo Zárate-Ruiz’s assessment, “weakened [Mexicans] as a people, and made us easy
prey to the greed of empires.”55
This destructive schism not only engulfed Mexico, but particularly the newly created state of Coahuila and Texas. (Under the
Constitution of 1824, neither Coahuila nor Texas had sufficient
population to be separate states). Coahuila was geographically
closer to Mexico City. Politicians in the state’s capital of Saltillo,
in extreme southeastern Coahuila, tended to support centralism.
Supporters of federalism concentrated in city of Monclova in
central Coahuila, and even created a coalition with Federalists
in Texas, particularly in San Antonio de Béxar, to gain political
control. In this tug-of-war, Texas colonists helped Federalists, including James Grant, to relocate the state capital to Monclova.
Federalist Agustín Viesca was elected governor of Coahuila and
Texas, taking office in April 1835 at Monclova.
Significantly, land speculation continued to play a crucial role
despite the devolving circumstances. In early 1835, Texas entrepreneurs Samuel May Williams and Francis W. Johnson visited
this state legislature and were named empresarios for 400 leagues
of land in Texas. Significantly, Williams was Stephen F. Austin’s
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lieutenant in the Austin Colony and served the Brazos District
in the Coahuila and Texas legislature. He soon became a business partner of Thomas F. McKinney, whose firm financed much
of the Texas Revolution. Even more significantly as the Texas
Revolution broke wide open, Johnson and Dr. Grant would become partners in a scheme traditionally called the Matamoros
Expedition. Also in the spring of 1835, the influential José María
Jesús Carvajal (or Carbajal), another son-in-law of the powerful Martín De León (founder of De León’s Colony at Victoria,
Texas), was elected as a Texas representative to the state government now at Monclova. Relocating to his hometown of San
Antonio de Béxar, Carvajal had served ad interim secretary for
the ayuntamiento of Béxar. Now elected to the legislature of Coahuila y Texas, he served as Béxar’s pro-immigration liberal. Dr.
Grant’s prominent role in the state legislature necessarily overlapped with Carvajal’s. In March, Carvajal was elected secretary
and authorized to publish the laws and decrees of the state in
both English and Spanish.56
More significantly, both Carvajal and Grant were on the Committee of Civic Militia and Colonization, which proposed the socalled Four Hundred League Law. This act authorized Governor
Viesca to sell up to four hundred leagues (over 1.5 million acres)
of the state’s public lands to meet “the present exigencies of the
state,” and to regulate the colonization of the lands “without subjection” to—and therefore in clear violation of—the provisions of
the national colonization law. Ostensibly, the proposed sale of this
land was to generate funds for the state treasury to raise volunteer
militias to protect the citizenry specifically against Indian attacks.
But in reality, it was to raise a Federalist army that would resist
Centralist forces, and it fueled land speculation—including James
Grant and his collaborators who sought to buy the land for themselves before it went public.57 The reader will remember Grant’s
endeavor with John Charles Beales to establish the Rio Grande
Colony—the colony’s eventual failure certainly not yet seen. Despite the controversy of the Four Hundred League Law and its
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ultimate failure, it led to a significant relationship between Grant
and Carvajal, and further connections. It would be another De
León son-in-law, Plácido Benavides, who would play a key role in
Grant’s later exploits during the Texas Revolution in the siege of
Béxar (San Antonio), his expedition with Francis W. Johnson to
capture Matamoros, and with Carvajal, carry on Grant’s ultimate
goal—to establish and independent Republic of the Río Grande,
perhaps the ultimate land speculation scheme, as we shall see.
In the wake of all the mess, Centralists in Saltillo saw the
relocation of the Coahuila and Texas state government to Monclova as illegitimate and called on their allies in Mexico City to
intervene and reverse it. Indeed, Centralists even set up a rival state legislature in Saltillo and expected the once-Federalist-now-turned-Centralist President Antonio López de Santa
Anna to support them.58 Add to this a growing but divisive independence movement in Texas, in which one faction led by Anglo-American Texans sought complete independence from Mexico—and likely annexation to the United States—and another
faction, supported by Tejanos and Irish, which sought to separate
Texas from Coahuila, but remain a Federalist state in the Mexican Republic through the help of Federalist allies in Mexico. The
ultimate goals of these two factions in Texas made for controversial alliances. On one side, the “war party” (the independence
faction), sought help from the United States, while the other, the
“peace party,” was forced to ally even with Mexican centralists to
try to save Texas for Mexico. Into this muddle Dr. James Grant
attempted to make his destiny by possibly establishing a British-supported independent Republic of the Rio Grande—perhaps the ultimate land speculation—as a buffer between Mexico
and Texas, especially should Texas be absorbed into the “Manifest Destiny” of the United States. And all this even as Grant’s
business partner, Dr. John Charles Beales, struggled from afar in
New York with trying to ensure the success of their deteriorating
Rio Grande Colony—which likely would have been within the
projected territory of Grant’s envisaged independent republic.
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Grant’s election to the state government as a committed
Federalist naturally carried over to his personal goal of protecting
his own vast estate near Parras, Coahuila, and perhaps even
increasing his land holdings. His efforts resulted in his appointment
as secretary and then deputy president of the state legislature, and
even Jefe de Armas (colonel of militia). Here Grant’s background
and experience with the Honourable East India Company paid
dividends, whatever the influence of the British Foreign Office.
Yet in the meantime, President Santa Anna’s ongoing efforts to
centralize power, with the support of the Church and the military,
resulted in his assuming dictatorial powers in May, 1834. He
dissolved the national Congress and created a new Centralist
government. This government soon ordered the disarmament
all civic militias with the Federal Militia Reduction Act, March
31, 1835, and on April 25 federal legislation invalidated the
Four Hundred League Law, but the state legislature refused to
obey. While Santa Anna himself led Centralist troops to squelch
Federalist rebels in Zacatecas, he sent Gen. Martín Perfecto de
Cos to similarly settle matters in Coahuila, particularly to support
Saltillo over Monclova and punish the disobedient legislators.
Indeed, Perfecto de Cos had arrest warrants for all Federalist
legislators that had voted for the four hundred league land
scheme—essentially every member of the Monclova congress.
Hearing that General Cos was on the march, Grant, as deputy
president of the legislature, led the civic militia to confront the
Mexican Centralist general. According to historian Stuart Reid,
the celebrated James Bowie was there, too, and “did every thing
in his power to bring on a battle.”59 Nevertheless, Perfecto de Cos
backed down—for now. But after Santa Anna had dealt decisively
with Federalist rebels in Zacatecas, he now ordered Perfecto
de Cos to put an end to the disarray in Monclova. As a result,
Governor Viesca fled with Grant and Bowie, plus Ben Milam,
and John Cameron—all naturalized Mexican citizens and all
empresarios or land speculators—in retreat toward San Antonio
de Béxar, only to be captured. Despite being imprisoned in
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Monterrey, Grant began plotting even then with local Federalist
friends and allies in a strategy to capture Matamoros and even
to create a breakaway republic in northern Mexico, presumably
with British support.60 With the crucial aid of local Federalists,
all eventually escaped and made their way to Texas. Meanwhile,
Carvajal had separately skedaddled back to Victoria, Texas,
where he and his brother-in-law Plácido Benavides and other De
León family members planned resistance against the inevitable
invasion of Centralist forces into their beloved Texas.61
Governor Viesca safely arrived in Texas at San Patricio on
the Nueces River on November 8 in company with Dr. James
Grant and José María Gonzales, a Federalist cavalry officer
from Béxar, and his pro-Federalist troops. On November 11,
1835, the party reached Presidio La Bahía at Goliad. The Goliad
fortress had formerly been in the hands of a Centralist garrison,
but Texian and Tejano Federalist forces of the Victoria-GoliadRefugio-San Patricio area had captured it during the Goliad
Campaign of 1835.62 The La Bahía fort was now commanded by
Phillip Dimmitt, who at first had been loyal to Mexican Federalist
allies. He had married María Luisa Lazo, whose father was a De
León colonist and kinsman of Martín De León, and by marriage
received a three-league headright in De León’s colony. But by the
time Viesca, Grant, and Gonzalez’s party arrived, anti-Mexican
sentiment at Goliad had become so strong that the garrison at
Goliad under Dimmitt’s command and influence, preferred a
declaration of Texas independence rather than asserting loyalty
to the Mexican Federalist Constitution of 1824. The reasons for
Dimmitt’s change of heart, which inspired the Goliad Declaration
of Independence, has only recently been understood.63
At any rate, the Dimmitt garrison did not acknowledge
Viesca as governor (a point on which Viesca protested to Stephen
F. Austin), nor Grant as deputy president, which put Dimmitt
and Grant in contentious opposition with each other. Leaving
Goliad, Viesca continued on to San Felipe de Austin where the
Consultation also did not recognize his authority; then he went to
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Nacogdoches and finally into exile in New Orleans. Dr. Grant,
along with Col. Gonzalez, left Goliad and rode on to San Antonio
de Béxar, where Texian rebel colonists—a mix of Anglo, Irish,
Tejano, and Mexican Federalistas—were already laying siege to
the Centralist force there under General Cos. Thanks to Grant’s
crucial and resolute leadership, we now know he persuaded Ben
Milam to make his celebrated appeal for the Texian volunteers
to storm the town. Grant was certainly elected one of the four
colonels to lead the assault. As Stuart Reid recounts, “Although
badly wounded on the first day, he [Grant] and Colonel Gonzales
subsequently brokered the defection of most of Cos’s forces and so
brought about his surrender on December 9, 1835.”64 From here
Grant, along with Francis W. Johnson, began organizing their
infamous and misunderstood expedition to Matamoros, with his
goal of reuniting with Mexican Federalists, but with clandestine
hope in the British service of creating a buffer republic separate
from Mexico and Texas.65
From here, the tragic sagas of Dr. James Grant and the
Matamoros Expedition and Dr. John Charles Beales and the
Rio Grande Colony have been told in detail elsewhere, so can
be simply summarized. The Mexican army led by Gen. José
de Urrea defeated Grant’s Matamoros Expedition, destroying
Francis W. Johnson’s group in the battle of San Patricio. At
the battle of Agua Dulce Creek, Urrea’s lancers defeated Dr.
Grant’s men—which included some 25 Tejano rancheros from
Victoria under Plácido Benavidez. Grant was killed—savagely—
along with most of his men. Benavidez managed escape to warn
defenders at Goliad and Victoria that the Mexican army was on
its way. Benavides heroically aided the cause of federalist Texas
against Santa Anna—though not Texas independence from
Mexico. In the aftermath of the infamous Goliad Massacre, the
Alamo, and the battle of San Jacinto, he along with his brotherin-law, José M. J. Carvajal (whose brother Mariano had signed
the Goliad Declaration of Independence and was executed in the
Goliad Massacre) along with the extended De León family were
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rounded up, their homes and land confiscated, then exiled from
Texas by the victorious but racist Anglos under Brigadier General
Thomas Jefferson Rusk. As eye-witness and alcalde of Victoria
John J. Linn put it, “their creed was the total extermination of
the Mexican race and the appropriation of their property to the
individual use of the exterminators.”66 As we will see, Carbajal,
as a loyal Tejano who renounced the new independent Republic of
Texas, would later attempt to resurrect Dr. Grant’s scheme—to
create an independent republic of the Rio Grande.67
As for Beale’s Rio Grande Colony, most of the colonists
who abandoned Dolores survived, the best account being that
of German colonist Eduard Ludecus, published in German in
1837.68 Fortunately, Ludecus’s narrative was translated into English and well annotated by historian Louis E. Brister as John
Charles Beales’s Rio Grande Colony: Letters by Eduard Ludecus, a German Colonist, to Friends in Germany in 1833–1834, Recounting His
Journey, Trials, and Observations in Early Texas.69 The best survivor
account among those who delayed abandoning Dolores and were
attacked, killed, or captured by Comanche raiders is that of Sarah Ann Newton Horn. Her account of Indian captivity caused a
sensation when first published in 1839 as A Narrative of the Captivity of Mrs. Horn, and Her Two Children, with Mrs. Harris, by the Camanche Indians, written by E. House, a writer of then-popular “penny
dreadful” stories. Fortunately again, historian Carl Coke Rister
edited and annotated Horn’s account in his book, which draws on
Beales’s journal and other documents, Comanche Bondage: Beales’s
Settlement of Dolores and Sarah Ann Horn’s Narrative of Her Captivity.70
What of Dr. Beales? Abandoning his Rio Grande Colony after at least two attempts to recruit and bring in colonists, Dr.
John Charles Beales, along with his wife María Dolores Soto y
Saldaña and children, permanently relocated in New York City
in 1835, where he became an established physician and worked
as the medical examiner for the Albion Life Insurance Company.
Also in 1835, he become a life member of St. George’s Society in
New York City (later serving twice as its president), and in 1847,
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he became a fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine. In
an irony of history, he also was admitted as a Licentiate of the
Proto Medicato of Mexico and held an honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine of the College of Physicians in Madrid, Spain.
Beales became a United States citizen on May 29, 1850, and died
in New York City on July 25, 1878; his family “inherited from
him large estates.”71 His wife had died in 1873. Most of his family lived fairly long lives, and along with him, are buried in the
Green-Wood Cemetery, Brooklyn, New York.72
There is no known record that Dr. Beales learned about the
fate of his former business partner Dr. James Grant being killed
at the hands of Mexican Gen. Urrea’s lancers in the battle of
Agua Dulce Creek in the Matamoros Expedition, or if he did
know, what he thought about it. Rather, from 1836 until his death,
Dr. Beales fought through the Texas Supreme Court, the U.S.
Supreme Court, the U.S. Senate and other avenues to validate
his land claims in Texas and other states dating to his numerous
entrepreneurial enterprises.73 As his biographer Raymond Estep
notes, “For the most part, neither judges nor legislators looked
favorably on his petitions or his suits. His heirs were able to
salvage only a fraction of the millions of acres to which he once
had laid claim. . . . Beales’s dreams of gaining great wealth from
his land grants were not fulfilled. In the absence of his journals
and financial records, it is impossible to estimate how much he
received from the transfer of his interests to the land companies.
The total must have been considerable, if, as reported, the Rio
Grande and Texas Land Company paid him as much as $100,000
for a portion of his interests in several grants.”74
As a British subject, Dr. Beales even petitioned Queen
Victoria herself to intervene on his behalf, asserting that he could
still complete his empresario contract if only the new Republic
of Texas would let him, and in so doing, “assert the honor and
dignity of the crown of England.” Alas, the British chargé
d’affaires to Texas, Charles Elliott, brought the matter to Texas
Secretary of State Anson Jones, to no successful result. But
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this caused an international incident. As historian J. J. Bowden
notes, “Meanwhile, the British intervention into a strictly
domestic affair raised a furor in Texas. The Austin City Gazette
pointed out that Great Britain had no right to represent Beales,
an expatriate British subject who had become a naturalized
Mexican citizen, and at the same time enjoy the protection of
the British government. In October, 1843, the British Charge
d’Affairs [sic] conceded that the evidence in support of the claim
was insufficient and until it could be better sustained, Great
Britain would not press the matter.”75
But that was not quite the end of the matter. Historian J.
J. Bowden concludes, “Following Beales’ death on July 25,
1878, title to the grant passed under his will to [step-daughter]
Anita Exter, [and children] James A. G. Beales, and Adelaide
K. Jaffray. On November 17, 1886, they conveyed the grant
to Newton B. Childs for $250,000.00. Childs in turn sold it
to the Interstate Land Company, a Colorado corporation, on
November 23, 1886, for the same consideration.” That $250,000
would be worth approximately an astounding $436 million today
(2019) as a share of GDP—so it would seem Beales’s legacy is
that his family did indeed reap an abundant reward for all the
doctor’s troubles.76
Dear reader, there is more on Beales’s fascinating legacy. Two
significant survivor tales from the Beales’s Colony have not been
told until this writing—that of Victor Adolphus Pépin and Franz
Welter. Pépin was an internationally renowned French pioneer
circus entrepreneur who established the first American circus,
and Welter, a German-born colonist, changed the course of
South Texas ranching history by founding a monumental ranching family dynasty in South Texas coastal plain that is still going
strong today. Prior to his experience with Beales in Mexican Texas, Victor Adolphus Pépin (1780–1845) was a celebrated circus
performer and circus owner most famous for being a partner in
the Circus of Pépin and Breschard. As a performer, Pépin was
described by one contemporary witness as “a dashing rider, ex-
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ecuting surprising leaps over an illuminated gallery without that
eternal dodging of the object over which the rider leaps . . . I
have not seen a more dexterous or sure equestrian since Pepin.”77
Pé pin’s contemporary, the inventor and lawyer John H. B. Latrobe, described Pépin as “a heavy built man, throwing up knives
and apples alternately as he rode around the ring, and exiting the
boisterous applause of the audience as he caught an apple on the
knife behind his back.”78
Significantly, the Circus of Pépin and Breschard is considered
the first American circus and Pépin the first American circus impresario—a convenient historical circumstance given that Beales
was also an empresario. Of note, Pepin catered to the general
audience “by producing equestrian spectacles, patriotic plays,
and melodramas. As such, Pepin belongs in the ranks of showmen like P.T. Barnum, Buffalo Bill Cody, Florenz Ziegfeld, and
Billy Rose, who produced exciting, large-scale theatrical productions aimed at popular tastes.”79 Prior to being a Beales colonist,
Pépin, with his partner Breschard, built circus theaters in cities across the United States, including New York, New Orleans, Baltimore, Richmond, Alexandria, Charleston, Philadelphia,
even Montreal. The famed Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia, which Pépin and Breschard built in 1809, is notably today
the oldest continuously playhouse in the United States. It’s still
going strong today.80 Pépin and Breschard were the first to bring a
circus west of the Appalachian Mountains to frontier cities such
as Pittsburgh, where Benjamin Latrobe, a designer of the United
States Capitol, was the architect for a circus he built for them in
1814. Pépin continued to perform throughout the United States,
took a troupe to Martinique and Cuba in 1819–21, and retired
from the circus business between 1827 and 1831.81
So why did Pépin risk all to join Dr. John Charles Beales’s
Rio Grande Colony? The evidence points to financial reversals,
marriage difficulties, and divorce. According to Pépin’s greatgreat-granddaughter’s history of the family, Victor’s wife, Martha
Pépin, filed for divorce from her husband in 1826. During the
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court case, evidence was presented that Victor Pépin was living
in “an adulterous state with a lady employed as a circus rider,” and
further, that he did not supply Mrs. Pépin enough money to live
on. The divorce was granted in February 1827. By 1831, Pépin
was working merely as a riding instructor in Baltimore. But
the real evidence of his financial problems dates to 1832, when,
according to a contemporary account posted in The American
Freemason magazine, “fortune had turned with Bro. Pepin, and,
being in great want of money, he applied to the Grand Lodge for
a loan of $100, to enable him to recommence his business.” The
loan was granted.82 Soon thereafter, Pépin was drawn to Dr.
Beales’s enthusiastically marketed endeavor for the Rio Grande
Colony, and joined up to change his fortune in the Mexican
frontier. Given his illustrious and entrepreneurial background,
Pépin was given a leadership role in Beales’s Colony, as several
surviving documents, notably those suing in Texas courts for
land titles and monetary remuneration, carry Pépin’s name
along with John Charles Beales and Beales’s brother-in-law
Fortunato Soto.83
What happened to Victor Pépin after he escaped the disaster of Dolores? He moved to New Albany, Indiana, to be with
family, where he died in 1845 and was buried there in Fairview
Cemetery. In 1851 his son, Victor Pepin Jr., a lawyer and banker, built one of the New Albany’s grandest homes on “Mansion
Row,” an impressive Italianate Tuscan Villa featuring architecture based on a design by noted Philadelphia architect Samuel
Sloan. The mansion has been fully restored and is today an elegant bed and breakfast.84 And to show the fingers of history, Victor Adolphus Dow (1852-1947), Victor Pépin’s great-grandson
(son of Timothy Dimmick Dow and Paulina Virginia Martha Pepin, daughter of Victor Adolphus Maximillian Pepin Jr), helped
Theopalus Sale establish the town of Salesville, Texas, eight miles
north of Mineral Wells in northeastern Palo Pinto County. The
place became a stage stop on the line owned by the Carson Lewis Stage Coach Company running west from Weatherford. The
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road, which passed just east of the settlement, carried soldiers,
freighters, and travelers between Fort Worth and Fort Belknap.
As railroads developed, Salesville became a station on both the
Gulf, Texas and Western and the Weatherford, Mineral Wells
and Northwestern railroads. Dow died in Fort Worth. At any
rate, in a way, Pépin through his descendant, came back to Texas,
full circle.85
More significant than even Victor Pépin’s story is that of
another surviving Beales’s colonist, German immigrant Franz
Welter (1789-1883), who came to the United States in 1830
with his wife and their five children from Bexbach in SaarpfalzKreis, in what became Saarland, Germany.86 They lived in New
Amsterdam in Lower Manhattan, New York, until November
1833, when Welter and his family joined other hopeful Beales
colonists on the schooner Amos Wright, sailing from New York
to Copano on the Texas coast, arriving December 11, 1833, and
trekked with the original cohort that established Dolores on the
Rio Grande. Along with other disheartened Germans colonists
like Eduard Ludecus (whose memoir details this tragic story),
the Welters abandoned the horrors of Beales’s Colony. They
removed to Matamoros where Franz tried to become a merchant,
but thence moved to the coastal prairie of Mexican Texas in
the Refugio-Victoria area—the same area the Beales colonists
trekked through upon their initial arrival in Mexican Texas.
Here’s where the fascinating highways of history intersect.
Enter another player, Felipe Roque de la Portilla Colmenero,
a Spanish-born empresario who moved to Mexico in 1799 as
a captain in the Spanish military. As part of Spanish efforts to
thwart American intrusion into Spanish Texas, Portilla received
6.5 leagues of land in 1834 in a Spanish land grant to encourage
settlement in Texas. He established San Marcos de Neve, a small
Spanish villa with some 80 people located at the junction of the
Camino Real and the San Marcos River. According to his direct
descendent Mrs. Patrick H. Welder, Portilla became heavily
in debt since he had extended loans to many of his settlers and
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was never reimbursed by the government. Facing this reality, he
chose to resettle his family in Matamoros, Mexico. He married
the daughter of the influential José Antonio de la Garza Falcón.87
Portilla held the position of alcalde of Matamoros as well as
serving as a lieutenant of the Provincial Militia and Cavalry
until 1829. The couple’s daughter, Dolores de la Portilla, married
James Power, the Irish-born founder of Refugio, Texas and coempresario for the Irish Power and Hewetson Colony between
the Guadalupe and Nueces rivers. Power became a significant
Texas revolutionary, one of the signers of the Texas Declaration
of Independence, a supporter of Sam Houston, and was sent to
New Orleans to raise supplies for the Texas revolutionary army.
So here’s the connection: John Power and Dolores de la Portilla had
a daughter, also named Dolores, who married John Welter, a son
of Franz Welter.88 It would seem that the name “Dolores,” having
first symbolized disaster for Franz Welter, now through his son’s
marriage and future, would be redeemed.
Welter’s two sons, John and Tom, changed the family name
to Welder—which became a huge name in the history of South
Texas ranching. John and Dolores Welder came to own vast
ranchlands in Victoria, Calhoun, Refugio, and San Patricio
counties; their cattle herd was one of the largest in South Texas.
They accumulated approximately 100,000 acres of land in South
Texas mostly through the purchase of land grants. Their son,
James Francis Welder, inherited his parent’s considerable ranchlands and became one of the first ranchers in Texas to supplant
Longhorn cattle with thoroughbred cattle and adopt more modern ranching methods. He and his brother, John James Welder,
were among the first to build dipping vats to eradicate fever ticks
in Texas. James Francis Welder also became significant in the
area’s banking business headquartered in Victoria, Texas.89 To
bring this amazing family saga to a closure for our story, rancher and wildlife conservationist Robert Hughes Welder, who was
the son of Eliza (Hughes) and John James Welder, was born
on March 26, 1891, at Victoria, Texas. He founded the Rob and
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Bessie Welder Wildlife Foundation and Refuge in 1954 adjacent
to the Aransas River in present northern San Patricio County,
Texas, on 7,800 acres of prime wildlife habitat on uncultivated
Welder ranchland—land originally in Felipe Roque de la Portilla’s Spanish land grant.90
Thanks to being located between the tropics and temperate
zones, the Welder Wildlife Refuge abounds in diverse species of
bird, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians, as well as some 1,300
species of plants—“a greater variety of plants and wildlife than
any other area of comparable size in the world.” Moreover, the
Refuge is dedicated to education. The foundation grants multiple
fellowships and other aids to graduate students and researchers
annually and supports publication of research. Teacher-training
programs are offered in the summer. The foundation complex
includes administrative offices, library, museum, student study,
lecture hall, laboratories, student dormitory, outdoor rotunda,
five residences, and a bunkhouse for housing overnight groups.91
As it happens as another convenient happenstance of history, the
Refuge is located within 12 miles of El Copano, where the original
Beales colonists, including Eduard Ludecus, Victor Pépin, and
Franz Welter, landed on December 12, 1833, and through which
the once optimistic settlers journeyed in ox wagons to their tragic
destination on Las Moras Creek near the Rio Grande. Again,
history comes full circle.
And what about the legacy of Dr. James Grant? What of his
clandestine role in the British Foreign Office in leading the Matamoros Expedition not to just unite with Mexican Federalists to
defeat Santa Anna’s Centralist forces, but to create an independent republic of the Rio Grande that would act as a buffer to stop
the expansion of the United States (and slavery) into Mexican
territory? It is not a stretch to see the influence of his family heritage in the British East India Company and his own wealth-making maneuvers in Mexico, including his partnership with Beales.
Had a republic of the Rio Grande been successfully created, both
Beales and Grant would have profited enormously. Given Grant’s
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political career in the Coahuila and Texas state government, who
knows the political roles he or even Beales might have played in
such a republic? As loyal British subjects, both would have been
doing their bit in the larger British stratagem.
Certainly, the scheme did not die with Grant’s brutal killing
at the battle of Agua Dulce Creek and the hands of Gen. Urrea’s
Mexican lancers. Grant dispatched his right-hand man, Plácido
Benavides, leader of the Tejano ranchero squadron from Victoria
(they were also annihilated by Mexican lancers in the battle) to
warn Texas revolutionaries at Goliad, Refugio, and Victoria that
the Mexican army (under Gen. Urrea) was advancing upon the
coastal prairie settlements. Benavides is called the “Paul Revere
of Texas.” Alas, his warnings went unheeded, notably by James
W. Fannin’s command at Goliad with disastrous results—the Goliad Massacre. Benavides and the De Léon family at Victoria survived the Mexican army’s occupation, only to be ostracized and
driven out of Texas by Anglos who were wired to see all Mexicans as bad. Benavides would die in exile.92 But his esteemed
brother-in-law, José M. J. Carbajal, would carry on Dr. Grant’s
attempt to establish an independent Republic of the Rio Grande.
This is indirect evidence that Benavides was probably aware of
Grant’s ultimate goal.
As both Dr. Beales’s and Dr. Grant’s experiences in Mexico
demonstrate, England had significant influence in Mexico—far
more than the United States. Moreover, the huge tracts of land
granted to Beales in his various empresario schemes fit into this
strategy—as evidenced in 1842 when J. R. (Joseph Rodney)
Croskey, U.S. Consul in Cowes, Isle of Wight, in the 1840s, represented the claimants under Beales’s grant to have the British
Under Secretary of Foreign Affairs petition Republic of Texas
authorities to honor the claim. The British government took up
the cause, with Charles Elliott, the British consul and chargé
d’affaires to the Republic of Texas, presenting it to the Texas
Secretary of State in 1843.93 Significantly, Croskey prepared
an 1842 map of the Republic of Texas clearly showing Beales’s
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Arkansas Grant designated as “45,000,000 acres” and his Rio
Grande Grant showing the--by then--long-abandoned settlement
of Dolores.94 In the convolutions of international diplomacy,
when Britain recognized Texas independence from Mexico and
established an embassy in Austin with Charles Elliott as ambassador, the hope was to establish trade with the Texas Republic
and, working with the British minister in Mexico City, secure
peace with Texas and Mexico. Significantly, the British hope was
to abolish slavery in Texas and to derail Texas annexation to the
United States. British scheming as Elliott saw it desired to bypass
American cotton, occupy the area between the Nueces and Rio
Grande to prevent the expansion of slavery, and stop American
designs on California. Of course, this came to naught as Texans
voted for annexation to the U.S. in instead of independence recognized by Mexico and guaranteed by England. 95
That brings us to José M. J. Carbajal’s attempt, along
with other Mexican Federalists in Tamaulipas, Nuevo Leon,
and Coahuila who were still hoping to counter Santa Anna’s
Centralist regime, to establish a Republic of the Rio Grande in
1840. The apparent success of Texas independence with British
support no doubt nurtured their strategy. A convention held in
Laredo, Texas, declared the independence of the new republic,
with Jesús de Cárdenas as president, Antonio Canales Rosillo as
commander-in-chief of the army, and Carbajal as secretary to the
council, among other officers. But the Mexican Centralist army
defeated Canales’s forces, the remnants of which retreated to San
Antonio while Cárdenas and the government fled to Victoria,
Texas. (Victoria, it will be remembered, had once been Carbajal’s
home as a De Léon son-in-law.) Although this defeat thwarted the
dream of an independent Republic of the Rio Grande, Carbajal
again took up the cause when he commanded a division of the
Mexican army against the United States in 1846 during the U.SMexico War. But again, his dream of a republic was crushed by
the U.S. victory and the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, in which
Mexico lost territory from Texas to California. The indefatigable
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Carbajal took up the cause a third time in 1851 to create an
independent Federalist Republic of Sierra Madre, which was
to extend from Matamoros and Tampico inland to Monterrey,
Saltillo, and Nuevo Laredo, funded by selling land grants and
from a loan from his mother-in-law, Patricia de la Garza De Léon
(the widow of De Léon Colony founder Martín De León). Again,
failure. There would be no independent Federalist republic.96
Thus, the initial scheme of Dr. James Grant and his allies
Plácido Benavides and John Charles Beales—with the blessing
of the British Foreign Office—and had finally died with the failure to José M. J. Carbajal and his allies. The world of the 1850s
was much different than that of the 1830s. It would be a stretch
to see British foreign policy in Mexico hoping to temper U.S.
geographical and slavery expansion, the schemes of Dr. James
Grant and Dr. John Charles Beales, and the connections with
Plácido Benavides and José M. J. Carbajal in the attempted
creation of an independent Mexican Federalist republic as some
kind of systematized policy or single-minded strategy. But it does
show the complexity, interconnectivity, and inspirational quality
of our story. It’s impossible to know how Carbajal’s frustrated
attempt to create a buffer republic between Texas and Mexico
might have gone had Grant and Beales’s Rio Grande Colony
flourished, had Dr. Grant not been killed at the battle of Agua
Dulce, and had Plácido Benavides not died in exile. Grant’s legacy is considerable regardless, evidenced most recently by his direct descendant Stuart Reid’s biography, which revealed for the
first time the doctor’s multifaceted and hugely influential background and the extent of his international intrigue on behalf of
Britain. Yet, the interconnected and necessarily secreted story of
Grant, Beales, Benavides, and Carbajal and no doubt others has
yet to be traced in Mexican or British archives.
Dr. Beales’s legacy is wrapped up in Dr. Grant’s. Despite the
failure of their Rio Grande Colony, the endeavor not only was
encouraged by the Mexican government and probably the British Foreign Office, but attracted European-born colonists, and
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even banked on financial support from speculators in the United
States. Other aspects of Beales’s legacy are more immediate, one
being his life and family in New York City where he lived out
the rest of his life and left a respected reputation and a sizable
inheritance thanks to his colonization schemes. Another aspect
of Beales’s legacy—one much more important for the history of
South Texas—is the impressive family story of Rio Grande Colony survivor Franz Welter, whose sons and descendants under
the name Welder changed forever the history of ranching and
philanthropy in South Texas. The Welder legacy, as already noted, is substantial. These are the multifaceted twists and turns of
history where often the seeming hard line between failure and
success is in reality rather indistinct.
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A Brief Look at Citizen Opportunists
in the Matamoros area during the
U.S.–Mexico War, 1846-1848
By
James W. Mills
The U.S.–Mexico War of 1846 to 1848 brought disease, destruction and death along the lower Rio Grande Valley. However, the war declaration also brought in a new flow of government money to pay soldiers, acquire supplies, and obtain
other necessities. Often, needed supplies and provisions were
provided by private citizenry, including locals, which helped
them economically. Communications, transportation, and other
business opportunities arose along the border during this time.
Zachary Taylor and the American army began crossing into
Matamoros on May 18, 1846. Following close behind were civilian opportunists including reporters such as George Wilkins
Kendall from the widely read Picayune of New Orleans. Soon, a
variety of “stores, coffeehouses, restaurants, billiard rooms and
hotels” sprang up. Kendall himself remarked that Matamoros
had transformed into “an American city.” He further exclaimed
that a fine mint julep could be had which, in his opinion, marked
a civilized society.1 A number of languages could be heard spoken including French and German, in addition to Spanish and
English.2 George Kendall exemplified the speed a reporter could
get news back for print in New Orleans. For example, Kendall
sent a report from Reynosa on July 6, 1846, which was printed in
the Picayune a mere nine days later.3 Kendall and other journalists
found profit in part aided by advances in technologies, including the Hoe rotary press which allowed for better means of mass
production and lower costs. The penny press became accessible
to the common man and the elite alike. Kendall had numerous
reporters, including those along the Rio Grande.4
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Yet another private citizen entrepreneur of the publishing
business who published in Matamoros was West Point graduate
Hugh McLeod, who produced the bilingual newspaper in Matamoros known as the Republic of the Rio Grande and Friend of the
People. The paper, however, was under new ownership by July
and Fleeson, Peoples & Co. renamed the paper The American
Flag.5 The American Flag was first published by J. N. Fleeson
and John N. Peoples on a printing press which had been captured from the Mexican government shortly after the American
occupation of Matamoros. The American Flag was originally published twice a week on Wednesday and Saturday, beginning on
July 4, 1846.6 James L. Freaner of the New Orleans Delta also
profited by covering news from the Rio Grande, as did Thomas
Bangs Thorpe. These newspaper entrepreneurs published stories on, “camp gossip, official reports, patriotic editorials, market prices, and advertisements.”7 A competitor newspaper, the
Reveille, began to print under Samuel Bangs. Bangs was born in
Boston, but had moved to Texas, publishing in Corpus Christi
for a time, until finding opportunity to reestablish in Matamoros. Bangs’ Reveille first printed as a bilingual newspaper, but
soon published for English readers only. Samuel Bangs also
helped a Mexican printer establish El Liberal newspaper, but its
anti-American attitude caused many to shy away.8
Private steamboat owners also found opportunity in the
Matamoros area by plying the Rio Grande, including colorful boat names such as the Major Brown, the Brownsville, and the
Rough and Ready. By summers end, Taylor and his staff were
transported on the Corvette to Camargo some one hundred miles
upstream. Businessman Charles Stillman began establishing the
town of Brownsville across from Matamoros by erecting several brick buildings.9
A river boatman by the name of Mark Sterling came to the
Rio Grande from Pittsburgh in 1846 as captain of the Major
Brown and plied the river successfully. Mifflin Kenedy arrived
during the summer of 1846 and as a private citizen, helped
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Zachary Taylor select the appropriate riverboats to travel up
the Rio Grande. Kenedy notified his friend, Richard King, to
come south and was soon serving the U. S. Army by piloting
the Colonel Cross.10 The Colonel Cross was a 160 ton sidewheeler
built in Pennsylvania and brought to the Rio Grande by Captain John Birmingham in the late summer, 1846, but shortly
after arriving he was replaced by a captain Pratt. The Colonel
Cross was later purchased by Richard King.11
As Taylor and American military personnel occupied Matamoros and the surrounding area, sutlers followed. Sutlers were
citizen merchants who offered a variety of goods and services,
including foods and dry goods, which were not readily supplied
by the U. S. government. These services could also include
such items as, “clothing, tobacco, writing paper, lanterns, camp
stools, and hair combs.”12
In spite of military efforts to keep goods at a reasonable
price, sutlers were usually able to exploit the soldiers by inflating prices. One soldier proclaimed prices were four to five
times above normal. In some cases a luxury item such as ice
could run 12 ½ cents per glass, or 30 cents a pound, at a time
when a soldier with the rank of private made $7.00 to $8.00 per
month. Sutlers could procure a license from the army to sell
their goods, and soldiers who bought on credit throughout a
particular month would have their debt subtracted by the paymaster in order for sutlers to be reimbursed. However, sutlers
were also at times subjected to vandalism or other forms of retaliation. Sutlers also argued that their high prices were due to
transportation challenges. One sutler, for example, lost his entire inventory of over $12,000 due to weather conditions while
transporting goods from New Orleans to Matamoros.13
American merchants, as private citizens, also provided avenues to services that the military did not. They established a
variety of opportunistic avenues which included, “drinking establishments, gambling dens, and dance halls.” Various stores,
“coffeehouses, restaurants, ten pin alleys, and hotels” sprang
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up, seemingly overnight. Soldiers and volunteers “flocked to
the numerous gambling halls, cantinas, and brothels of the Mexican city (Matamoros) for entertainment.”14
Wheelers Public House, for example, was a popular dance
hall, where for $2.00 soldiers could enjoy a fandango. Fandangos
were local dances of the Mexican culture and popular with the
American soldiers. They were held in locations owned by locals
or the newly arrived Americans. Here, “dark-eyed senoritas”
danced into the night to the music of “violins, guitars, and mandolins” while the soldiers spent their meager wages on food and
drink. Such activities provided by the private citizens, helped to
add spice to their otherwise monotonous military duties.15
Fandangos seemed to be held on a nightly basis and were
a popular form of entertainment. The Washington Ballroom,
owned by John Edmondson, was another popular location for
fandangos located on Market Square. He referred to his events
as the “Grand Dress and Fandango Ball,” complete with a full
bar that offered, “the choicest liquors and luxuries” and had a
guard on duty to keep the peace. No doubt the local girls, often
chaperoned, had quite an effect on the men. Mexican women
would readily dance with American men, although communications were sometimes an issue. One soldier exclaimed that, “I
am at a loss what to say to them which causes some uneasiness
with the ladies and myself. They are great gals for kissing. They
do love it admirably and so do I.”16
Eateries such as the Washington House and the Tremont
House served hot meals including, “rabbit, kidneys, and eggs.”
The Tremont House was operated by Messrs. Gillock & Miller,
and offered rooms which they considered to be the finest in the
city and also held dances and served food, as well as offering a
variety of card games. The American Eating House, operated
by Messrs. Hays & Davis, offered a bakery and claimed they
could sell fresh bread in any quantity. They also offered a menu
complete with, “mutton, boiled and roasted, ducks, tongue etc.,
with an abundance of vegetables.” The Exchange Hotel, which
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also served as a gambling house, was located on Commercial
Street in Matamoros near the central plaza. This establishment
sported food, lodging and alcohol. The Resaca House served a
strong, but popular drink known as the “Rough and Ready.”17
The American Hotel in Matamoros was run by a Mrs. Phillis
Hamblin, who was described as being a, “large fleshy women.”
The American Hotel was located on Teran Street on the “northeast corner of the Grand Square.” The American Hotel could
accommodate travelers by a single meal, which was described
as “superior,” for an overnight stay, or for an entire week.
Across the street from the American Hotel was a bowling
alley owned by Dan Murphy and also sported a fully stocked
bar. Dan Murphy exclaimed that his ten-pin alley was located “in a cool and comfortable part of the city.” He also noted
that, “if while there anyone should by accident feel inclined to
participate in a glass of the wholesome beverage” that his bar
was well stocked, and included ginger beer, ale, cider, and soda
water.18 Dr. Jas. P. B. January was a medical practitioner who
advertised his services from his residence at the American Hotel. The French Restaurant was located on Teran Street and
was reputed to sell fine food and wine served by superb waiters.
This eatery, as well as the nearby Coffee House, was owned by
an unnamed French woman who had left Paris alone and prospered for a time in Matamoros. The Coffee House was located
on the corner of Market Square and also had an attached grocery store “with a well assorted stock.”19
A Mr. and Mrs. Darius Bacon also owned a business on
Commercial Street and sold, “wholesale and retail dry goods,
groceries, and hardware,” as well as offering “first quality” alcohols by, “the bottle, gallon, box or cask,” all at low prices.20
Mr. and Mrs. Coates operated a business on the square and
sold coffee and cigars in either small or large quantities. They
also had liquor for sale at all hours. Businessman Angelo Oliva
operated the Italian Restaurant on Iturbide Street “one block
from the Main Square” and proclaimed that anyone who visited
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his establishment would enjoy fine meals in a clean, cool, and
well ventilated atmosphere. He also served alcohol with ice. For
desserts, the Resaca House, located on Commercial Street, offered fresh cakes and pies, and also sported two billiard tables
and fine liquor also served with ice. The United States House
was open in July 1846 under a Mr. and Mrs. Brown from Corpus Christi and was also located on Commercial Street. They
rented rooms by the day or by the week and offered a bakery
and a bar.21
Other entrepreneur opportunists based in New Orleans and
following Taylor all the way to Matamoros included watchmakers and daguerreotypists, as well as a mister T. Demoranville
who had a blacksmith and horse-shoeing business in Matamoros near the ferry landing on Market Street. Businessmen
Bangs & Lewis operated a lumber yard on Commercial Street
and sold yellow pine, hinges, locks, staples, nails, candles, and
lard by the keg. Entrepreneurs D. Wolf and W. Trahen advertised a wholesale and retail store in Matamoros and offered such
commodities as, “dry goods, clothing, shoes, boots, liquors of all
descriptions, tobacco, cigars, medicines, etc., etc.”22 A businessman by the name of F. Helmuller advertised a variety of goods
including, ten casks of Bordeaux claret, “white French wines in
quarter casks,” tobacco, snuff, hardware, glassware, hammers,
saws, shovels, and boots, as well as sweet-oils, and catsup! Furthermore, an entrepreneur by the name of A. G. Mayers offered
a wide assortment of goods, which included cotton and linen
shirts, silk handkerchiefs, hams, pickles, tea, chocolates, raisins,
mustard, sugar, and mackerel. A mister Peter B. Taylor operated a store on the corner of the Public Square and Guerrero
Street and sold flour, whiskey, hams, tobacco, dry goods, and
lumber.23
Israel B. Bigelow advertised his stables, as well as the need
to hire two additional employees at good pay, as long as they
could prove to be sober and able to “obey instructions.” He further noted that his stables were located on Abasolo Street and
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that he had about thirty to forty horses for rent should anyone
need to travel to Burita or Point Isabel. A businessman by the
name of Felix Tester advertised his Travelers’ Hall located at
Point Isabel and informed readers that his establishment offered accommodations for travelers with good rates and that he
would serve his guests food at any hour.24 Local Hispanic businesses also made money from cock-fights and bullfights.
By early July 1846, the steamboat Virginia brought the famed
theater group known as the “corps dramatique” of Mr. and Mrs.
Hart from New Orleans, who performed at the Olympic Arena
in Matamoros and featured such entertainers as Joseph Jefferson III. Only seventeen at the time, Jefferson went on to fame
by playing the role of Rip Van Winkle in the 1870 Broadway
production of the same name. The team of Hart and Wells was
a most talented theatrical group who performed Shakespeare,
as well as the then popular plays of, “The Lady of Lyons,” “Rob
Roy,” and, “Timour the Tartar.”25 The Harts provided plays and
vaudeville to a motley audience of Texas Rangers, volunteers
from various states, and army regulars. Joseph Jefferson also
made money on the side by selling cakes, pies, tobacco, and cigars out of a corner of the Bill Foyle Lunch House and Grand
Spanish Saloon.26 Bill Foyle’s Lunch House, also referred to
as the Matamoros Lunch House, was located on Commercial
Street. Mrs. Foyle also sold silk and calicoes and proclaimed
that she could under sell anyone in town. She also offered, “table clothes, scarfs, spool cotton, capes, and mosquito netting.”27
As commerce and passengers continued to travel from New
Orleans to Brazos Santiago at the mouth of the Rio Grande,
typically a seven day journey, more merchants found profits including Messieurs Ogden and Mosby who opened a store at “La
Boca del Rio,” and sold such commodities as “groceries, wines,
liquors, boots, shoes, clothing, cigars, [and] sardines.” By July
1846, ice was being sold in the area by a Boston merchant for $1
per pound. For $3 a passenger could travel from the mouth of
the river to Matamoros on deck, or pay $10 for a cabin aboard
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the steamboat Frontier, steered by an experienced Mississippi
River captain.28
Some of the citizens of Matamoros welcomed the Americans
and were friendly. A few even expressed the desire to be governed by the United States, feeling that there would be more
government stability. Other citizens in the area profited by selling “milk, a sort of bread which they call tortillias [sic] cheese,
poloncas, or maple sugar, and a sort of liquor resembling, in
looks and taste, of San Croix rum.”29 At the center square of
Matamoros, a variety of services could be had including dry
goods, coffeehouses, groceries, and “every kind of wares.” The
Matamoros market, run by local merchants, offered a variety of
food including, “eggs, red peppers, peaches, melons, and many
varieties of vegetables.”30
Mexican private citizenry around Matamoros also found
economic profit from the invading American military by selling food to the soldiers, which helped supplement their bland
diet. Local foods included a variety of native fruits and vegetables, breads, milk and locally made alcohol. Mexican merchants
also found profit by offering a variety of wares including widebrimmed sombrero style hats to protect against the intense heat,
as well as clothing and trinkets. Soldiers also bought local Mexican cuisine including the tortillas and local dishes, but were astounded at the amount of hot chile spice of the local Mexican
cultural dinners.31 One soldier wrote of a particular meal consisting of, “a young kid or lamb, stuffed with rice & raisins, &
highly seasoned with pepper & garlic. Then a dish of beef alamode with ditto. Then fried eggs with peppers again, & then a
dish of real red peppers, stuffed with raisins and pecan nuts &
dipped in butter & fried.” Soldiers also purchased turkey eggs
locally until it was learned that they were actually “turkey-buzzard eggs.” Locally procured goats’ milk and local honey were
also had, although one soldier lamented that his taste of goat
butter reminded him of eating a piece of an “old wool hat.”32
Mexican women would also were paid for serving as cooks
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and laundresses. Local Mexican entertainers, both men and
women, also saw American government money change hands
to their own private pockets by providing local entertainment
for a fee. Entertainment was provided by way of “rope dancing” and a clown show. One soldier, Benjamin Franklin Scribner, remarked that the local Mexican entertainment resembled
a circus with bright colors, horses, and music, including drums
and clarinets.33 George Wilkins Kendall reported that a Mexican circus advertised and then performed in Matamoros in
July 1846. Rope dancers entertained, while tightrope performers and actresses participated in an open arena for a fifty cent
admission fee. A small orchestra, with drums and a variety of
wind instruments accompanied the show, which performed for
the local audience. Kendall opined, however, that the show was
“wretched” and further exclaimed that the show horses were
“miserable.”34
The local Mexican market continued to offer a variety of
foods for sale including mutton, liver, beef, eggs, chicken, apples, and pumpkins. Other local foods included, “Onions, garlics, beets, cabbage, turnips, tomatoes… red peppers…lemons,
oranges, figs, papaya and pomegranate.” In addition, the local
diet available for purchase included goat meat, pork, turkey
and beef, beans, and a variety of locally prepared soups. Often,
the prices charged by Mexican private citizenry was inflated,
but General Taylor ordered that the prices be paid, nevertheless.35 Most of their wares were locally obtained and although
they could and did take advantage of price gouging, their prices were arguably more reasonable then that of American merchants and sutlers. Soldiers, however, did continue to buy food
from Mexicans.
Lieutenant Napoleon Jackson Tecumseh Dana reported
that the Mexican market in Matamoros seemed to overcharge
on prices, but provided, “milk, green corn, tomatoes, cabbage,
and eggs at 37 ½ cents per dozen.” Additional commodities included Mexican sugar, cigars, and playing cards. Dana shared
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expenses in a letter to his wife which included purchases from
both American and Mexican merchants; “Drinks, cider, ale, and
so forth - $2.50; a crystal for a man’s watch which I broke - $.50;
blackening - $.25; cutting hair - $.25; postage - $.30; washing
- $2.50; mess bill and servants - $14.30. In all - $21.10.” The
following month Dana reported his expenses in a letter to his
wife as, “watermelon - $.20; hatband - $.25; servant - $1.50;
postage - $.50; drinks - $1.15; board on steamboat to Reynosa $3.00; mosquito bar - $2.50; peaches - $.50; candles - $.35; lemon syrup - $1.50; suspenders - $.50; mess bill - $14.45; washing
- $2.50; total - $28.90.”36
Some suggested that the Mexicans embraced the war as a
means, “of making money off of the Americans.” Sometimes,
however, U. S. soldiers and volunteers would simply steal food
and wares from the local Mexican population. These actions
were sometimes carried out under the influence of alcohol
which had been obtained from sutlers, American merchants, or
from the local Mexican citizenry, including such beverages as
“Mescal and pulque.”37
Professional gamblers were another breed of private citizen
opportunist who found the potential for profit during the war.
They followed the U. S. Army and could be found in town or
on the outskirts of town. Gambling included the then popular
games such as, “faro, poker, seven up, whist, euchre, vingt-etun, and chuck-a-luck.” And as is with gambling, soldiers more
often than not lost their money as opposed to winning. Private
citizen professional gamblers also masqueraded as being poor
and sloven, “unkempt, coarsely dressed, and dirt-and-tar begrimed” verses being “over-dressed and Frenchified.” This way,
their ruse was more effective. Gambling seemed to be a favorite pastime among all classes and races. Another popular card
game included monte.38
Still other private citizens who found profit during the war
included camp followers. Camp followers of the Mexican military were often family members or others who provided such
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paid services as, “cooks, laundresses, nurses, and servants to
the soldiers.” Soldiers would hire women to do their laundry
and sew, and also to cook. American camp followers included,
“wives, sweethearts, cooks, nurses, seamstresses, laundresses,
and ladies of easy virtue.” Actresses, mistresses, salon keepers,
and prostitutes also followed the armies. Some camp followers,
“sold sexual favors or provided other forms of ribald entertainment.”39
Although money changed hands from military payrolls to
private pockets regarding prostitution, venereal diseases such
as syphilis and gonorrhea were sometimes a result, as well as
other possible sexually transmitted diseases of the day. Cures
included using mercury, as well as the “cauterization of chancres with an acid solution” including the use of undiluted nitric acid. Certainly this type of business went on along the Rio
Grande in Matamoros and Camargo.40
Perhaps no other camp follower was more famous than the
“heroine of Fort Brown,” an Irish girl known as Sarah Borginnis. Standing at six feet two inches, Sarah was a powerful female
who served as a cook and laundress. Known for her bravery,
Sarah excelled as a camp follower. During the bombardment of
Fort Brown in the Spring of 1846, Sarah refused to take shelter
and instead repeatedly put herself in the line of fire by feeding
soldiers and serving them hot coffee. She unselfishly tended to
the soldiers’ wounds and even helped reload their guns. Her unparalleled and continued bravery served to promote her reputation to eventual legendary proportions. During a rather intense
bombardment of Fort Brown, for example, an “enemy bullet
pierced her bonnet, another shattered her bread tray, but she
persevered.” Sarah Borginnis, also known as the “Great Western,” became a favorite in news stories, which helped to sell
newspapers and other publications, and was even toasted by
American officers for her loyalty and good deeds.41
And so, as we see, although war is a terrible thing, bringing with it pain, disease and death, economic opportunity can
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also be found. The United States government provided many
supplies for soldiers, but economic avenues were also open to
private citizens and entrepreneurs.
The University of Texas-Rio Grande Valley
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The Mystery of the Texas Blockade Runner
“Texana”
by
Walter E. Wilson
In May of 1863, a disparate group of Civil War adventurers
and businessmen loaded bales of cotton onto a small schooner
named the Texana. Their united purpose was to run their schooner out of Galveston Bay and through the U.S. Navy’s blockade
until they reached the safety of the Rio Grande. One of the
men was a successful Jewish merchant who had married an
internationally-renowned opera singer. Another was a Maryland-born lawyer, merchant, and Confederate soldier. The third
was a German immigrant and sea captain.
The association of these men with the schooner Texana had
been unknown until the recent discovery of a small, privately-held collection of Civil War documents. These richly detailed
papers provide valuable information concerning the Texana and
the men who prepared her for a run past the blockade of the
Texas coast. The papers are silent, however, about the fate of
the vessel, its cargo, and the men who risked their lives and livelihoods in an attempt to elude the big guns of the Union fleet.1
This essay describes the evolution of a Galveston Bay
schooner named the Texana into a blockade runner as well as
the fate of those who were part of its brief career in the Texas
cotton trade. The article also fuses the new information about
the vessel, its owners and crew, with other primary source material to help contextualize this sometimes impersonal business.
The Texana’s blockade running escapade out of Galveston Bay
represents only a small piece of Texas’ maritime infrastructure
during the American Civil War. Its voyage does, however, illustrate many of the various obstacles that hundreds of similar wartime schooners, owners, and sailors had to overcome
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as they attempted to transport cotton to international markets.
The uniqueness of the Texana’s story is that it can be told from
its beginning to its end.
The men who dared running their vessels past the U.S. Navy’s blockade of the Texas coast were part of a shadowy world
where little was actually what it appeared to be. Blockade running was an inherently deceptive enterprise. Ship owners, crews,
and shipping agents all worked hard to conceal their identities
and activities. This secrecy, when combined with scattered and
incomplete historical records, makes it difficult to discover the
true story behind the individuals and vessels of the Civil War
cotton trade in Texas.
The key to solving the mystery of the Texana was the discovery
of eight Civil War documents dated between March 30, and May
23, 1863. They include partnership agreements, receipts, a cotton
manifest, and crew contracts that are related to the same small
schooner, its owners, and crew. The documents had been miscataloged as belonging to a Union merchant ship named the “Texana.”
That Texana was a large sailing vessel that a group of Confederate
Navy and Marine raiders had captured and burned during an expedition to the mouth of the Mississippi in June, 1863.2
The Texana described in the eight documents was not large,
and it was not destroyed in Louisiana. It was a small, 27-ton
schooner that was built, owned, and operated by a group of
men whose loyalties were decidedly with Texas and the Confederacy and not with the United States government of Abraham
Lincoln. The vessel described in these papers is clearly a Texas
schooner and not the 588-ton, bark-rigged Texana that had been
built at Mystic, Connecticut, in 1859 and burned at the hands of
the Confederates four years later.
Gulf coast schooners were purpose-built for the shallow waters
of Texas and were equipped with retractable centerboards. A
Texas schooner usually had two masts, with the foremast being
shorter or of equal height as the rear mast. Each was rigged with
fore-and-aft sails. Captain William Watson described this type of
flat-bottomed schooner in his rollicking tale of Civil War blockade
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running. Watson and his shallow draft schooner, the Rob Roy,
survived Yankees, storms, shoals, and charlatans as he ran into and
out of Galveston Bay, the Brazos River, and the Rio Grande.3
Prior to the emergence of the new documents, the very existence of the schooner Texana, had almost been lost to history.
The only previously-published reference to the schooner was
one brief mention in a rare book by Charles W. Hayes. His manuscript is dated 1879, but it was not published until 1974. Hayes’
book covers events in Galveston from 1526 through 1870, with
particular attention to the Civil War era. In his two-volume
work of over 1,000 pages, there is just one brief reference to a
blockade running schooner named “Texana” along with a sloop
named the “Blazer.”
The Sloop ‘Blazer,’ and the schooner ‘Texana,’ were captured
off the mouth of the Brazos. The former was owned by B.
[Bernard] Tiernan, Esq., of this city, and had a cargo of forty bales of cotton, owned by Wegman & Parizot, of Houston,
and was commanded by Captain C. Delany. The Texana was
owned and commanded by Captain Zack Sable [sic] and was
laden with eighty bales of cotton.4

Hayes does not cite any sources for this information, nor
does he provide any other helpful details such as dates or what
became of the ships, crews, or cargoes. From the context of his
narrative, the general timeframe was in the spring of 1863. This
was after Major General John Magruder’s Confederate forces
had recaptured Galveston on January 1, 1863, and before the
Union army began its nine-month occupation of the south Texas coast between November, 1863, and July, 1864.5
The U.S. Navy’s Official Records of the “War of the Rebellion” have numerous references to the capture of the Blazer and
its crew, but they say nothing about the schooner Texana. These
records confirm that the Union warship, USS Brooklyn, captured
the Blazer on the morning of May 27, 1863. However, the demise
of this blockade-running sloop did not occur off the mouth of the
Brazos River as the Confederates ashore had assumed. 6
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The capture of the Blazer came about because Rear Admiral
David G. Farragut wanted to suppress the Texas cotton trade
and check out rumors of an armed privateer being fitted out
near Point Isabel, Texas (now Port Isabel). He ordered the
commander of the Texas blockading fleet at Galveston, Commodore Henry H. Bell, to investigate the situation. Bell decided
to take a look for himself and sailed his flagship USS Brooklyn to South Texas. The unsuspecting crew of Blazer was three
days out of Velasco at the mouth of the Brazos River when they
fell prey to Commodore Bell and the Brooklyn. The capture occurred about 65 miles northeast of Brazos Santiago Pass. Based
on its location and heading, Bell believed that the sloop was on
its way to either Point Isabel or Bagdad, Mexico, at the mouth
of the Rio Grande.7
Bell’s official reports confirm that the sloop Blazer had sailed
from the Brazos River with a load of cotton, but was captured
before reaching its destination. On May 27, 1863, Commodore
Bell ordered Acting Master’s Mate Robert Beardsley to take
charge of the Blazer and sail the sloop back to the blockading
fleet at Galveston. Despite these references to the Blazer and
her captain Christopher Delaney, there are no references to the
schooner Texana or to a captain named Sabel.8
Fast forwarding to the information uncovered 150 years
later, it is now known that the schooner Texana belonged to a
group of three Texas investors. These men acquired the vessel
for the specific “purpose of running the Blockade to the port of
Matamoras [sic]” with a load of cotton. The partners included
Samuel Maas, a ship chandler, grocer, and real estate investor;
John Thomas Brady, a Confederate soldier, lawyer and transportation speculator with his partner and younger brother William; and finally Benjamin Crone, an opportunistic sea captain.9
The first of the investors was a prominent 51-year-old Jewish businessman named Samuel Maas who had moved to Texas in 1836 after emigrating from Germany via Pittsburg and
South Carolina. When Maas first sailed to Texas, he abandoned
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a fiancé in South Carolina. Like many of the recent arrivals in
the Republic of Texas, he was hoping to start his life anew. His
first taste of Texas was salty and wet. Maas had the unfortunate
experience of being shipwrecked and having to swim for shore.
He saved his life, but lost the lumber that the ship was carrying
to build his new home. A trained linguist, Samuel found employment in Nacogdoches County where he translated Spanish
land titles into English.10
Moving to Galveston in 1839, Maas opened a mercantile
store that catered to newly-arriving immigrants in need of supplies and land. He soon opened another store in Houston and
was a trusted confidant of prominent early Texans. His clientele
and circle of friends included General Sam Houston, the empresario Henri Castro, who founded Castroville, and Colonel
Ashbel Smith, the famous physician and former Secretary of
State for the Republic of Texas. In Galveston, Sam Maas had
wide-ranging business interests and, like most merchants of the
mid-nineteenth century, those interests included maritime commerce. For example, in 1853 and 1854, Maas was part-owner
of a commercial steamboat, a small sloop, and he invested in the
Texana Steam Navigation Company.11
Samuel’s true passion was not business but linguistics, teaching, and music. Those professions held little promise for a nineteenth-century Jewish man living on the Texas frontier. While
on a business trip to Germany in 1844, Maas found someone
who seemed to provide the perfect outlet for his personal yearnings. Samuel met, courted, and married the 27-year-old Isabella
Offenbach. Isabella was a famed European opera star who was
touring the continent with her younger brothers, Jacques and
Julius. Samuel Maas and his beautiful bride returned to Galveston later that year in the midst of a yellow fever epidemic.
The deadly disease would claim almost ten percent of the island’s 2,500 residents. Eight days after her arrival, Isabella also
became infected. Due, at least in part, to the efforts of Dr. Ashbel Smith, Isabella survived to have four children in Texas. By
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1863, their ages ranged from 18 (Max) to 6 (Rosa). Isabella also
continued to showcase her singing talents with performances to
aid the German and French Benevolent Societies.12
The next investor was the 33-year-old John Thomas Brady, together with his brother and junior partner, William, who lived with
John and his wife Callie (Caledonia Tinsley) in Houston. John Brady
had come to Texas in 1856 via Maryland, where he practiced law before moving to Missouri, where he was a newspaper editor. In Texas,
John soon became an advocate for and successful investor in railroad
and ship-canal transportation projects. Prior to the Union fleet’s occupation of Galveston Harbor in July of 1862, the Brady brothers had
run two schooners through the blockade that were loaded with clothing and munitions. John also joined General Magruder’s staff that year.
He was an aide to Commodore Leon Smith on board the cotton-clad
steam gunboat Bayou City when the Confederates recaptured the city
on New Year’s Day, 1863.13

The least prominent and most hard-pressed of the partners
was the 36-year-old Benjamin Crone. Benjamin had a wife, Johanna, and eight children to support, four of whom were living
at home in 1863. To make matters worse, just 20 days after the
Union forces were ousted from Galveston, Crone’s home on Mechanic Street in the eastern part of the city, had caught fire and
was a total loss, “furniture and everything destroyed.” Crone’s
blockade running future would become even more clouded.14
Two months after the loss of his home, Ben Crone purchased
the schooner Texana from Leverett Sherman of Turtle Bay in
Chambers County, Texas. Sherman had been using the Texana
as a commercial transport in the waters between Houston and
Galveston since the Union Navy began its blockade of Galveston Bay in July, 1861. Given the prospect of increased profits
and the desperate need for supplies, Sherman employed some
of his schooners as blockade runners. He sold the others to men
who were equally willing, or desperate enough, to risk losing
everything. In the case of the Texana, Ben Crone was the buyer
who fit that description.15
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Needing to turn a quick profit and improve his cash flow,
Ben Crone sold two thirds of his interest in the Texana to Sam
Maas. Crone transferred the first one-third interest just eight
days after his original purchase for the sum of $2,000. The sale
included “her anchors, tackles, rigging, sails, chains and all other appurtenances thereinto being.” On April 17th, Ben signed
over a second one-third interest to Maas. Sam promptly sold
this one-third share in the Texana to John and William Brady.
A cryptic penciled note on the back of this second bill of sale
served as an addendum to the original. It simply says that Maas
sold this additional share to “Brady” as a third equal partner on
April 22, 1863.16
A condition of the sale to Maas and Brady was that Ben
Crone had to get the schooner sufficiently sea-worthy for a
voyage to Matamoros. Maas agreed to pay the amount due to
Crone only after the Texana had passed examination by a “legally authorized expert.” The expert would certify that repairs
were complete and the schooner was fitted out and in sailing order. The expert proved to be Capt. James E. Haviland, a former
steamship captain and a future mayor of Galveston.17
The description of the Texana in the bill of sale and partnership agreement is sparse. She was a schooner of 27 tons burden,
which is a measurement of its internal carrying capacity in short
tons (i.e., 2,000 pounds). Schooners of this tonnage were about
48-55 feet in length and 14-17 feet abeam, with a draft of about 3
feet 3 inches when the center board was retracted. They usually
had four to six crewmen, including a captain, mate, cook, one
or two seamen, and a supercargo who would serve as the purser
and owners’ representative. Despite their small size, schooners
like this could accommodate up to 100 bales of cotton. At approximately 500 pounds each, the Texana’s intended cargo of 80
compressed cotton bales would have weighed between 38 and
40 tons that would be stored below and above deck.18
The only available cargo manifest for the Texana specifies
that 40 bales of cotton had been compressed and delivered from
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Houston. Seven of the bales were rejected and returned, leaving
a total of 33 bales weighing 17,296 pounds. Another receipt made
out to Sam Maas four days later indicates that additional bales
were brought to the Texana after the initial load of 33. At this
point in the war, Confederate officials were beginning to require outbound blockade runners to allot 50 percent of their cargo space for the
government. A prominent businessman and former mayor of Houston,
Thomas House, sometimes acted as a government agent for these transactions. Given the Texana’s cargo capacity, the situation at Galveston,
and subsequent reports, the schooner loaded about 73 bales of cotton,
half of which may have belonged to the Confederate government.19

There were, however, additional expenses to be paid before
the schooner could be cleared for sea. There was $150 for new
sails to William J. Burk [Burke], Galveston custom house fees
of $15.76, and a ship’s master to be hired. That master was Zack
Sabel (aka Zac or Zach Sable). On April 3, 1863, with Sam
Maas as a witness, Ben Crone signed an agreement that appointed “Zac Sabel [as the] master of said vessel to take the
direction of fitting her out properly, as he may deem sufficient,
to hazard the risks of the sea outward, and afterwards taking
the direction and command of said schooner for the outward
trip and return.”20
Ben Crone agreed to pay Captain Sabel $200 for taking the
ship out and another $300 if he safely arrived at foreign port.
He also agreed to provide his new captain with free room and
board in Galveston while Sabel was “superintending the fitting
out” of the Texana. Captain Sabel was well informed about the
activities and intentions of Crone and Maas; he had been the official witness for their original partnership agreement on March
30th. Zack Sabel was the master of the Texana, but he did not
have an ownership interest in the schooner. As captain, Zack
Sabel would have personally recruited the remaining, but unnamed sailors for his crew. The monthly salary for a mate was
typically $50-65. A cook made about $30-$45, depending on the
size of the crew and his skill level. Able-bodied seamen usually
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earned a bit less at $25-40, which also included food, drink, and
a berth aboard ship.21
Captain Sabel had already achieved a degree of notoriety
as one of the heroes of the successful “cutting out” expedition
against Union Navy sailing ships on January 21st off Sabine
Pass, Texas. Sabel was the pilot on board the steamship Josiah Bell that, along with the Uncle Ben, had captured the Union
warships Morning Light and Velocity. In a newspaper special, the
Houston Telegraph reported that:
Captain Z. Sable and Mr. Gilmore, of Orange, did efficient
service, and proved by their gallantry that they are men for an
emergency. When we took the Morning Light in tow, Captain
Sable remained in command of her, and the manner in which
she was handled stamps him at once as a good seaman.22

The Confederates had to destroy the Morning Light when
she could not make it past the shallow bar protecting the Sabine River, but Sabel’s seamanship and coolness under pressure
would serve him well on the Texana.23
Other costs for the Texana’s partners involved the precaution
of changing the registry of the schooner from the Confederate
States to the British flag. This was accomplished just before the
schooner sailed. The three partners officially transferred ownership of the Texana to James F. Loudon, a British citizen. Their
purpose was to give “foreign protection to said vessel and cargo
in case of capture.”24
Registering vessels with a neutral country was a ploy that both
sides practiced during the Civil War. Without a neutral flag, encounters with enemy warships would result in the certain loss of
the vessel and its cargo, and prison for the crew. The easiest and
least expensive method of avoiding this certainty was to register
the vessel under a neutral or “false flag.” As part of the registration
process, the true owner would sell the vessel at a nominal cost to a
citizen of a neutral country. The foreign titleholder would agree to
simultaneously provide the true owner(s) a power of attorney that
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transferred full authority over the vessel and its cargo. Although frequently referred to as a “sham” sale, this procedure at least offered
the true owners a chance of retaining their vessel and its cargo in the
event it was boarded or seized by a Union or Confederate warship.25
In the case of the Texana, the neutral third party was James
Loudon, a 50-year-old Scottish merchant. Loudon, with his wife
Mary and their four daughters, was well established in Galveston business and social circles. He had served as a musical
director and participant in theatrical and musical presentations
that raised funds to benefit hospitalized Texas soldiers. Though
an amateur, critics declared that Loudon had a “remarkable
voice.” He was well known to Sam Maas and his wife Isabella,
both as a merchant and as a patron of the musical arts. Loudon
would have no say in the operation of the schooner and no share
or expense in the event of profit or loss. The cost of registering
the schooner under the false British flag and in Loudon’s name
tallied an additional $670.50.26
There was one more important personnel vacancy that the true
owners of the Texana needed to fill: a “supercargo.” That person
was another man of German ancestry, A.S. Mair. The supercargo,
or purser, was entrusted with loading and selling the cotton and
any other merchandise that might be aboard the ship. He would
act as agent for the owners when the Texana reached its destination. Mair was well experienced in these matters having served in
the same role for Thomas W. House. Earlier in 1863, Mair made a
successful run from Galveston Bay to the Rio Grande earlier that
year on House’s schooner, the Leader.27
To complete the false-flag transaction, James Loudon provided supercargo Mair with a power of attorney to act on behalf of the
true owners in selling the cargo. Mair could even sell the schooner
if needed, as long as he promoted and protected the interests of
J.T. & W. Brady, Sam Maas, and Ben Crone. For his troubles,
Mair would receive a “2 ½ per cent commission on the amount of
the sale of the said cotton as a compensation for his services.”28
By May 23, 1863, the schooner Texana was certified as
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ready for sea. It had Zack Sabel as its captain, A.S Mair as
its supercargo, a load of cotton, a properly documented British
registration, and a Customs House departure clearance. Optimistic about their chances, Brady and Maas “chartered the
other third of said vessel from B. Crone….” As a result, only
the partners Brady and Maas would split any profits from the
venture. However, it is at this point that, with the exception of
Hayes’ account, the Texana disappears from published records.
To unravel the mystery of the Texana’s voyage, a closer examination of other official reports, contemporary documents, and
newspaper accounts is required.29
When Commodore Bell of the USS Brooklyn seized the
sloop Blazer off Brazos Santiago, the captured crewman Frank
Luis provided a small piece of the puzzle about the Texana’s
movements. Luis said that the Blazer, along with another unnamed sloop and a schooner, had sailed down Galveston Bay
and through Oyster Bay with cargoes of cotton. From there,
they entered a shallow canal that emptied into the Brazos about
three quarters of a mile above the mouth of the river.30
The Galveston and Brazos Navigation Company had completed this canal in early 1855. It was about 55 feet wide, 10 miles
long, and between 3 and 6 feet deep, depending on the state of
dredging upkeep. Ironically, this canal was originally intended as
a conduit from the Brazos River to the deep-water port at Galveston. Shallow draft vessels would use this sheltered shortcut
and avoid venturing into the open waters of the Gulf.31
During the Civil War, the canal operated in reverse by
providing an alternative escape route. Small blockade runners
could use the canal when the Union Navy blocked their escape
from Galveston Bay. When heading out to sea, patient blockade runners had additional advantages. They could wait for the
right combination of weather, winds, visibility, and tide. Their
chances for escape improved when no Union blockaders were
in sight and two or more vessels departed at the same time in
different directions.32
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The prisoner Frank Luis went on to confess that after their
30-mile journey from Galveston, they arrived at the City of Velasco near the mouth of the Brazos River. From there, the Blazer,
along with the other sloop and schooner, cleared the shallow
Brazos bar on the evening of May 25th. They were all bound for
Matamoras. The other sloop was most likely the Kate, that Commodore Bell had captured near Brazos Santiago a few hours
after seizing the Blazer. Confederate authorities had cleared the
Blazer and the Kate from the Brazos River along with a small
schooner named the Jno. Marquese on May 11th. Twelve days later, the Texana received a similar permit to “pass all batteries and
proceed to sea from the Mouth of the Brazos River.”33
When Commodore Bell captured the Blazer, she was loaded
with 39 bales of cotton and had a crew of four. This 17-ton sloop
may have been one of the single-masted vessels known in Texas
as scow sloops. They were ideal for the shallow waters and variable winds along the shoals and oyster beds of the Gulf Coast.
Bell affirmed that the Master of the Blazer was “Christopher E.
Delaney.” In addition to Frank Luis, “a Portuguese,” the other
captured crewmen included two Germans 34
Commodore Bell sent the sloop Blazer back to the Galveston
area, where it arrived on May 30th under a Navy prize crew
from the Brooklyn. Bell also decided to load the 18 bales of cotton captured from the sloop Kate onto the schooner Star that he
had found abandoned inside the Laguna Del Madre near Point
Isabel. The Star reached the blockading fleet off the Galveston
Bar without incident on June 1, 1863.35
Just a few hours after the Star’s arrival, Commodore Bell returned to his Galveston blockading station and found the Blazer,
“leaking badly and unfit for making a voyage to Key West.” Bell
changed his plans and scuttled the unseaworthy Blazer. He also
transferred his two witnesses, Delaney and Luis, and the 57 bales
of cotton to the schooner Star. The Star was now loaded with
passengers and a cargo of 39 bales from the Blazer, 18 bales from
the Kate, and 12 boxes of “sundries seized at Point Isabel.” They
sailed for the admiralty court at Key West on June 2, 1863.36
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The observant citizens of Galveston took note of the events
occurring offshore. Recognizing the Blazer and knowing that
she had left Galveston Bay for the Rio Grande with the schooner Texana scarcely a fortnight earlier, they assumed the Union
fleet had captured both vessels. The Galveston Tri-Weekly News,
datelined June 3, 1863, filed this confusing report:
The blockaders have taken the cotton out of the sloop Blazer
and turned her adrift. The Schooner Texana has been captured,
and sent eastward with a prize crew on board.37

Later that month, however, it was the 100-ton Star and not
the 27-ton Texana that arrived at Key West. There, the Admiralty
Prize Court soon condemned the Star for the relatively meager
total of $631.49 ($800 minus $168.51 expenses). However, the
prize money for the 57 bales of cotton that the Star carried was
quite a different matter. The Blazer’s 39 bales of cotton netted
$7,592.06 and the 18 bales from the Kate returned $3,130 for a
grand total of $11,353.55. The Federal government would receive half that amount, while the officers and men of the Brooklyn
would receive the other half. This money would not be paid until
after a final audit in July, 1864. It still would be a nice bonus for
everyone from Commodore Bell, whose annual monthly salary
was $333, to the ordinary seamen, making just $14 each month.38
So what happened to the Texana? Despite the newspaper
report and the Hayes account, she was never captured, but neither did she reach the Rio Grande. The Texana, like the Blazer,
had been built for the relatively calm and shallow inland waters
of Texas and not the turbulent wind and waves of the Gulf.
Taking her out into the open sea, even with a certificate of her
seaworthiness, was a risky operation.
An obscure report in the National Archives confirms that
the Texana made it as far as Aransas Pass, about 140 miles below the Brazos River. The Confederate officer in charge at the
scene reported that the “Texana was wrecked on Aransas Bar on
the 8th inst. [i.e., June 8, 1863]. She attempted to cross, became
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unmanageable in the breakers, and stranded.” The vessel was
“a total loss.”39
Captain Sabel’s reason for his detour to Aransas Pass between San Jose and Mustang Islands is unknown, but the
schooner was clearly in distress before it wrecked. The Texana
had been delayed along the way. After exiting the Brazos River,
Sabel may have put into Matagorda Bay before venturing back
into the Gulf and coming to ruin at Aransas Pass.
It is also possible that Sabel entered Matagorda Bay and
then sailed all the way down to Aransas Bay via a series of lagoons and bays that form the inland waterway. This natural
passage is protected by a series of long, low barrier islands. Because the natural lagoon was too shallow below Corpus Christi,
even vessels like the Texana had to sail into the Gulf when delivering cargo to the Rio Grande. When his schooner ran aground
at Aransas pass, Captain Sabel may have been outbound from
Aransas Bay.40
Although stranded on the sand bar and a total wreck, vigilant
Confederate troops from Colonel Alfred. M. Hobby’s command
reported that the crew was safe, and together they managed to
salvage 75 bales of cotton from the Texana. A subsequent Houston newspaper account repeated Hobby’s report. Contemporary
sources make no further direct references to the Texana or its cargo. However, on June 28, 1863, José San Román wrote to Thomas W. House. From his office in Brownsville, San Román was
acknowledging a letter and bill of lading that he had recently received from House. San Román was a highly respected merchant
doing a robust business on both sides of the river. San Román had
worked with supercargo A.S. Mair when he was House’s agent for
the blockade-running schooner Leader earlier in 1863.41
Upon Mair’s arrival at Brownsville in June, 1863, he
handed San Román a bill of lading for 40 bales of cotton. These
bales were most likely Thomas House’s portion of the 75 bales
rescued from the Texana that he had consigned to San Román.
The other 35 or 40 bales may have been consigned to another
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agent and probably did not belong to Thomas House. In
addition to acknowledging receipt of House’s letter, San Román
reported that he had credited House’s account, through A.S.
Mair. for a total of $1,004. After salvaging the Texana’s cargo
at Aransas Pass, Mair would have reshipped the cotton onto
inland waterway schooners or sloops. He then had to transfer
the cotton onto oxcarts at one of the transshipment points at,
or near, Corpus Christi, where teamsters would make their
deliberate way overland to the Rio Grande.
Although they lost their schooner, the Texana’s partners
fared much better than the owners of the Blazer and Kate who
lost both their vessels and their 57 bales of cotton. The Texana’s
partners would not always be as lucky. The subsequent career
of Benjamin Crone would undergo the most dramatic transformation. The Union Navy captured Crone as he tried to run the
schooner J.T. Davis from Galveston into Matamoros in September, 1863. Two weeks later, the J.T. Davis was in New Orleans
as a prize and the prisoner Crone was working as a pilot for the
Union Navy.42
The former Confederate captain and owner of blockade runners was providing his captors with detailed navigational intelligence about the entrances to the Rio Grande, Brazos Santiago,
Aransas Pass, the Brazos River, and the Galveston Bay passes. In
October 1863, Commodore Bell touted Crone’s knowledge to the
senior naval officer off Galveston, “Crone, the pilot, knows more
about that bar [at the Brazos River] than anyone I have seen; but
we must keep him for the [Galveston] bay, unless we can’t find
another pilot for Brazos.” Crone’s wife and family remained in
Galveston, despite receiving permission from Confederate General Magruder to remove them to New Orleans.43
Both captain Zack Sabel and supercargo A.S. Mair had
successful careers during and after the war. Captain Sabel
served as a pilot in Galveston through 1869 and advocated
improvements to Galveston harbor. The Texana’s supercargo,
A.S. Mair, subsequently expanded his blockade-running interests
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by forming the “blockade-running firm of A.S. Mair & Co.”
Despite the unhappy result of having his schooners Carrie Mair
and Lady Hurley captured in late 1864, Mair became a successful
merchant after the war.44
During the war, Sam Maas encountered legal problems as
a result of suspicious business dealings with New York merchants. He also may have had a part interest in Crone’s ill-fated
schooner, the J.T. Davis. Near the end of the war when the Yankee occupation was imminent, his wife Isabella feared for the
safety of herself and her young daughters, Miriam and Rosa. A
woman of action, she and her daughters ran the blockade out of
Galveston and into Havana in early March, 1865, on either the
fast steamship Evelyn or the Wren. “Madame S. Maas” and her
two daughters arrived in New York from Havana on March 22,
1865, on the steamship SS Moro Castle. Isabella and the girls left
New York for Havre, France, on the SS Washington seven days
later. They then planned to travel to Paris, where they would
remain for several months.45
After the war, Sam Maas continued to prosper as a merchant in Houston and Galveston, but his marriage to Isabella
would prove to be an unhappy one. They separated after their
children were grown. Isabella moved into her daughter’s home,
located across the street from Samuel’s house in Galveston. The
homes that the couple’s son Max built in 1886 for himself and
his mother both survive in the East End District of Historic
Galveston. Isabella died in Galveston in 1891, where Samuel
also died six years later at the age of eighty-seven.46
The third partner in the Texana, John T. Brady, achieved
prominence as a politician, cattleman, and transportation mogul. He was first elected to the State Legislature in 1863 and
served as a representative and senator through 1880. Brady
was a breeder of thoroughbred cattle and served as the first
president of the Texas State Fair Association. Brady’s wartime
experiences helped him appreciate the need for improved commercial transportation capabilities and the associated opportu-
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nities for profit in Texas. He was a founder and president of
railroad companies that evolved into the Southern Pacific and
Missouri Pacific Railways. He also supported deepening the
Houston ship channel and had the bayou dredged for Houston’s
first turning basin. He died in 1890 just after completing an inspection tour of the port of Houston.47
The Civil War schooner Texana was owned and operated by
Texans who used it as an important, albeit expendable piece of
the state’s cotton trade infrastructure. Like hundreds of other
small coastal vessels, the Texana successfully moved a small load
of cotton through Galveston Bay to the Brazos River and South
Texas. She was lost to the elements and not to a Union warship,
but her crew survived and, with the help of Confederate soldiers, they salvaged the cotton. Those cotton bales eventually
made their way to the Rio Grande and to markets in Europe
or New York. The Texana had served her purpose and turned a
profit for its owners. Such was the fate of many Texas blockade
running sloops and schooners whose crews braved the elements
and enemy gunfire to move goods along the Texas Gulf coast
during the Civil War. It was a fate that railroads, canals, and
proper port facilities could have avoided.
The hazardous cruise of the Texana had been one of many
unsolved mysteries that illustrate the determination of Texans
to overcome the state’s inadequate transportation infrastructure
in the mid-nineteenth century. The Texana stands as an example
of the defiant sailing craft that remained a viable threat to the
blockade of Western Gulf of Mexico throughout the Civil War.
Through hard experience, men like Zack Sabel, Samuel Maas, and John Brady knew that Texas had to improve its
port facilities and sea lines of communication for its citizens to
achieve a high level of economic prosperity. Men and women
like these helped build the foundation that, 155 years later, allowed Texas to develop three of the top five trading ports in
the U.S. (based on tonnage).48 Thanks to a few musty old documents, a shipwrecked blockade running schooner named the
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Texana can now assume its proper place as part of the maritime
history of Texas.
Author of Civil War Scoundrels and the Texas Cotton Trade; and The
Bulloch Belles; and co-author of James D. Bulloch: Secret Agent and
Mastermind of the Confederate Navy.
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The National Guard Defends Brownsville and
the Valley—1916
By
Anthony K. Knopp and Alma Ortiz Knopp
The part-time soldiers of America’s National Guard have
long served the needs of their respective states, but on occasion
have been “called-up” to protect or defend national interests in
times of conflict or natural disaster. The most recent exercise of
this function began in 2006 with an authorization by President
George W. Bush, followed in 2010 by similar action by President Barack Obama, to send Guard troops to the U.S.-Mexico
border. Both deployments of up to 6000 men were to provide
assistance to the Border Patrol in drug seizures and support
the apprehension of immigrants illegally crossing the border.1
President Donald Trump resorted to the same strategy as his
predecessors in 2018, when “caravans” of thousands of Central Americans began to make their way through Mexico to
the U. S. border. Many of the Guardsmen were assigned to the
Rio Grande Valley. Their numbers were augmented during the
Coronavirus outbreak in the early spring of 2020.2
The 2006-2020 presence of the National Guard was not the
first time that a president had called on the Guard for border
service.
Pancho Villa was a famous—even notorious—revolutionary
leader during the Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920. Villa never
visited the Rio Grande Valley (despite rumors to the contrary),
although one of his armies, under the command of Gen. José
Rodriguez, attacked Matamoros in 1915, unsuccessfully.3
By 1916, Villa’s fortunes had declined to the extent that his
once huge armies had dwindled to roaming bands of a few
hundred to a thousand, primarily in Villa’s adopted home state
of Chihuahua. Since the Woodrow Wilson administration
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across the border in the United States had elected to recognize
Villa’s rival, Venustiano Carranza, as the legitimate head of the
Mexican government, an enraged Villa vented his anger by
anti-American actions. On March 9, 1916, Villa personally led
a force of 400 men across the border and attacked the town of
Columbus, New Mexico, killing 3 soldiers and 4 civilians and
burning many buildings.4
The Carranza Constitutionalist government in Mexico was
eager to avoid conflict with the United States, particularly in
the form of an incursion into Mexican territory. Carranza apologized for the attack and promised new efforts to control the
villistas, but “No pledge of renascent effort by the Constitutionalists could keep Wilson from venting his moral outrage at the
attack on Columbus.”5 The day after the attack on Columbus,
Wilson ordered Gen. John J. Pershing to take what became
known as the “Punitive Expedition” into Mexico with the objective of dispersing the villista bands. In the course of the intervention, a battle at Guerrero “marked the end of Villa’s threat to
the United States for some time.”6
Still, there continued to be concern and even fear along
the U.S. border of violence emanating from Mexico. Some of
the concern seemed to be warranted. In 1915 the Plan de San
Diego appeared in the Rio Grande Valley, calling for a Mexican-American revolution and the killing of Anglos. Violence
and banditry were wide-spread in the region, along with the belief that much of it was inspired from Mexico.7 On the night of
May 5, 1916, hundreds of mounted Mexicans swept across the
Rio Grande in the Big Bend region and attacked the village of
Glenn Springs and the tiny 14th Cavalry force stationed there,
looting and burning the town as well as the nearby village of
Boquillas.8 The cavalry force defending Glenn Springs amounted to nine men, a figure indicative of how thin-spread were the
American army forces all along the border. Unsurprisingly, local officials along the border called upon governors and federal
officials to provide more military support. Major General Hugh
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Scott responded by ordering three regiments of regulars to the
border on May 9.9
President Wilson, however, initially opposed any action that
might result in war with Mexico. Wilson claimed that those who
criticized him “speak as if America were afraid to fight Mexico.
Poor Mexico, with its pitiful men, women, and children, fighting to gain a foothold in their own land!” Consequently, Wilson
resisted General Scott’s recommendation for a National Guard
call-up in April. The President hoped that a meeting between
American military officers and Mexican officials could resolve
the issues, but a meeting at the border between Scott and Mexican General Álvaro Obregón failed to provide a solution. After
meeting with Major General Frederick Funston, who was supervising the Punitive Expedition, Scott joined Funston in an
urgent telegram to the War Department urging that the National Guard in border states be called into federal service. President Wilson immediately responded by ordering the call-up of
those units.10
The 4191 men called up in the Arizona, New Mexico, and
Texas National Guard units in many cases were ill-prepared
for active service. Many were poorly trained and inadequately
equipped. Many units were under-strength. A considerable number were not physically fit. In the case of Arizona and New Mexico, these states had only recently entered the Union, so their lack
of preparedness was less surprising. Arizona units were assigned
to protect smelters near Douglas, while New Mexico units went
to Columbus, where the Villa raid had occurred.11
The Texas National Guard, at 3847 men, organized as
a reinforced brigade, was more than double the combined
strength of the Arizona and New Mexico units, as well as better
trained and better equipped. But the Texas Guard was under
the cloud of a recent scandal. Texas Guard officers had been
convicted of selling off Guard property for personal gain, and
widespread thefts from Guard armories had been uncovered.
Such misbehavior was unsurprising in the administration of
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Governor James E. “Pa” Ferguson, but had begun years earlier.
Ferguson belatedly undertook reforms and appointed retired
Brigadier General John A. Hulen as brigade commander.
The Guard included a “political component”—the governor’s
personal staff, consisting of “twelve of the governor’s closest
political cronies, who were commissioned as lieutenant colonels
in the militia.”12
San Antonio was designated as the mobilization point for
the Texas Guard, a logical decision since both Fort Sam Houston and the headquarters of the Southern Department of the
army were located in that city. Units were notified to report “on
trains” on May 11. By May 14, 3730 men had reported to Camp
Wilson, adjacent to Fort Sam Houston. Patriotic enthusiasm
inspired by the mobilization resulted in a “flood of applications
to enlist” in the Guard. On May 15 the Texas Guardsmen were
sworn into federal service and began physical examinations and
preparing equipment.13
The whole point of the call-up was the situation along the border with Mexico, and General Funston was eager to secure more
forces for service there. Cavalry were essential for patrolling the
rugged Rio Grande border, but most cavalry units had been assigned to the Punitive Expedition, and Guard units lacked horses
and equipment. Funston recalled the 6th Cavalry from the Punitive
Expedition and assigned it, along with artillery and infantry units,
to the Big Bend region. The Texas cavalry squadron and the 4th
Texas Infantry soon joined those units.14
“Most of the Texas infantry had it a lot better than the 4th
Texas, for they were stationed in the lower Rio Grande Valley.”
The Texas Infantry units were assigned to the Brownsville
Military District, headquartered at Fort Brown in Brownsville,
and extending from the mouth of the river west to Rio Grande
City. The Brownsville District was the most heavily populated
of the border districts, which accounts for the military focus.
The commander of the Brownsville District was Brigadier
General James (“Gallopin’ Jim”) Parker, the commanding
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officer of Fort Brown, who quickly established separate camps
for Guard units and provided for instruction of guardsmen by
his Fort Brown regulars. General Parker made a tour of the
Guard units stationed at Mercedes, Harlingen, and San Benito,
and then announced six to eight hours of daily drill designed to
turn the men into “full-fledged American soldiers.”15
Soon a new threat to border security arose. On June 16,
1916, Gen. Jacinto B. Treviño, commander of Mexican President
Carranza’s forces in Chihuahua, warned Gen. Pershing that his
Punitive Expedition should only move in a northerly direction. A
few weeks earlier Carranza himself had sent a note to President
Wilson insisting that American forces leave Mexico forthwith.
“The Carranza regime labored under the delusion that the United
States was so weak militarily that Mexico could launch surprise
attacks to annihilate the Punitive Expedition and to overrun
Laredo before the United States could react.”16 Apparently
Carranza had provided sanctuary in Mexico for the organizers of
the Plan de San Diego actions, and now reactivated Luis de la Rosa
and Aniceto Pizaña, who began to recruit followers in Ciudad
Victoria and Monterrey. In addition, José M. Morín, a Mexican
secret agent, was organizing Hispanics north of the border for
an uprising. “A series of raids under the aegis of the Plan de San
Diego once again plunged the lower Texas border into turmoil.”17
One of the series of raids provoked a response from Fort
Brown. On June 14, 1916, a band of 24 raiders crossed the Rio
Grande from Mexico at El Ranchito, nine miles west of Brownsville and were discovered and fired upon by a Fort Brown detachment near San Benito. On learning of the skirmish, General
Parker ordered Lt. A. D. Newman and 50 cavalry troopers to
pursue the raiders. Newman’s force soon found the tracks of
the raiders, followed them to the river, and crossed into Mexico. The troopers encountered the raiders about a mile from the
river and another skirmish ensued, leaving two Mexicans dead.
On the 17th a much larger force of cavalry, plus a machine gun
troop, crossed the river west of Matamoros, but was recalled by
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orders from Washington.18
“As tension mounted and war appeared possible, President
Woodrow Wilson mobilized the rest of the National Guard.”19
The potential war with Mexico crisis was based on a series of episodes and raids along the border, of which those near Brownsville were only a sample. Thus there was a sense of urgency
that disrupted plans for an orderly mobilization. Although there
was an excess of infantry regiments in the states, the shortage
of cavalry, artillery, engineers, and medical auxiliary units was
critical. States were sent quotas for units and governors made
the selections, an erratic process. The goal was to send as many
guardsmen as possible to the border as quickly as possible—“an
imperative military necessity,” according to a telegram from
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker.20
The Rio Grande Valley border communities under the
potential threat of violence fell under the jurisdiction of the
Southern Department of the army. Its headquarters were at Fort
Sam Houston in San Antonio and its commander was Major
General Frederick Funston. “Funston was the outstanding
figure in the National Guard mobilization.” Diminutive but
dynamic, Funston made Fort Sam Houston the “nerve center”
for National Guard operations on the border.21 During the first
half of July 50,000 guardsmen arrived at or passed through San
Antonio, creating logistical challenges. Camp Wilson, adjacent
to the fort, had already served to prepare the Texas National
Guard for its service on the border. 15,000 men were mustered
into federal service and received some training at Camp Wilson.
“San Antonio may have been the nerve center of border
defense, but Brownsville was the area of greatest concern.” The
possibility of armed conflict appeared very real, as observers
on each side anticipated invasion by the other side. The War
Department had already authorized General Funston to respond
to any Mexican aggression by occupying the international
bridges and all of the Mexican border towns. General James
Parker’s Brownsville District, based at Fort Brown, eventually
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contained 50,000 men, “the equivalent of a reinforced army
corps.”22 This was the greatest concentration of military force
on the border since General Philip Sheridan arrived at Fort
Brown at the close of the Civil War with his 25th Army Corps
of at least 25,000 men in June, 1865, as a show of force to the
Emperor Maximillian and his French-supported military.23
Texas National Guard units already occupied positions
along the border from the mouth of the Rio Grande to Rio
Grande City, a distance of 120 miles. The arrival of Guard units
from other states faced “an enormous logistical problem,” since
there was only a single set of railroad tracks from San Antonio
to Brownsville. Still, Guard units from New York, Colorado,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, Kansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, South Dakota, Oklahoma,
and Virginia soon rolled into the Brownsville military district.24
The community of Brownsville was eager for the arrival of
Guard units, both for the additional protection implied and for
the potential economic advantage. The city government even
hired laborers to clear brush from an area of 140 acres and install water pipes. The Brownsville Board of City Development
conducted a successful fund-raising in order to provide a more
enjoyable experience for the new arrivals, provide a restroom
downtown, and even create an artificial lake for use by soldiers.
The City Development Board calculated that the anticipated
payrolls of arriving Guard units could amount to over $200,000
monthly, making the funds expended a worthwhile investment.
When millions of dollars arrived for the payrolls and general
expenses, the army leased a vault at the First National Bank
and assigned an army detachment to provide a guard.25
The up-river community of McAllen, much smaller than
Brownsville, likewise prepared for the arrival of the National
Guard. General Funston requested of the mayor and city commission that a campsite be prepared, but only half of the site
had been cleared of brush by the arrival of the first troops. This
original site was turned into a morass of mud by July rains, and
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the camp was relocated. The town’s utilities and few commercial establishments were overwhelmed, although an economic
boom developed. A resident later claimed, “The soldiers made
business and business made the rapid growth of a village into a
city. . . .”26
The National Guard force arriving in July in McAllen was
the New York National Guard, under the command of Major General John F. O’Ryan, and comprising an entire division. This Guard unit was considered the best in the nation.
Also, however, “No guard unit was more elitist than that of
New York; following Villa’s ‘insult’ to national pride, the wellto-do and jingoistic New Yorkers were spoiling for a fight. . .
.”27 The New York Guard included “the Fighting 69th” of Civil
War fame. An issue of command emerged, in that O’Ryan outranked Brigadier General Parker in Brownsville; the issue was
resolved by permitting O’Ryan a separate command, although
the New Yorkers remained part of the Brownsville District.28
The first National Guard contingent to arrive in Brownsville was also a highly respected unit, the 1st Illinois Cavalry
from Chicago. Some of the officers and men had previously
served in the Spanish-American War or the regular army; local residents “were reassured by their presence and impressed
with their military bearing and equipment.”29 Although soldiers
everywhere had an inclination to complain about their accommodations, those arriving in the Rio Grande Valley had good
reason. The site assigned to the 1st Illinois Cavalry was a bleak
landscape some three miles from town that had been only partially cleared of brush and provided with hastily erected facilities. Even worse, the new arrivals were soon assaulted by
swarms of gnats that infested everything.30
The arrival experiences of the Illinois Guardsmen was soon
repeated for those of other units. Two regiments of Virginia
Infantry were assigned a camp on the road to Point Isabel, and
were joined in August by the Richmond Blues, comprised of
wealthy aristocrats who had formed and equipped an independent
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cavalry squadron. All of the next arriving Iowa Infantry Brigade
went to a campground with city water connection, but some
remaining brush to be cleared. Infantry and some cavalry from
South Dakota, Oklahoma, and Louisiana were stationed near
San Benito, 20 miles northeast of Brownsville. Texas Guard units
were assigned to Harlingen, while various units from Louisiana,
Texas, and Iowa were placed at other locations upriver.31
The city of Mercedes and the Llano Grande (great plain)
were the sites of the most numerous National Guard encampments in the Brownsville District. Today the Llano Grande State
Park is located in that area, so it should not be surprising that
the campsite was considered the most attractive in the Valley.
The several hundred acre site was adjacent to the railroad and
well-supplied with water. Brigadier General Edward H. Plummer was appointed commander of a provisional division that assembled here, consisting of various units from Nebraska, Ohio,
Kentucky, Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowa, and Indiana.32
While the reason for the huge mobilization of the National
Guard along the Rio Grande was the prevention of potential
attacks from Mexico, most of the activity involved regular army
units already in place providing training for the Guard members. There was considerable inconsistency among and within
Guard organizations in terms of preparation, equipment, and
physical condition of the men. Much of an initial phase of conditioning was accomplished by the necessity of clearing brush,
preparing campsites and constructing temporary buildings for
various purposes. Some training was delayed until the arrival of
arms, equipment, and horses (for cavalry). Especially important was the acquisition of and training in use of machine guns,
which had acquired great importance in the early years of the
war in Europe and during the Mexican Revolution.
Regular army personnel along the border (and elsewhere)
were often contemptuous of the Guard troops. Many believed
that considerable training would be needed before the militia
could be an effective reserve force, and “quickly recognized the
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training possibilities of having thousands of National Guardsmen under their authority,” and taking advantage of the opportunity. Much of the training consisted of drill and marches,
often regarded by the troops as “senseless.”33
Military life on the border soon began to take its toll on the
spirits of the Guardsmen. Some responded with cynical humor.
Albert Gingerich, a Guardsman in the 2nd Iowa Infantry, wrote letters to friends back home describing a typical day’s activity: “Various newspapers have printed articles stating that Mexicans here
are only too glad to work for us in clearing the parade ground and
the like. However, we find sufficient spare moments to drill from
5:30 until 11:30. Then dig stumps, cactus, and mesquite until 5:30
p.m. Our spare moments, after a voluptuous evening repast, are
spent splitting fire wood. Then our evenings and nights are spent
in vicious hand to hand struggles with the blood thirsty man eating
reptiles and vermin of this beautiful expanse of jungle.”34
Aside from the drills and training, the many militia soldiers
often found little to keep themselves occupied, and boredom
ensued. General Parker formulated an entertainment program
to combat the boredom consisting of: a baseball league, tennis,
band concerts, dances, a polo tournament, and a series of “field
day” competitions with both regular army and militia competitors. Events included races, boxing, wrestling, high and long
jumps, wall-scaling, swimming, bare-back horse riding, and
boating. Even military reviews for distinguished visitors, such
as General Frederick Funston, counted as diversion. And there
was the sporadic exchange of gunfire across the Rio Grande to
focus the mind.35
Rio Grande Valley towns and cities also offered diversion for
the troops. The Brownsville Herald reported that “More than 800
regular United States soldiers and national guardsmen among
the troops stationed at Brownsville have been readers of books
at the Learners’ club library, according to the list . . . kept for the
past six months. An average of thirty soldiers . . . use the library
. . . daily as a reading room and for writing letters.”36 San Benito
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provided Spanish lessons for soldiers in the high school.37 Local
entrepreneurs equipped with a camera visited the militia camps
all along the border to offer Guardsmen the opportunity to pose
with their buddies for photographs that would be reproduced as
postcards “as souvenirs of their service and to send home.”38 The
huge quantities of postcards acquired by the men and sent home
gave Americans a sense of conditions and developments along
the South Texas border, often for the first time.
One of the most successful of the photographic entrepreneurs was Robert Runyon in Brownsville. Even before the arrival of the National Guard, Runyon had made a living from
photographing early battles of the Mexican Revolution and
conditions on the border, turning the photos into postcards and
selling them to regular army soldiers at Fort Brown. Soon he
began mass reproduction of photos of the soldiers themselves,
and with the arrival the Guardsmen, the demand became so
great that he “had all the business he could handle.”39 Runyon
later was elected mayor of Brownsville.
The impact of the National Guard on the towns and cities
of the Rio Grande Valley was enormous. Smaller communities,
and occasionally the larger ones, were overwhelmed by off-duty
Guardsmen. “On payday the troops feasted in their thousands.”
The single soda fountain and other businesses on Main Street
in McAllen could not accommodate the surge of customers, and
the city utilities were overwhelmed. When at first it appeared
that only the 1st Illinois Cavalry would be assigned to Brownsville, the Brownsville business community was outraged and
complained to their leaders. Mayor A. A. Browne and the acknowledged “Boss” of South Texas, James H. Wells, protested
to their Congressman, John Nance Garner, who notified the
War Department.40 The community was soon pacified by the
arrival of additional units. Brownsville restaurants were unable
to handle the crowds, with one proprietor claiming to have fed
at least 1000 people in a single day, while other restaurants and
bakeries ran out of food. Hotels and other accommodations
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were jammed beyond capacity by militia officers and out-oftown businessmen eager for a piece of the action. The Brownsville Herald speculated on the potential for a boom in tourism
resulting from the influx.41 When the National Guard service
ended, a federal Bureau of Investigation report concluded that
“It is a conceded fact that almost all the grocers or merchants of
this city [Brownsville] and those adjoining the border doubled
their capital” during the Guard operation.42 Unsurprisingly,
Valley banks prospered comparably. Brownsville’s Merchants’
National Bank and First National Bank registered deposits totaling nearly $1.5 million for the quarter ending in June. Similar
results appeared for the banks of San Benito and Rio Hondo.43
By August there were at least 50,000 National Guard and
regular army soldiers in the Brownsville military district, and
Fort Brown was raised to the status of a division post. The New
York National Guard was a division in itself, with troops stationed in Mission and Pharr as well as McAllen. General Parker commanded a virtual army corps consisting of two provisional brigades in Brownsville, one in San Benito, the Texas
Brigade in Harlingen, and a “paper division” made up of the
units at Llano Grande. On August 4, the 7000 troops of the
two Brownsville brigades, accompanied by the 4th U.S. Infantry
Band, passed in review before General Parker, then paraded
through the adjacent downtown Brownsville before thousands
of civilians as well as cameramen from newsreel companies. A
few days later Parker reviewed the mounted units (including
mechanical) in Brownsville, and “Again thousands of civilians
witnessed this five-mile-long display of military might.”44
Nearly two months later General Parker reviewed all of the
eleven thousand Brownsville area troops, Guard and regular,
at Resaca de la Palma, site of the second major battle of the
Mexican-American War. Parker then arranged for a “war
game” maneuver to repel a supposed invasion from the Gulf
of Mexico, “which represented the climax of the National
Guard experience in the Brownsville District.” Some 23,000
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troops engaged in the exercise, the result of which proved quite
satisfactory to Parker, who commented that the maneuvers “had
hardened the guardsmen to the extent that they could now stand
almost any kind of military work.” On November 25th Parker
reviewed the two “opposing” armies at Resaca de la Palma, a
parade witnessed by thousands from throughout the Valley.45
Thanksgiving brought 25,000 pounds of turkey for the troops
in the Brownsville District. An additional cause for thanksgiving
was the news that General Funston had announced that Guard
units would begin returning home as soon as railroad transportation could be provided. The National Guardsmen were eager
to leave behind the rough campgrounds, the hot and humid climate, the insects and reptiles, and the boredom. Troop trains began to leave by late December and continued through March 12,
2017.46 Little did most Guardsmen suspect that they would soon
be called-up again to fight in Europe in World War I.
A significant result of the National Guard presence in the
Valley was the “cooling” of the “martial ardor of the Mexican
Army across the river.”47 Evidence of improving relations
between the military leadership of both nations occurred in
March, when Major General John J. Pershing, on an inspection
tour, invited the commander of Matamoros forces, Colonel Tirso
Gonzalez, to a reception in Pershing’s honor at Fort Brown.
Gonzalez reciprocated by hosting Pershing and Gen. Parker at
“a sumptuous banquet” in Matamoros.48
Evaluation of the National Guard mobilization provided
ample grounds for criticism of the military system that would
soon be engaged in war. The army’s logistical system proved
incapable of adequately providing for the call-up. “The National Guard blamed the army, who blamed Congress for not
providing greater appropriations.”49 Guard units were often
under-strength and poorly trained and conditioned. General
Hugh Scott, Army Chief of Staff, was convinced that the militia
system was a “failure,” citing the brevity of the training period and the below-strength status of most Guard units. On the
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other hand, Secretary of War Newton D. Baker defended the
Guard for meeting the challenges of adapting to service under
field conditions. Others pointed out that the War Department
had not adequately prepared for the mobilization.50
While it was clear that the National Guard forces were not
ready to confront an enemy such as Germany, the mobilization
“proved to be a godsend in terms of preparedness for World
War I.” Most observers, while noting the deficiencies, recognized that the Guard units were better trained as a result of the
deployment to the border. When the United States declared war
on Germany on April 6, 1917, the National Guard was indeed
called-up a second time and sent into battle. “It was the guard’s
border veterans who provided the leadership in 1917 to expand
the guard to 379,000 men.” A Guard division actually deployed
to France ahead of the regular army forces.51
For Brownsville and the Rio Grande Valley, the impact of
the National Guard deployment extended beyond the immediate economic impact. Probably for the first time Americans in
all parts of the nation became aware of Brownsville, the Valley, and the issues involving the border with Mexico. Postcards
and letters from soldiers and newspaper reports may not have
always presented the most favorable perception, but positive
aspects of the economic development, the communities, and the
local populace did emerge. In addition, the huge military presence on the border did contribute to the reduction of cross-border violence and gradual improvement of relations between military officials of both Mexico and the United States.
Anthony K. Knopp
The Brownsville Historical Association
Alma Ortiz Knopp
Texas Southmost College
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John Closner, Operative
by
Norman Rozeff
The Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas has had more than
its share of “notable and questionable” characters. John Closner surely is among them. The use of operative in the title most
likely defines him with a more modern noun.
Closner was born on March 23, 1853, in New Glarus, Wisconsin, to Swiss immigrant parents. He came to Bosque County, Texas, in 1870, with his parents. Here John worked hauling
freight, then with various railroad entities before moving on to
Mexico in 1876 to work on Jay Gould’s International-Great
Northern Railroad. When this enterprise failed, Closner moved
(in 1883) once again, this time to Rio Grande City, Texas. In
this locale, he became a stage coach driver to Peña Station.1
Ever ambitious, he was soon to obtain a contract to haul mail
between Rio Grande City and Brownsville. This must have paid
off lucratively, for in late 1881 he was able to purchase the 5,535
acre Jackson Ranch along the Rio Grande from founder Nathaniel Jackson’s widow, Matilde, for $1.25 an acre.2
It was his move in 1884 to the town of Hidalgo, then the
county seat of Hidalgo County, that was to change the direction
of his life forever. Here he was appointed deputy sheriff by Red
Party Democrat Sheriff James L. Dougherty. Dougherty, with
the help of the James Wells political machine, would move on
to become a Hidalgo county judge. In 1889, Closner was elected
sheriff and also became tax collector. 3 This latter position likely
resulted in considerable hanky panky, for, by 1904, he was said
to have accumulated some 45,000 acres in various locations.
What’s more, within twenty-four years, Closner’s properties
rose 300% in value,; that is an average return of 12.5% a year.4
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Closner had married Ida Louise Cook in Galveston on August
19, 1876. He was divorced around 1886. Court testimony from
the Corpus Christi divorce proceedings would reveal much about
Closner’s character. These were laid out in a book by David
Gregg Wood, Sr. (1876-1965), who would become mayor of
Mission in 1915 and later city commissioner and president of the
First National Bank of Mission. The privately- printed book, My
65 Years in the Rio Grande Valley, was published in 1960. In it he
expressed no affection for John Closner, for, as a tenant farmer on
Closner’s land, he and his son were short-changed of their earnings
by Closner. Mr. Wood, further into his book, had more negative,
possibly even scandalous, comments to relate about Mr. Closner
and his treatment of his first wife.5 Because of his high public profile
and many business activities, Closner was continually criticized for
one reason or another. With charged language, Mrs. Hermina Ballí
de Chavana lays blame, in part, upon Sheriff Closner for the loss of
ancestral lands. In scathing language she says:
Without any means of defending themselves or authorities
willing to demand justice, these pioneers were ultimately expelled from their lands and ancestral home by force, duress,
and intimidation to satisfy judges’ and lawyers’ greedy desires.
Where could the Tejano turn for protection? The authorities
were the sheriffs and judges and lawyers who coveted our ancestral lands. My father went to see Sheriff Closner. Closner
told him he took the lands because no one claimed them. He
said he would not give up the land but he could pay ($25.00)
twenty-five pesos for the signatures of all the heirs. The offer
was very small, and the Sheriff had a lot of power in the county
(he was the authority) and any attempt to sue him was impossible. The claim was left unsettled.6

On the positive side, Closner had borrowed an idea from
pioneer irrigator George Brulay and installed a lift pump to irrigate his land along the river. Newer larger pumps would be
installed over time. In addition, Closner later (in 1898) constructed what was at the time a modern sugar mill to process
his sugarcane.
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In November 1888, he had married a second time to Mary
Ann Sheridan Dougherty, the daughter of James L. and Mary
Taylor Dougherty. They were to have three children. This second wife, Mary Ann Dougherty Closner, died on February 12,
1903. The following year, Closner was to marry his deceased
wife’s sister, Alice Dougherty.7
In late 1904, the enterprising Closner exhibited some of
his Valley cane at the Louisiana Purchase Expedition, an early
World’s Fair, held in St. Louis. He was awarded a gold medal,
which was quite a feat since his cane was competing with that
from Cuba and Hawaii. In a promotional mood, Closner had
shipped a carload of his ribbon cane to the fair. On Texas Day,
this cane was distributed to all visitors to the Texas Building.
Closner had a lot going for him in that the soils along the river
were virgin, well-drained, and fertile deep river silts. The splendid cane grown by Don Florencio Saenz at the Toluca Ranch
also came in for mention by a local paper.8
Closner, ever one to make money, was involved in numerous
other financial endeavors. By the spring of 1904, Closner was
apparently itching to make a killing on his land and move on.
With himself as president and railroad builder Uriah Lott as
vice-president, they formed the Yoakum Land and Irrigation
Company. Closner supposedly would develop the initial 2,500
acres for himself and 80,000 additional acres would be cleared.
The company spoke of six 36-inch and two 24-inch pumps to
irrigate the development. To his credit, as early as 1907 he recognized the necessity of drainage to go along with irrigation and
had petitioned the Hidalgo Commissioners Court to organize a
drainage district. This same year he formed the San Juan Plantation Company to bring in partners and reduce his risks. In
1908, he sold the plantation to Colorado sugar beet investors.
In another dead-end enterprise,
In 1908, Closner, W. L. Lipscomb and J. R. Alamia incorporated
the Rio Grande Valley Reservoir and Irrigation Company for
the purpose of creating reservoirs for storing the floodgates of
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the river. Natural depressions, resacas and lakes in the vicinity
were to be utilized. Colonel Sam Robertson was employed to
make the required surveys for the 6,000 acre project, but the
scheme never materialized. This project was designed to use
some of the lakes and resacas included in Lieutenant W. H.
Chatfield’s plan of 1893. A drainage and flood-control program
has since caused some of these lakes to disappear.9

Perhaps his most talked about venture was the creation of
the town of Chapin and what went along with it. William Frederick Sprague of La Coma Ranch, Hidalgo County’s pioneer
cotton grower, ginned over 1,000 bales of cotton in 1900 and
sent it in mule wagons to the railroad at Hebronville about 85
miles away. Sprague, originally a Rhode Island native, with
130,000 [another source lists 200,000] acres of farm and ranch
land, and Closner, with his 45,000, were determined to bring
in a railroad and pay for it with land. With this in mind, they
had begun Hidalgo County’s first newspaper, a weekly called
the Hidalgo Advance. Its goal was to bring a railroad to the county. The Advance was never short on praise saying, “No country
on earth equals Hidalgo County in production of alfalfa.” The
railroad to the Valley was brought to fruition in 1904 and, with
a spur line from Harlingen to Mission, opened the path to the
creation of many new Valley towns.10
It was in 1908 that John Closner, William Briggs, William
Sprague, Argyle McAllen, Plutarco de la Viña, and Dennis B.
Chapin developed a new community north of McAllen. While
it was initially named Chapin in honor of one of its founders,
it was to be renamed Edinburg (without the terminal “h” that
John Young had included in the name of his new community, that later evolved into the town of Hidalgo) in February,
1911 after Dennis Chapin was involved in the shooting death of
ex-Texas Ranger Oscar J. Rountree at the Dan Breen Saloon
in San Antonio. Its main street north-and-south through town
is named Closner.
How Chapin/Edinburg became the seat of Hidalgo County
may or may not be a myth but makes for an interesting story in
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any case. A special election in October 1908 resulted in overwhelming support for the relocation of the county seat from
the town of Hidalgo to the newly-established Chapin. However, dissidents in McAllen soon requested an injunction to stop
any move. It was then that John Closner, Sheriff A. Y. Baker,
County Attorney Tom Mayfield, County Clerk Andres Chavez,
and Assessor-Collector Alamia supposedly took part in a clandestine operation. In the middle of the night of October 13th,
the group removed all the Hidalgo County records from the
two-story courthouse in Hidalgo town, loaded them on muledrawn wagons, and transported them to Chapin, where few
permanent structures were yet to exist. The reason provided
for the move was that the earlier Hidalgo site was prone to river
flooding that endangered the safe-keeping of county records. It
would not be until 1910, when a large two-story county courthouse was constructed in the town square of Chapin, that the
records would find a permanent home. Closner, perhaps looking
far into the future and to the coming of a Southern Pacific line
from San Antonio to the Valley, owned the San Juan to Chapin
railway incorporated as the San Antonio and Rio Grande Railway for several years prior to 1908.11
Closner, who was first elected Hidalgo County Sheriff in
1890, served until 1912, at which time he became Hidalgo
County treasurer. In February 1918, an audit of the county finances appeared to indicate that he had misappropriated over
$150,000 from the county drainage and school accounts. Many
records were simply missing. He was forced to resign. Later he
and stock-raiser W. F. Sprague were involved in bankruptcy
hearings from 1917 until July 4, 1919, facing creditors’ claims
of nearly $2 million. 12
Closner gave Edinburg its first public school, served for years
as president of the Edinburg State Bank and director of other
Valley banks, and encouraged development of Edinburg’s irrigation system. In 1902, he started a private telephone system,
which later developed into the Hidalgo Telephone Company.13
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Closner, ever a man with loose morals, started an affair with
a Hispanic woman, who would eventually live in San Antonio,
and produced a new branch of offspring bearing the Closner
surname.14 Becoming a resident of Brownsville in 1923, John
Closner was to die on June 3, 1932, and is buried in the Buena
Vista Cemetery in Brownsville.15
The importance of Closner’s many enterprises, but especially sugarcane-growing and raw-sugar refining, should not be
underestimated. It was his success which caught the attention
of numerous other ambitious individuals. Mr. Closner was himself a shrewd promoter who could only benefit from rising land
prices and land sales, and he did.
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President Robert Paul (“R. P.”) Ward
by
Rolando Avila
Robert Paul (“R. P.”) Ward’s career in education spanned
about 50 years (with two pauses for military service). In 1952,
Pan American College celebrated its 25th anniversary. By that
date, Ward could claim to be the only remaining original faculty
member of Edinburg College (EC), which he had helped establish in 1927. During his leadership, the college gained partial
state funding, established its own county taxing district, and
broke away from the local school district to become an independent college. Surely, later presidents built on the foundation
that he laid. Without Ward, the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley might not exist today.
Early Years: Start of a Long Career in Education
Ward was born in Bastrop County, Texas, on February 18,
1895. At that time, Bastrop was a rural area situated southeast
of Austin. Bastrop County received its name from Baron D.
Bastrop, who in 1825 helped Stephen F. Austin colonize that
region of Texas. Ward’s grandparents moved there right after
the end of the American Civil War (1861-1865), and Ward’s
parents lived there the rest of their lives. Ward assessed that
“Bastrop was probably one of the first counties when the state
was set up” in 1845.1
Ward graduated from high school when he was 15 years old.
Two years later, he became a first-grade teacher. In 1912 (at the
age of 18), he passed his teacher’s exam and continued his long
career in education. At public schools, he taught kindergarten
through 12th grade. In higher education, he taught at colleges
and universities. He taught in the continental United States as
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well as overseas. Looking back at his long career, Ward recalled,
“I have taught kindergarten and had children sit on my lap all
the way to teaching graduate work at a university.”2
Early in his career, he taught one year at a rural school in
Benton, Texas. Then, he taught two years at South West State
University at San Marcos, Texas. Ward secured his first educational administrative work at the age of 19, when he served
as a principal of a small rural three-teacher school. During the
summer months, he attended classes at the University of Texas
at Austin and received a Master’s degree in Economics (with
minors in Business Administration and Education). While he
worked on a Master’s degree, he was employed as a superintendent of the Hutto, Texas school system. At that time, Hutto (located 30 miles east of Austin) had a population of about 1,000
people.
World War I: Protecting the Border
Ward (at the age of 24), left superintendent work in Hutto to volunteer for service in the United States Signal Corps
during World War I (1914-1918). During the war, he was stationed in the United States from 1918 to 1919. Ward recalled,
“I was first sent to Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio. From
there, I was sent to Deming, New Mexico.”3 Private Ward was
given the task of operating a special machine designed to send
military messages. He was later transferred to Marfa, Texas,
where he operated a more advanced wireless station. During
his time as a Signal Supply Officer, Ward noticed that many of
the messages dealt with one overriding goal -- the protection of
the U.S.-Mexico border against invasion. During the war, there
was a very real concern that Germany might try to invade the
U.S. through Mexico. Ward recalled:
I remember that all along the United States border the United States Calvary was guarding it. There had been some talk
in Germany possibly attacking from the Mexican border but
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Mexico didn’t fall for it (to let German soldiers enter their
country). There were troops to protect Fort Brown in Brownsville to Rio Grande City, Roma, Laredo, north to Eagle Pass
and toward El Paso. The United States border was protected
all the way up its border.4

Ward received an honorable discharge from the military on
April 1, 1919.
World Traveler: Arrival in the Rio Grande Valley
After the war, Ward (at the age of 25), returned to Texas
and took a job as a high school principal at Slaton (40 miles
from Lubbock). The next year, Ward was appointed to the U.S.
Bureau of Education for two years (1920-1922). Ward recalled
his time in the bureau: “I received this position through the Bureau of International Affairs at Washington. I spent one year at
Zamboanga, which is a beautiful city in the Philippines where I
taught physics, mathematics, and military training, and coached
baseball.”5 He was then sent to Bukidnon, another city in the
Philippines, where he served as chief supervisor (a role that
corresponded to assistant superintendent in Texas).
After teaching overseas, in 1923 Ward (at the age of 29)
arrived in the Rio Grande Valley (RGV) for the first time. He
traveled to Brownsville, Texas, to take a one-week course at the
Brownsville Teacher’s Institute. Ward explained, “Here they informed us of what teachers were going to do for the next year,
which is the same as an in-service training day.”6 That same
year, Ward was appointed principal of Edinburg High School.
He held that position for the next five years. Ward married
Ruth Sheffeltte, a teacher at Edinburg High School, on December 25, 1926. Ward joked that the couple chose Christmas for
the wedding so they “could always remember [their] wedding
date.”7 The Wards never had children. Ward assessed, “We
have no children, but we both had a lot of children during the
years we taught school.”8
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1927: A College is Born in Edinburg, Texas
In 1927, Ward was still principal of Edinburg High School
when Edinburg College (EC) was established. Ward recalled,
“H. C. Baker was the superintendent of the Edinburg schools
then and he came up to me one day and said, ‘We are going to
put up a junior college here, so get working on it.’”9 Ward stated, “The City of Edinburg had an ‘Education Climate.’ These
people wanted to help the area. The attitude of the community
of Edinburg is one reason why [the] university exists today.”10
In preparation for the task at hand, that summer Ward and his
wife travelled to Chicago “to get some information on faculty
and for a catalog for the junior college which was to open on
September 12, 1927.”11
Superintendent H.C. Baker, who held a Master’s degree
from the University of Texas, was a member of the National Educators Association, which advocated for school expansion with
the aim of using education as an agent for social change. It was
Baker’s idea to expand the local high school to include a twoyear junior college. Superintendent Baker publicly announced
his plan and pointed out its major benefits. The creation of a
two-year college in Edinburg, he explained, would mean that
Edinburg High School students would be able to continue their
education after high school without having to travel to distant
colleges. In addition, if residents could earn college hours locally, they would be more likely to stay in the area after graduation.
Ultimately, this would increase the number of college-educated
community members.
Baker worked with state legislator W. R. Montgomery to
insert a special section into a September 1926 state law, which
legalized the combined public school/college district. With the
added section to the existing state law, the local school board
gained the legal right to establish an in-house locally-funded
junior college. That same year, Baker and the school board began
a major building campaign for the college. They built a three-
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story administrative building, which contained administrative
and faculty offices, a cafeteria, and some classrooms. In addition,
a library, a science building, a shop building, and a faculty club
(that included meeting rooms, residential rooms, and dining
facilities) were built. A notable new structure was a grand 1,200
seat auditorium, which exceeded the seating capacity of all
other similar buildings in the region. In fact, all of the buildings
that would form the core of the college for the next few decades
were ready by 1928, about two years after construction began.
College classes began on September 12, 1927. In those early
days, EC and the high school shared buildings and some faculty.
During the first semester, 12 full-time faculty members taught
180 students. The total enrollment for the 1927-1928 school
year topped out at 196. In fact, total enrollment remained somewhat constant, hovering around 200 students every school year
between 1927 and 1933. Among the 12 faculty members, eight
held Master’s degrees and four held doctoral degrees. By 1930,
the number of full-time faculty reached 25. The course catalog
boasted 107 academic courses in 14 fields of study, including
Business Administration, Education, French, Chemistry, Engineering, English, Home Economics, Latin, Physics, Spanish,
Social Science, Mathematics, Physical Training, and Zoology.
All of these courses were categorized under three main headings: 1. General and Cultural, 2. Professional and Vocations,
and 3. Fine Arts. In spite of the 100-plus courses listed in the
catalog, during the school’s first 20 years only between 20 to 25
courses were offered each semester.
Not all students who enrolled in EC graduated. For example, the 1927 fall freshmen class, which consisted of 153 students, fell to only 45 by the spring of 1928. This trend continued
for the next few years. Reasons for students leaving included
inability to do college level work, finances, illness, and transfers to other colleges. On the other hand, some students did
complete their course of study. EC tracked all five of its 1928
graduates. One graduate secured employment as an office clerk
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for a local electricity company. Three became teachers in local
school districts. Three of the five pursued a B.A. in other Texas colleges. By 1930, one of these students earned a B.A. from
Texas College for Women in Denton, Texas.12
EC students “affectionally dedicate[d]” the college’s first
yearbook (The Midlothian, 1928) “to R. P. Ward, Dean of the
College, whom [they] esteem[ed] for his wise administration,
respect[ed] for his sound sense of values, admire[d] for his lofty
ideals, and love[d] for his justice and magnanimity of spirit….”13
At the end of the first school year (1927-1928), Superintendent
Baker announced how happy he was that his grand vision had
reached this first major milestone. Baker wrote, “It has been a
source of gratification to me to witness the unusual initial response of students to our College which opened for its first time
last September….”14 While it was Baker’s grand vision, it was,
in fact, Ward who was tasked with making the vision a reality.
Ward (principal of Edinburg High School and Director of
the college) reported “as this is written, temporary structures
are coming down and permanent ones are going up at such a rate
that September, 1928, will find all students, from kindergarten
to college, comfortably housed in their own well-equipped, efficiently organized units.”15 Ward was, indeed, gratified by the
progress. In contrast to Baker’s idealistic vision, however, Ward
had a much more down-to-earth view of things. For example,
Ward acknowledged start-up difficulties. Ward wrote, “There
have been trials during our first year that is now history….”16
Furthermore, at this point in his career, Ward was more comfortable with sincerity than political correctness. With brutal
honesty Ward lamented, “Our students may not have the vision
of the founders of the college.”17 At the end of the first school
year, Ward resigned and Baker appointed H. U. Miles to take
his place as leader of the college. Ward said goodbye to the students: “It is hard to say goodbye to you…. We began this high
school together. I shall watch your careers with pleasure and
interest….”18 Ward left the RGV to do graduate work at the
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University of Chicago. He completed all course work towards a
doctorate, sans a dissertation.19 Fortunately for Ward, his timely
departure spared him from the 1930 scandal.
Scandal: Impetus for Transition in Leadership
In the summer of 1930, the local media reported on a scandal
involving the Edinburg School District’s deposit of $510,000 in
a local bank operated by Sheriff A. Y. Baker (Superintendent
H. C. Baker’s brother). Three years before the establishment
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), which
would later protect depositor’s money against insolvency, the
district’s money was unaccounted for when Sheriff Baker permanently closed his bank. Although no conspiracy with his
brother was proven, some people in the community lost confidence in Superintendent Baker’s ability to lead the financially-stricken district. On June 30, the school board received a
petition asking for H. C. Baker’s removal, and he resigned on
August 5. The Board accepted his resignation and appointed H.
U. Miles (Director of the College) superintendent of the entire
Edinburg School system.
On November 1, 1930, Sheriff A. Y. Baker passed away (at
the age of 55). By the time of his death, Sheriff Baker had become a multi-millionaire with a huge mansion. According to historian Evan Anders, Sheriff Baker had a reputation for “voter
manipulation, election fraud, and large-scale graft.”20 The political influence that he wielded in Texas was astonishing, and
his associates were numerous. The San Antonio Express reported
that “at least 5,000 people [from all over the state of Texas],
probably the largest number ever to attend a funeral in this part
of Texas, [were] expected to crowd Edinburg…doubling its
population for the funeral.”21
The school board took legal action against that bank and
hired a Houston, Texas, auditing firm to investigate the matter.
In October 1932, an agreement was reached between the dis-
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trict, the bank, and Mrs. Baker, which resulted in the district’s
recovery of its entire deposit. In addition, the settlement deeded
the district the Baker “palatial mansion.” The college sold the
mansion after using it as a storage facility for many years. Due
to the scandal, the district’s credit rating fell, which significantly
limited the district’s ability to issue bonds. The widespread economic hardships brought about by the Great Depression (19291939), as well as recent public mistrust of district leaders, led
to a large percentage of tax delinquencies. Consequently, the
school struggled financially, and certain previously-budgeted
items were cut. For example, the college yearbook ceased publication for the next 17 years (publication resumed in 1947).
By the time that Miles took over as leader, the college had
been recognized by the Association of Texas Colleges as a “Junior college of the First Class” for “meeting all the requirements
for a standard junior college and…advanced far beyond the
minimum requirements in all particulars.”22 The Wrangler, a
1931 student magazine described Miles as “well-liked by the
faculty and the student body.”23 By this time, the total cost of
attending EC averaged $45 per semester. Perhaps, budget constraints intensified the political pressures of his job. Certainly,
Miles complained about the “trivial…vicious side of college,”
which he described as a source of “trouble.”24 Miles served as
superintendent for only one school year (1930-1931).
In 1930, Ward was the head of the Department of Business Administration at San Bernardino Valley Junior College
in California. Ward remembered, “I thought I was going to stay
there for the remainder of my years, but in 1931 I received a
telegram from A. G. Norris, the secretary of the school board,
informing me that they (the Edinburg School District) wanted
me to go back to Edinburg. They wanted me to be superintendent of the Edinburg schools and first president of the junior
college.”25 Ward returned to Edinburg, and (except for a couple
of years of military service during World War II) led the college
for the next three decades.
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Great Depression: Surviving Economic Hardships
In 1931, Miles, the shortest-serving leader of the college,
was replaced by Ward, who would become the school’s longest
(non-consecutively) serving leader. Ward was highly respected
by the students, faculty, and community. Mary Lil Milden, who
served as Ward’s secretary for six years (from the late 1930s to
early 1940s), assessed him as “a born educator; a gentleman, who
practiced old world manners…both intelligent and diligent in his
work…loyal to the school and the community.”26 Joyce Hefner
Phillips, a class of 1955 graduate of the college and president’s
secretary, remembered Ward: “He was a legend. He had been
superintendent of Edinburg schools as long as I could remember
and then became president of the college. I can’t imagine that
anyone else was even considered for the position. What an imposing person he was: very tall and dignified, usually wearing a
white suit, with a serious demeanor, and not a wordy fellow.”27 H.
A. Hodges (an EC administrator for many years) assessed Ward
as an “excellent, tremendously-able administrator” as well as “the
best man in college finance that I have ever known.”28
By 1933, Ward began cutting back tremendously on operating
expenses, reducing salaries by as much as 15 percent, and working around the problem of limited on-hand cash by issuing special
script to employees. Script functioned as an IOU, which covered
part of the employee’s salary and was redeemable at a future date.
To encourage enrollment during the wide-spread economic downturn, Ward lowered the cost of tuition for district residents. Under
Ward’s leadership, the district survived extremely economically-challenging years.
As a member of the Texas State Teachers Association, Ward
served as chairman of its Junior College Committee. In that capacity, he campaigned for state aid for all Texas junior colleges. While
working with the Junior College Committee, Ward discovered
that if the word “Junior” were added to the name of EC, it might
make the school eligible for some state funds. In 1933, EC changed
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its name. No organizational, leadership, legal, or any other type of
change was made. The college continued to function as a junior
college just as it had done since its establishment. The only change
was the addition of one word (“Junior”) to its name. As Ward had
hoped, the addition of that singular word satisfied state officials,
and the school began receiving some state funding in 1938. At that
time, state aid covered one-fifth (1/5) of Edinburg Junior College’s
(EJC) budget.
In 1935, approximately three-fourths of the 217 total enrollment was made up of incoming Freshmen. For the first time,
the total number of women exceeded the total number of men
enrolled (by eight students). More than ever before, there was
a widening geographic distribution of students. Although most
students were still Edinburg residents, an increasing number
of students came from neighboring RGV towns including Mission, McAllen, Alamo, Pharr, Donna, and Weslaco. A few students came from Lyford, Eagle Pass, and Raymondville, Texas.
And, a handful of others came from as far away as Colorado,
Missouri, and Wisconsin.
In 1937, Edinburg Junior College celebrated it ten-year
anniversary. Although this was an important milestone for the
college, the college was still relatively small and new. It still did
not yet command the public respect of other older and larger
colleges. The Campus Beacon editor put things in perspective:
Perhaps this is not sufficiently important to warrant a celebration; and yet we feel that some notice might be taken of the
tenth anniversary of the founding of the college. This institution is, it is true, thirty times as young as Harvard; but that is
no reason why we should undervalue Edinburg. All the New
England colleges, as well as many recently founded, had small
beginnings. All indications point to the largest graduating class
Edinburg College has ever had and while mere numbers do
not necessarily indicate quality there is abundant evidence that
standards have risen as numbers have increased. Naturally,
there is still room for improvement, but we seem to be moving
in the right direction. Many factors enter into the public’s es-
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timation of a college; but it is often judged on the impression
made by its ex-students and undergraduates.29

By this date, only five members of the original 1927 faculty
remained. R. P. Ward was among this small group.
World War II: Coping with War Shortages
In 1943, Ward left the Valley to serve in the military during
World War II (1939-1945), but he left the affairs of the college
in capable hands.30 During the years of Ward’s leave of absence
(1943-1946), H. A. Hodges served as Acting Director of the
College. The biggest challenge that Hodges had to contend with
was wartime-related shortages. Hodges had difficulty finding
college teachers. Many prospective teachers, especially women,
were attracted by high wages in the wartime defense industry.
Hodges recalled, “Every man that was able bodied was in the
service.”31 It also seemed to him that, “All women were working
out at Moorefield [airbase].”32
Hodges explained how he would fill the need for teachers: “I
would go up state looking for school teachers, because we lost
teachers right and left. That meant scratching for teachers all the
time. They weren’t plentiful anywhere. So, I’d take the car and
go up state and get in touch with people through various means.
They’d phone or they would send letters. I’d agree to meet at
some central place.”33 Another problem Hodges had to deal
with was shortages of operating materials. Hodges explained,
“Everything was short. We couldn’t get things. You couldn’t order them.”34 Consequently, when he traveled throughout Texas
to meet with perspective teachers, he made it a point of carrying
an operating-materials list. Hodges remembered:
The man running the busses, Mr. Ernest Anderson, he’d
give me a list of parts. And, Mr. Corey, the superintendent
of buildings and grounds would give me a list of things he
needed. I’d take that list, and I’d go out there to little side
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towns off the way. Close to Waco, for example, one day I hit
the jackpot. It was an old country dry goods store. Most of the
time, they wouldn’t sell me anything or they would sell me just
part of what they had, because they couldn’t get things either.
But he said, “I’ll sell you anything you want on your list,” and
I cleaned him out. I mean I stacked that car full. I filled the
trunk, the back seat, and part of the front seat.35

During the 1943-1944 school year, the college hit its all-time
lowest enrollment of 122 students. Since mostly men served in
the military, the entire graduating class of 1944 was female. The
students dedicated the 1947 El Bronco yearbook (the first edition
since 1930) to Hodges for helping EJC survive during the war
years. The dedication stated: “Through his executive ability, the
college not only maintained its high standards during the war
years but was prepared to meet the challenge of reconversion
of education.”36
During the war, Major Ward was stationed in England,
France, and Germany. He was appointed to the military’s Civil
Affairs Division. As part of that division, his major responsibility was to organize civil defense in Europe. In 1945, Ward
sustained a back injury when the vehicle he was traveling in
struck a shell hole in Germany. As a result of the injury, he
received an administrative discharge from the Army in 1946.
Ward returned to the RGV and resumed his leadership duties.
He served concurrently in the Army Reserve until 1952.
Win-Win: A Plan Comes Together
The hard economic times of the Great Depression and the
shortages of the World War II era were soon replaced by a postwar economic boom. Due in large part to the G. I. Bill, enrollment greatly exceeded 200 for the first time. In 1947, enrollment grew dramatically to 650 students. The dynamics of rapid
growth presented new challenges, which no EJC leader had
ever had to deal with. Ultimately, booming growth in enrollment necessitated school expansion. Ward and Hodges worked
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together in late 1947 and early 1948 to come up with a plan to
address the challenges of growth.
The expense of running a growing college was mounting, and,
according to Hodges, the district’s money was “channeled” into
paying off an “enormous debt.”37 Therefore, the district no longer
had “any money to operate” the college.38 Ward did not want to
see EJC close its doors. In early 1948, Ward discovered a provision in a section of the Texas Public Junior College Law that empowered certain school districts (like Edinburg, “which had been
in actual operation prior to January 1, 1929”) to legally establish
an independent college taxing district.39 Ward reasoned that if a
separate taxing district could be established for EJC, the entire
Edinburg School District would benefit. First, the school district
would no longer need to fund the college. Second, EJC could sell
bonds and use that money to purchase property for the college
from the school district, which would financially benefit the destitute district. Ward saw it as a win-win opportunity. Consequently,
Ward ordered Hodges to ask the Texas government for permission to form a separate taxing district to fund EJC. Hodges asked
“Whether the board of trustees of said junior college may set up
a separate junior college district to be governed by the board of
trustees of the Edinburg Consolidated Independent School District, and whether a junior college district may vote and issue
bonds for the purpose of purchasing school buildings as well as for
the construction or erection of same.”40 The exploratory letter to
the Attorney General of Texas proved fruitful. Hon. L. A. Woods
granted both requests. Woods replied, “It seems clear to us that
this principle is wholly in consonance with the legislative intent.”41
In 1948, the college became a separate taxing entity from the Edinburg School District, was granted continued partial state support,
and was renamed Edinburg Regional College (ERC). ERC was
empowered to tax Hidalgo County residents up to twenty cents
per $100. Hodges explained how the plan came together:
We would collect tax from the whole county to help operate the
college, and we would issue bonds based on the county instead
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of just the school district. From that, then, the college would
buy the administration building, and the library, the auditorium, and set up a shared lease on the science building. I think
it was $600,000 that they paid for that. Out of the $600,000,
C. E. Cord built about four elementary schools for the district.
They cost about $100,000 apiece. That’s the best bargain the
school district ever got. Everybody in the school district would
vote for it, because they knew that’s the only way they could
get any more schools for the district. Our job was to convince
enough people in the rest of the county that it would be good
for the kids in the county to come up here to college.42

Dr. Ralph Schilling (president of the college from 1960 to
1981), was familiar with the plan that Ward and Hodges executed. Schilling explained:
In 1948 they decided to make an independent junior college
district. The reason behind that was that the public schools
were unable to sell bonds. They could not get any bond ratings. They were still paying off a debt…[that] had been made
many years before that. The population was growing and they
needed some new facilities. In order to do that they separated
and formed a junior college district independently of the school
district even though the school board continued to govern the
junior college. The reason for that was so that they could have
an entity that they could use to sell bonds. And, of course, the
junior college district was free of debt and could sell bonds.
And they did. They had a bond issue. The proceeds for the
bond issue were used to pay the public school district for the
buildings…the administration building, and the auditorium,
the library, two and a half acres of land there, and a long term
lease on half of the science building. Then the board turned
around and used the money to build schools in Edinburg.43

Schilling succeeded Ward as president of the college, and
he inherited Ward’s accomplishments and built on them. Looking back at Ward’s plan to save the college, Schilling assessed:
“That was the scheme that was used to raise money. It was legitimate. There was nothing wrong with it. My hat is off to them
that someone was able to come up with something of that nature
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to keep the thing moving along. They ought to be proud that
they were able to do that.”44
Independence: A More Ambitious Plan
However, even under this new configuration, ERC was still
tied to the district. The Edinburg School Board still governed
ERC. This arrangement made all college personnel dual employees of the school district and the college. Having achieved
his plan to create a separate taxing district for ERC in 1948,
Ward began to promote a bigger plan for the college. He unveiled his vision for a new stage of expansion in an address to
the 1950-1951 student body. He asked students for help to establish what he called a “Pan American” college. Ward wrote:
“Pan-American Regional College, which you can help establish
will have Junior College and Senior College Divisions of four
or five years…. Pan American Regional College will…extend
good-neighbor policies and blend the cultural, artistic, and
helpful elements of our two great cultures and civilizations.”45
Ward’s ambitious plan was to completely separate the college from the school district. Hodges recalled: “We got to the
point that we decided that we had to split it. We began to talk
about having a four-year college. That’s what we started working on. I had a good deal to do with that. I was delegated to go
out to talk to Rotary Clubs and things like that to try to get the
county to back us up.”46 After Ward felt that they had generated
sufficient community support, he assembled a team of key political leaders from the local school board and the state legislature.
The team drafted a bill (the General Regional College Law)
that gave Hidalgo County voters the power to transform ERC
into an independent four-year college with the power to award
bachelor degrees. The bill was passed by the legislature in early
1951, and Hidalgo County voters approved the bill by a heavy
majority that same year.
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According to Ward, the General Regional College Law gave
all counties in the RGV the same opportunity. Ward explained,
“In 1952 a law was passed by the Legislature in Austin which
was urged by various groups to set up a college. Willacy, Cameron, Starr, and Hidalgo counties all had an opportunity to set up
a state-supported college. Willacy and Starr Counties wouldn’t
hear of it. Cameron County held an election which failed, and
the citizens of Hidalgo County were the only ones that actually
gave their O.K.”47
At this point, the name “Edinburg Regional College” had
existed for only a couple of years. But, to reflect the new status
of the college, the word, “Edinburg” was deleted and replaced
by “Pan American.” On December 29, 1951, the independent
college officially became Pan American Regional College. Surprisingly, less than a year after that, in September of 1952, it
once again changed its name by dropping the word “Regional.”
This time, it became Pan American College (PAC). “Pan American” was chosen to reflect the institution’s desire to bridge the
cultures of North and South America and reflect the cultural
and ethnic diversity of the university.
Under the new college status, for the first time, the college
was able to completely break governance ties with the school
district. The Commissioners Court appointed a separate Board
for PAC. The new Board appointed Ward as PAC president,
and he resigned his role as superintendent of the school district.
Ward’s administrative team designed the college’s new curriculum requirements and schedules. A four-year degree required
124 semester hours (with a minimum of 24 hours for a major
field of study and 18 for a minor one). Total enrollment during
the 1952-1953 school year was 1,537.48
Looking back many years later, Ward assessed, “We just
had to take a deep breath and take a chance. But we had a good,
strong, vigorous institution, and we got enough faculty to start
the four-year college in the fall of 1952.”49 Ward modestly stated, “I just tried to help. There were dozens of people helping. I
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still remember how much so many people worked at it.”50 The
1952 yearbook staff showered Ward with accolades of admiration and respect: “Big in body, big in mind, and big in spirit. The
soul of a dreamer and body of a doer. So broad that few can see
even dimly the distant shores he scans daily.”51
Expansion: Support and Opposition
PAC’s new status encouraged some community support. In
1953 alone the Board approved 80 scholarships, ranging from
$95 to $230. This was a substantial amount of money considering that tuition was $30 per semester for county residents and
$70 for non-county residents. In 1954, Dr. Lloyd Southwick
(an Edinburg physician and leader of the Edinburg Chamber of
Commerce) began a campaign to raise funds so that the Board
could purchase land west of the campus.
During the fund-raising campaign, some community leaders
formed a local Citizen’s league to oppose PAC’s growth. League
members feared that a bigger college would place too much of
a burden on Hidalgo County tax payers. The only way that
they would support PAC’s growth was if it became completely
state-funded. Even though the group who opposed the school’s
rapid growth was in the minority, Ward seriously considered
both sides of the issue. Some people interpreted his public reflections on the future of the school as a reluctance to support
the wishes of the majority.
In 1957, PAC celebrated its 30th Anniversary. That same
year, citizens of Hidalgo County donated more funds to buy
the land required for a new campus. While the Board drew up
construction plans for the new site, Ward announced his concern. He did not want to stop expansion. However, he thought
it would be best to slow it down at least long enough to convince
more community members that expansion was a good idea. In
this regard, Ward wrote a memo to PAC’s faculty, staff, and
Board explaining his views:
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There is no place in Texas or in the U.S. more in need of, and
that can be helped more by a college and university with a
broad and strong program than the Rio Grande Valley—one
that comes from the people and one that will do for the economic, industrial, professional, cultural and spiritual life of the
area what Harvard did for New England, what the University
of Chicago did for the mid-west, and what Stanford did for the
Pacific Coast. But the People have got to want it and have got to build
it into their lives.52

In another memo titled, “Pan American College Grows,
1957-1982,” Ward insisted that, above all, the college should
strive for growth in “Skills, Knowledge, [and] Intelligence….”53
In spite of Ward’s memos, the Board steadily pushed forward
with its plan for PAC’s physical expansion. Although Ward never presented strong opposition to the Board’s plan, his public
call for reflection on the issue of expansion may have contributed to bringing about the end of his presidency.
Resignation: Controversy and Departure
On September 2, 1959, Ward sent the Board of Regents a
letter that set off a resignation controversy. In the letter, Ward
wrote: “When the budget for 1959-1960 is put together, on or
about September 15, 1959, I will not again bother the faculty,
officials, and Regents of Pan American College. The real reason
for quitting may or may not be known to the Board of Regents.
When a statement of such reason will hurt no one and will help
the College, it will be written.”54 Based on their interpretation
of the letter, the Regents held a special meeting and accepted
Ward’s resignation by a majority vote.
However, during a regular board meeting a few weeks later,
Ward assured the board, “I have not resigned. I do not now resign. I do not intend to resign.”55 Ward argued that there were
only four reasons for terminating a contract. He stated that
these included “resignation (and he had not resigned), death
(and he did not intend to die), mutual agreement (and there
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was none), or termination for cause.”56 At this point, Ward challenged the board to terminate him “for cause.”57
Ward assured the board that they had misinterpreted his
letter. Ward explained that his use of the word “quitting” referred to his desire to “quit bothering.”58 It did not refer to him
quitting his job. He pointed out that, according to the dictionary, “bother” meant “to perplex and confuse.”59 He insisted
that his goal had been clarity. Orville Cox, Board President,
replied, “You refuse to accept the majority ruling of the board.
Your statement is completely out of order. Now you are here
trying to undo what was done at the last meeting. There will be
no reconsideration.”60 Ward rose to speak. Cox refused to recognize him. Ward stated, “I have risen anyway. The interpretation given to my harmless note indicates that there is something
pretty rotten somewhere.”61
The campus newspaper staff polled students about the controversy. One student stated, “Everyone is confused as to exactly what happened.”62 Another student responded, “The whole
situation is too thoroughly chaotic and confused for the layman
to interpret it correctly.”63 A third student hoped that a solution
could be found. He stated, “Arbitration is what the President
and the Board need. That is, if they know how.”64 Another student who supported Ward said:
I don’t understand the situation but I am thoroughly opposed
to the idea that Mr. Ward may resign. I don’t believe that
it was his intention and I believe it would be a great loss to
Pan American College. As I understand it, according to the
Southern Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges, Pan
American has made more progress in the past seven years than
most colleges have made in forty. This I believe is due to Mr.
Ward’s superior Administration.65

After the controversy received coverage from local newspapers, radio, and television, the Board began to show some
division on the issue of Ward’s resignation. However, Sawnie
B. Smith, a Board attorney, settled the matter. In Smith’s legal
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opinion, Ward’s letter to the Board was, in fact, a letter of resignation, because it was “spontaneously and all but universally
so interpreted.”66
Ward accepted the attorney’s legal opinion. In his farewell
address, Ward praised Vice President Hodges for his “loyalty,
ability and willingness to work, creative ideas, devotion to duty,
and top-grade professional ethics.”67 Ward wrote, “I regard H. A.
Hodges as without peer.”68 In his closing remarks, Ward prayed
asking God to “bless Pan American College.”69 After Ward left,
Hodges served as Acting Director of the College. The El Bronco staff recognized some of Wards’ accomplishments during the
college’s formative years: “He helped organize Edinburg Junior
College. He prepared the first catalog.”70 The students praised
and thanked Ward for his service, and they dedicated the 1960
yearbook to him: “President Ward has devoted a major portion
of his life to the administration of Pan American College…. With
gratitude to him for his part in the development of Pan American
College, we sincerely thank him…. The staff of El Bronco would
like to express their appreciation to and high regard for President
R. P. Ward by dedicating this 1960 annual to him.”71
Although Ward retired from PAC, he did not retire from
his career in Education. In 1963 (at the age of 69), he secured
work with the Texas Education Agency. In the early 1960s, the
agency was in the process of developing the Migrant Education
Program (MEP), and Ward contributed to the development of
some seminal policies. Through his work with the agency, Ward
identified migrant families in the State of Texas. He exclaimed,
“I found 20,000 migrant children, and two thirds…were from
the Rio Grande Valley.”72 He retired from the agency two years
later. During his retirement years, he enjoyed reading books on
economic policy. He joked with an interviewer at the age of 86,
“I am retired from everything. I’m always doing nothing and I
never get it finished.”73 In 1981, Ward received a Distinguished
Service Award from the PAU Alumni Association and the community for his contributions to RGV education.
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Conclusion: A Foundation to Build On
On June 1, 1960, the Board appointed Dr. Ralph F. Schilling
president of PAC. By that year, the “new campus” fund-raising
campaign had secured pledges that amounted to approximately
$50,000. Based on the amount of pledges, the board made a
decision to purchase 100 acres of land at $1,000 an acre (on
the corner of West University Drive and Sugar Road) just a
few blocks west from the original campus. Over the next few
years, the college paid the remaining balance. In spite of some
local opposition, in 1965 Schilling was successful in bringing the
college into the state system, and PAC became a state-supported
school. During his entire 21-year tenure as president, Schilling
oversaw the construction of many buildings on the new campus.
Program offerings also increased. PAC became Pan American
University (PAU) in 1971 and began granting Master’s degrees.
In fact, it was during Schilling’s presidency that PAU set up
a branch in Brownsville that later evolved into the University
of Texas at Brownsville (UTB). By the last year of Schilling’s
presidency (1981), Fall enrollment was hovering around 8,000.74
Dr. Miguel Nevarez became president after Schilling. Perhaps, the major event during Nevarez’s 23-year tenure was PAU
joining the University of Texas System in 1989. The University of Texas—Pan American (UTPA) experienced expansion
of both the campus facilities and its program offerings, which
included doctoral degrees. In 2016, Nevarez reflected, “I am
fully aware that the 1989 merger [with the UT System] would
not have been possible without the work of previous leaders. If
the founding leaders had not separated the original school from
the Edinburg School District, the community college would not
have been able to grow into a regional college and later to a
university.”75 In 2004, the last year of Nevarez’s presidency, Fall
enrollment was 17,030.76
After Ward’s death in 1985 at the age of 90, the PAU Public
Information Office issued a news release that reported on “the
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passing of an era in the history of Valley education.”77 The report acknowledged that Ward “was present at the creation of
what is now…the university and served as the director or president of the college almost continuously from 1927 to 1959.78 In
the news release, President Nevarez stated, the university “has
become a very important part of Valley life, not only in terms
of education, but also culturally and economically. As the years
have passed, it’s easy to forget the debt we own to people such
as R. P. Ward, but it was their foresight and determination that
built the foundation for the university.”79 Since 2015, the university, which contained a Medical School, has been known as
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley. Fall enrollment in
2019 was 29,113.80
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
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GROWTH AND CHANGE
IN THE VALLEY
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How McAllen Became the Economic Center
of the Rio Grande Valley
by
Edward F. Wallace, Jr.
It was during the 1970s that the economy in McAllen,
Texas, began to pull ahead from other nearby cities, including
Brownsville and Harlingen. The growth sectors of the McAllen
economy during the 1970s-80s were in three key areas: 1)
agriculture, 2) various sales generated from “Winter Texans,”
and 3) the high volume of retail sales, particularly from Mexican
consumers. It was this last factor that was responsible for
McAllen becoming the premiere growth economy of the Lower
Rio Grande Valley.1
In the first decade of the 20th century, railroads lines were
constructed in the Rio Grande Valley that led to agriculture becoming the main cog of the south Texas economy for the remainder of the 20th century as scarce winter crops were shipped
to other parts of the country (this was before the 1990s when
methods devised to store produce for extended periods of time
would lead to the decline of this industry by the end of the 20th
century). Winter Texans were mostly retired mid-westerners
who temporarily resided in the Valley for the balmy winters and
moderate prices. The retail business expanded dramatically in
McAllen after La Plaza Mall opened in 1976. Retail sales would
become just as important as agriculture in its importance to the
local economy. The high volume of retail sales was fueled by
Mexican shoppers who desired products priced competitively
and that were not available in their home country.2 The future
looked very bright at the beginning of the 1980s. Both farming
and retail looked poised to maintain their positive growth rates.
But unforeseen problems arose.
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In the 1980s, the Valley experienced several “hard freezes”
that destroyed both crops and citrus trees. This included the destructive 1983 “Christmas” freeze and other freezes occurring
in 1985 and 1988 that crippled the agriculture industry. The
most devastating aspect of these freezes was the destruction
of the citrus trees. It takes four to five years before replanted
trees can begin to yield fruit, and this represented a huge reinvestment cost and a lag-time of many years before generating
any income, a challenging risk for most farmers.3 Another even
more important negative factor was the collapse of the retail
business. To understand how this happened, one must explore
the reasons why McAllen became a retail mecca for Mexican
shoppers in the first place.
1970s-80s Oil Business—from Boom to Bust
In the early 1970s, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) initiated an oil embargo against countries
supporting Israel during the Yom Kippur War (October, 1973).
The U. S. was one of the embargoed countries. Serious economic damage resulted from the skyrocketing oil prices in America
and around the world.4 But not every country suffered from this
development. Countries with high oil reserves enjoyed a dramatic increase in income growth from the high oil prices. Recent oil
discoveries in Mexico led it to become a high-volume oil exporter
during the 1970s, and, consequently, it became a wealthier country.5 It was this newfound wealth that put money into the pockets
of Mexican consumers and allowed them to cross the US-Mexico
border and shop in American border malls and stores.
But by the mid-1980s, there was an “oil glut” and prices
began to weaken considerably for this commodity. By 1986,
the oil market crashed, decimating oil-based economies around
the world. Both Texas and Mexico were heavily dependent on
a thriving oil market, and now both were in a severe economic
slump.6 Though the Rio Grande Valley economy was not directly
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dependent on the oil business, it was still gravely affected by the oil
crash because Mexican shoppers had much less money to spend
on consumer goods. This translated into a collapse of retail sales
in McAllen and the rest of the Valley. The numerous agriculture
freezes and decreased retail activity delivered a “one-two punch”
to the Valley economy that resulted in a severe recession for the
area. Towards the end of the 1980s both the agriculture and retail
sectors were moribund. Income generated from the Winter Texans
was performing at expected levels but could not compensate for
the losses in the other sectors.
The situation was daunting and there were no easy solutions.
But to understand how McAllen would deal with this challenging
problem it is instructive to recount earlier efforts by the city to create manufacturing-based jobs.
Backstory—The Quest for Manufacturing Jobs
During the mid-1960s the city leadership in McAllen began
creating an optimum environment for economic growth that
would eventually reap great rewards, though not quite in the
way that the city leaders originally imagined. Structures were
created that provided the infrastructure/services necessary for
businesses to grow and thrive. Ideally, this initial economic
growth would attract more businesses to McAllen and thus create a “virtuous cycle.” McAllen specifically targeted manufacturing jobs as the type of jobs wanted for their community. The
quest for creating higher-paying manufacturing jobs in McAllen began in the mid-1960s and remained a consistent goal for
several decades afterwards as can be attested by the following
initiatives dedicated to this objective:
McAllen Industrial Foundation
While serving as chairman of the McAllen Public Utility
Board during the first half of the 1960s, business leader Paul
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Moffitt remembered, at the time, city manager Bill Schupp
declaring that McAllen needed an industrial development
effort to create more manufacturing jobs for the community.
The reasoning was that industrial jobs translated into betterpaying jobs that would support not only the workers but
also the stores, restaurants, and other businesses that would
contribute to the overall economic prosperity of McAllen.
While Moffitt appreciated the sales tax receipts generated from
retail businesses, he knew that service-based jobs did not pay
as well as manufacturing jobs. It was for this reason that he
and others believed that the primary focus of the city should
be on establishing an environment that would be conducive to
manufacturing. They believed that it was important to create
manufacturing jobs first, and that this would, in turn, support the
service jobs. Moffitt points out that most retail stores are part of
“chains” with home offices located outside the community, and
oftentimes the profit from these stores do not directly benefit the
city. “Retail lives off the people in a given community whereas
industry comes in here and pays for it and brings money to a
community. Retail doesn’t do this.” Manufacturing companies
paid higher wages and the capital generated from these jobs
would remain within the community that would become part
of a “multiplier effect” that, with the increased “inputs” of the
manufacturing wages, would yield increased “outputs” and thus
extend economic benefits for the entire community.7
The McAllen Industrial Foundation Inc. was founded in
1965 and operated as an industrial development/planning entity
dedicated to attracting and retaining industrial companies to
the city. Initially, funds were raised from various private/public
sources to build an industrial park. Moffitt recalls that, at the
beginning, all the work was done by volunteers. Tasks such as
meeting VIPs at the airport, driving them around, pointing out
the advantages of McAllen, and taking them out to dinner, etc.
were all done by many volunteers. Moffitt said that this sort
of work is done by professionals today and indicates the level
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of dedication that McAllen volunteers had for the city. The
McAllen Industrial Foundation is still in existence today and is
part of the McAllen Economic Development Corporation.8
McAllen Foreign Trade Zone
The next structure created to foster business growth was
the McAllen Foreign Trade Zone. Moffit supported the idea of
a foreign trade zone and said it would encourage the establishment of foreign manufacturing companies that would fabricate
raw material and component parts into finished products. The
only duty required was on “non-U. S. components.” All U. S.made components were duty-free, and it was this aspect that
attracted manufacturers because of the reduced manufacturing
costs. This model was very similar to the maquiladora program
utilized later, but with one key difference—the manufacturing
process would take place on the Mexican side of the border.
Moffit recounted that the Foreign Trade Zone began in 1965
(the same year as the McAllen Industrial Foundation) with the
selling of $200,000 worth of bonds, which were then leveraged
to obtain both a government grant and a government bond. It
was an unconventional arrangement because the trade zone was
owned by the city and not a business. Another thing distinguishing it from other trade zones was that it was a “general purpose”
zone, dedicated to manufacturing any type of products, not just
parts for one particular type of product, as is often the case.9
Usually trade zones are owned by foreign companies selling
specific products. For example, in the 1960s, before it had
dealerships in the U. S., Toyota would ship its cars to various
free trade zones it had established around the U. S. The main
advantage for Toyota was that they could keep their unsold
cars in these zones without paying duties. Once there was a
purchaser for a car, Toyota would pay the duty on the requested
car at that time and then ship it from the trade zone to the
dealer. This was a real benefit for Toyota because it improved
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its cash flow, increasing its capital liquidity and allowing it
to profit and benefit from the concept of the “time value” of
money (TVM), meaning that a greater benefit is derived from
receiving/retaining money now rather than receiving/retaining
an identical sum later.10
A general purpose trade zone is advantageous because you
can have a variety of products that qualify for duty-free status,
increasing the range of products that can be assembled. Though
McAllen established a free trade zone earlier than El Paso, it
was El Paso that recognized the benefits of having a free trade
zone in connection with the maquila industry. The main advantage was that companies could finish manufacturing products
in Mexico and then ship them to a free trade zone in the U. S.
The payment of the duties were delayed until the sales were
confirmed, again taking advantage of the time value of money
and increased cash flow. El Paso served as a model for McAllen’s future strategy, though McAllen would add an “unusual
twist” to its maquiladora program that will be discussed later in
this article.11
The owner of McAllen State Bank, “Doc” Neuhaus, helped
to get government approval for the trade zone. He had a “connection” back in the late 1960s with George H. W. Bush, who
was a U. S. Representative from Houston at the time. Neuhaus
discussed with Bush the advantages of opening up a free trade
zone. Bush also thought it was a good idea. Shortly afterwards,
approval from Washington D. C. was granted for a foreign
trade zone to operate in McAllen. Glen Roney, who worked
at McAllen State Bank during the 1960s-70s, said that it was
when the McAllen Foreign Trade Zone was established and La
Plaza Mall built that McAllen began to take the lead away from
other Valley cities.12
Roney said that it took several years to get the trade zone
“up and running” (opened in 1973) and that much effort was
made by people who didn’t stand to directly benefit from it,
“people like John Freeland, Vannie Cook, Tom Bradshaw, Paul
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Veale, Horace Etchinson, and so many others that it would be
hard to name all of them.” Roney says that the foreign trade
zone promoted a substantial amount of business and jobs in
the McAllen area, as well as across the border. “This is one of
McAllen’s biggest successes.”13
Maquiladoras
During the 1960s, when McAllen was creating programs to
increase manufacturing jobs, Mexico was likewise creating a
program for the very same purpose. Earlier, in 1942, the U. S.
and Mexico signed diplomatic agreements that resulted in the
Bracero Program, allowing millions of Mexican men to work
in the U. S. on a short-term basis, primarily in agriculture. The
termination of this program in 1964 created an unemployment
problem for the former Bracero laborers. In response, the Mexican government initiated the maquiladora program, which was
intended to create jobs by encouraging the development of
manufacturing plants in Mexico close to the U. S. border. Raw
materials and manufacturing components for industrial production could be shipped from anywhere in the world to the maquiladoras in northern Mexico, where industrial workers would
complete the production process, transforming the raw material/components into finished products. These products could
then be re-exported to anywhere in the world with no duties,
which is a strong selling point of the program.14 Duties are not
required because maquiladora plants are “cost centers” rather
than “profit centers.” No duties/taxes are levied on these products because no profit is generated from them (at this stage).
Characteristically, labor is among the highest expenses for businesses, and the low labor costs found in Mexico was another
strong selling point. The first maquiladora plant opened along
the lower Rio Grande River in 1967, but the maquiladora operations grew very slowly at first. It would take years and several
local economic disasters before the advantages of maquiladoras
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would be fully realized. Though it would take decades to come
to fruition, all the components were now in place to establish
McAllen-Reynosa as one of the premiere manufacturing centers in North America.15
Back to the 1980s and the Proposed Gamble
By the late 1980s with the local economy in disarray caused
by an oil crash, a group of prominent political and business
leaders of McAllen held discussions about the city’s options and
the best way forward. They concluded that McAllen needed to
reinvigorate the economy through diversification. To implement
this policy the group proposed the creation of an economic development corporation with the expressed intent of diversifying
the McAllen economy. Thus, the McAllen Economic Development Center (MEDC) was founded in 1988. An economic development corporation is a non-profit entity whose mission is to
promote economic growth within a specific geographical area,
in this case, McAllen.16
The initial president of the McAllen Economic Development Corporation was a former priest, Mike Allen. The surprising fact was that Allen and the McAllen mayor at the time,
Othal Brand, had an antagonistic relationship going back many
years. As a priest, Allen would actively support the Valley farmworkers during the 1960s-70s, demanding higher wages and
better working conditions. Brand owned one of the largest produce operations in the Valley and, not surprisingly, the two men
had several “heated” disputes during this period. Fast forward
to 1988, when it became time to select someone to manage the
McAllen Economic Development Corporation, Mayor Brand
had many applications to choose from, but ultimately chose
Mike Allen (who had left the priesthood by this time). Brand
respected how Mike Allen fought for the farmworkers and
wanted him to fight for the economy of McAllen in the same
manner.17
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The charge given to the MEDC by the McAllen city
commissioners was to 1) diversify the economy, 2) establish
and maintain good relations with Mexico, and 3) put the
Foreign Trade Zone in the black. At the time, the trade
zone was having problems because of stiff competition from
Asian manufacturing countries producing low-cost products.
McAllen had been promoting industrial jobs since the founding
of the McAllen Industrial Board and had succeeded to a
certain extent in creating manufacturing jobs with the McAllen
Foreign Trade Zone.18 But, as the foreign trade zone opened
in 1973, the economic landscape of the world was in a state of
transformation as countries devastated from WWII began to
make a strong comeback in this period, mainly because of the
low manufacturing costs found in these countries. This changing
landscape would prove to be problematic for many American
manufacturers but would provide a prime opportunity for the
Rio Grande Valley.19
The McAllen Economic Development Corporation’s broad
objective was somehow to create more industrial jobs that would
diversify the local economy and lessen the city’s dependence on
agriculture and retail sales. It was at this point that Allen hired
Keith Patridge (the current president of MEDC) because of
his extensive background/knowledge of industrial businesses.
Patridge said the first issue that Allen and he addressed was,
“Why would anybody want to locate or invest in McAllen,
Texas?” At the time, the unemployment rate was very high, the
per capital income was very low, and the education attainment
of most Valley residents was not very high. South Texas College
did not exist yet. Pan American University did exist but this was
before it was affiliated with the Texas University system (which
Patridge said would later greatly benefit the local economy).
The McAllen airport at the time was inadequate for world-class
businesses because it only had one major airline, Continental,
and thus lacked extensive destinations. At least one more major
airline with extensive domestic and international destinations
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would be needed to provide the level of infrastructure and
services necessary to take the local economy up to a higher level
required for world-class manufacturing.20
After conducting research, Patridge and Allen discovered
that American businesses at the time were looking for a way to
compete in the global marketplace against Taiwan, Singapore,
and Korea. These countries were the “Chinas” of their day. Formerly poor and underdeveloped, they were now designated the
“Asian Tigers,” a consequence of introducing industrialization
to these countries that had low production costs because of the
low industrial wages paid to their workers. At the time, the general industrial wage rate in the U. S. was too high to attract
many manufacturing companies (hence, the problems at the
McAllen Foreign Trade Zone). But the labor wage rate in Mexico was .85 cents an hour, extremely low, and at times it was as
low as .35 cents because of currency instability and peso devaluations due to the oil crash. Another key advantage that Mexico
offered was that it was in close proximity to the United States,
thereby substantially decreasing the shipping costs of products.
After much discussion and debate, Allen and Patridge came to
a startling conclusion: MEDC needed to attract industrial companies not to McAllen, Texas, but to Reynosa, Mexico.21
Allen and Patridge presented their proposal to the McAllen
City commissioners. They requested three years to focus solely
on one activity: attracting manufacturing businesses to Reynosa, Mexico. Patridge compared the McAllen situation at the
time to the Janis Joplin song lyric “Freedom is just a word for
nothing left to lose.” Things were so dire that there was nothing
left to lose by undertaking a project, that, outwardly at least,
appeared to be counterproductive—spending McAllen’s money
and resources to create jobs for Mexican laborers in Reynosa.
It was something of a gamble because it was a novel business
model, one that hadn’t been tried before.22
After considering MEDC’S proposal, the McAllen city
commissioners said to “go for it.” And so Allen and Patridge
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spent the entire MEDC budget and that of the next three years
attracting manufacturing companies to Reynosa, Mexico. The
McAllen Economic Development Corporation envisioned that
the management, suppliers, and support services, along with
their families, would reside on the American side of the border and would commute to Mexico. The MEDC strategy was
a “bank shot,” in that it was attempting to recruit world-class
manufacturing companies to relocate their factories on the
northern Mexican border with their managerial/support staffs
domiciled on the American side. Allen and Patridge conjectured that this would be a win-win for everyone—the creation
of countless jobs for Mexican laborers thereby improving the
Mexican economy, but also with high-paying jobs for the managerial staff living in McAllen that would benefit its economy.23
Outcome of the Gamble
Almost from the beginning, Patridge said their plan “took
off like a rocket.” This was because it exploited all of the natural
advantages of the area: cheap labor, close proximity to the U.
S., and attractive living arrangements for the managerial staff.
For the next two decades, McAllen consistently ranked among
the fastest growing cities in the U. S. It was designated by the
U. S. Census Bureau as the fourth fastest growing metropolitan
area of the 1990s24 and the sixth fastest growing metropolitan
area of 2001-2010.25 There were times when McAllen would
recruit as many as 50 companies in a given year, almost one a
week. Patridge stated “the interesting fact is that each one of
those companies would normally move anywhere from 5 to 50
families to run each plant. When you look at the impact to the
local community, a given plant could potentially lead to the purchase of up to 50 houses.”26
With the increased goods and services sold in McAllen, the
management staffs and their families created much more robust
economic activity in the area. During the same period that Allen
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and Patridge were recruiting industries to Reynosa, McAllen
leaders and commissioners took practical steps to improve the
infrastructure, services, and employee training of the region. In
1993, the maquiladora companies could now utilize the newly-expanded, business-friendly McAllen Miller Airport terminal that
serviced the considerable expansion of business generated from
the transportation of both people and goods. And, by this time,
McAllen was no longer a one-airline city—it now had American
Airlines in addition to Continental Airlines, which greatly facilitated the efficiency and versatility of manufacturing opportunities for the maquiladora companies. Another crucial development
was the founding of the South Texas Community College (now
South Texas College) providing crucial training for employees
associated with maquiladora companies.27
Maquiladoras combined the expertise of American management with the low-cost employees of northern Mexico. During
the 1990s and early 2000s, many prestigious world-class corporations established plants in the Reynosa area: Panasonic, Black
& Decker, Maytag, Nokia, Delphi, Emerson, Bissell, Caterpillar, Eaton Industries, Semtech Corporation, and many others.
The Federal Reserve of Dallas thought that the business model
used by McAllen to generate business/community growth was
so unique that they began a study that lasted 20-plus years,
analyzing the impact of the cross-border relationship between
McAllen and Reynosa. They released their study in February,
2015, and found that for every 10% increase in product output
from the maquiladora companies in Reynosa there was a 6.6%
increase in U. S. jobs in the McAllen area.28
What were the reasons for McAllen’s economic success?
What were the factors and decisions made that propelled this
South Texas city to leapfrog ahead of other Valley cities by
the end of the 20th century? One factor was the foresight and
pro-active planning efforts such as bringing higher-paying manufacturing jobs to McAllen. The creation of the McAllen Industrial Foundation and McAllen Foreign Trade Zone sought
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to establish an attractive environment for industries to create
jobs in the area. The formation of the McAllen Economic Development Corporation was a timely decision that initiated and
organized the city’s efforts to revive the economic potential of
the area. Another important factor would be the leadership of
McAllen that recognized the need for industrial jobs early on,
but was also flexible and open-minded enough later on to accept the counter-intuitional proposal to create manufacturing
jobs in Mexico. McAllen leaders were adept at implementing
a “wholistic” industrialization approach, first by approving the
MEDC plan of industrial job-creation in Mexico, next by expanding the airport that would provide the infrastructure and
services required for a developed industrial economy, and then
by the founding the South Texas Community College which
provided the necessary training and expertise required for an
industrial workforce. McAllen leaders and mayors have long
had a reputation of being among the most “business-friendly”
among Rio Grande Valley cities, and the city itself had many
highly-motivated citizens who provided crucial assistance over
the decades, oftentimes contributing their efforts without remuneration or recognition. Finally, McAllen has a reputation for
good city management and does not have a record of prevalent
corruption and malfeasance found in many other Valley cities,
a fact supported by the local newspaper, The Monitor, which frequently highlights bribery, extortion, kickbacks, illegal payoffs,
etc., of many Valley towns on a fairly regular basis. All these
combined factors led to McAllen becoming the economic center
of the Rio Grande Valley.
Finally, the bottom line assessment of McAllen’s economic
success can be found in the chart below that demonstrates the
growth of “real property” in McAllen, a metric used by cities
that represents the total value of fixed property, principally land
and buildings within their communities.
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In 50 years, real property in McAllen rose from $49,665,500
in 1961 to $5,470,285,311 in 2010, an amazing increase of almost 11,000%.29
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
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Brownsville and Matamoros, 1990-2015,
the Sequel to
Boom and Bust: The Historical Cycles of Matamoros and Brownsville
By
Milo Kearney and Anthony Knopp
Boom and Bust: The Historical Cycles of Matamoros and Brownsville
was published by Eakin Press in 1991. It was the first comprehensive
compilation and presentation of the inter-related history of two
sister-cities on the U.S.-Mexico border. The authors employed the
device of cyclical experiences, particularly those of violence and
economic development, in presenting their research. The struggles
of the two communities were often dramatic, as external factors
such as civil war and revolution brought conflict to the border.
With the passage of more than a quarter century since publication, the authors determined that the time had come to reflect on
developments in the border cities. In keeping with the main theme
of the book, economic factors received priority consideration.
The developments over the quarter century since the
publication of Boom and Bust continued the most recent boom
cycle, but not without major problems. In a typical cyclical
development, the rise of maquiladoras (assembly plants) in
the 1960s and 1970s in Mexican border cities had brought a
surge of prosperity, only to see much of it slip away to the low
wages in China in the 1990s. With the rising cost of labor in
China, more maquiladoras returned to Matamoros (although at
a slower rate than in Reynosa and Ciudad Juárez), continuing
the hope placed in the stimulus provided by the creation of
the North Atlantic Free Trade Association (NAFTA) in 1993.
Clearly, NAFTA accelerated border commerce as more goods
travelled in both directions due to the lower tariffs and reduced
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regulations. At the same time, legislation created the North
American Development Bank, based in San Antonio, which,
by the end of 2013, had contracted $2.25 billion in loans and
grants to fund 192 projects along the U.S.-Mexican border.
The bank also established an institute to teach personnel to
design water, sewage, and landfill projects and to operate billing
departments.1 The free-trade agreement was steered toward a
new experiment, for better or worse, with negotiations among
twelve nations, including the United States and Mexico, for
a Trans-Pacific Partnership.2 Again, however, the cyclical
issue made an appearance as the first stage of NAFTA was
temporarily obstructed for border communities by a sudden
peso devaluation.
The increased employment benefited both sides of the river. Economic diversification stimulated the appearance of many
new housing developments, businesses, restaurants, and stores.
Jobs were created, and, with better incomes, more residents
were able to pay their utility and other bills. Where, in 1994,
only about 21 percent of Mexican border sewage was treated
before discharge into the streams and river, by 2013 over 87
percent was so treated. This was an important development for
both border cities, which depended on river water for the needs
of their citizens. Matamoros also made infrastructure modifications to reduce flooding. A major infrastructure development
was the construction of Veterans International Bridge at los
Tomates, a third bridge across the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo, in
1999. To link to the new bridge, Highway 77 & 83 expanded to
reach the bridge. Renewable energy projects were funded and
roads were paved (reducing air pollution).3 Spending by the
United States government also helped what was declared, as
of 29 October 2013, the sixtieth poorest county in the country
– Cameron County, with a per capita income of $10,960.4 The
2012 American Community Survey by the U.S. Census Bureau
revealed that Brownsville had displaced neighboring McAllen
as the poorest city in America. While 17 percent of Texans lived
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below the poverty line, in Brownsville the rate was 36 percent.
Local officials noted the challenges posed by high unemployment rates, low levels of workforce skills, and low levels of educational attainment.5
Matamoros and Brownsville also continued to encounter
both enhancements and challenges from the perspective of culture in a broad sense. The Brownsville Independent School
District continued to open new schools even in the face of rising
competition from charter schools.
Another very positive development the creation of the University of Texas – Rio Grande Valley, by the detachment of the
University of Texas at Brownsville from Texas Southmost College and its merger with the University of Texas-Pan American at Edinburg, starting in 2014. The merger was expected
to save money on administrative costs and to bring more state
funds to the newly-expanded entity. It included a new medical
school for the Valley. The new university has been established
in a way that will allow it to tap into the multi-billion dollar
Permanent University Fund.6 From Brownsville’s perspective,
unfortunately, most of the benefits appeared to have accrued to
Edinburg/McAllen.
The removal of railroad tracks between East Sixth and East
Seventh Streets in Brownsville opened an area for cultural development aggressively pursued by the city. The Mitte Cultural
District emerged along the Linear Park from the freeway past
the new Federal Courthouse, including the Fine Art Museum,
the Children’s Museum, the Costumes of the Americas Museum, the Old City Cemetery Center--all new--and terminating
at the Historic Brownsville Museum. A complete makeover of
Dean Porter Park provided the setting for the Christmas season
Holiday Village of sponsored and decorated cottages that began
in 2010. The Brownsville Society for the Performing Arts produced the Latin Jazz Festival in downtown since it was inaugurated in 1997 by Tito Puente. There were three art galleries
in downtown. Numerous venues for entertainment, known as
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event centers, have flourished in recent years, as many families
apparently prefer a social life of quinceaneras, birthday parties,
and wedding receptions. A Civic Center, Tennis Center, and
Sports Park all contributed to an enhanced quality of life. But
it would be deceptive to claim that Brownsville had achieved
cultural nirvana.
Matamoros likewise achieved positive results in the realm
of culture in this era. In 1991 the famed Teatro Reforma, earlier
demolished, was re-created as the jewel of Calle Sexta near the
plaza. In 2006 the Fuerte Casa Mata, originally constructed in
the mid-19th Century, was restored as a historical museum and
archives. And since 1991 the city has sponsored the Festival de
Otoño, dedicated to music and the arts.
At the same time, a pall had fallen across Brownsville and
Matamoros’ bi-city cultural identity due to two new developments. The first of these was the construction of a border fence
(inaccurately called a “wall”) to discourage illegal immigration
into the United States from south of the Rio Grande. While legal
crossings are not impeded by this move, the fence was a stark
symbol of separation between the twin cities, as was recognized
by the general local sentiment of “Mr. Obama, tear down this
wall!” Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto had been asking for a relaxation of the many border barriers with the United
States, growing recently in opposition to the spirit of NAFTA.7
The second divisive factor – a major upswing in crime – was,
and still is, far more serious. At the beginning of the twenty-first
century, Osiel Cárdenas, leader of the Gulf Drug Cartel, used
the Zetas, his enforcers, to spread his gang’s influence over the
Tamaulipas-Texas border. This move led to a war with Nuevo Laredo’s Sinaloa Cartel, ended by a truce, in 2007, whereby the two
gangs agreed to co-operate in transporting cocaine from Veracruz
to and across the border.8 A split between the Gulf cartel and the
Zetas soon resulted in open warfare on the streets of Matamoros.
The drug traffickers have become too powerful in
Matamoros for Mexican authorities to control. Indeed, they
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have established an alarming control over local authorities.
Federal U.S. prosecutors leveled charges of racketeering
and conspiring to smuggle drugs against Tomás Yarrington
Ruvalcaba, PRI politician, Mexican Congressman, then mayor
of Matamoros, and, from 1999 to 2004, Governor of Tamaulipas.
According to the indictment, millions of dollar of bribe money
had been invested in the Rio Grande Valley and San Antonio.
Yarrington was accused of using state police to collect bribes
from drug traffickers and deliver the money to him and to
Jesús Vega Sánchez, president of the PRI state committee.
According to the prosecutors, Yarrington bought a $450,000
condominium on South Padre Island with the bribe money. In
2004, Yarrington’s purchases included a Port Isabel waterfront
property and a house in McAllen. The illicit source of the money
for the purchases was disguised by using straw buyers, whose
loans were paid off by front companies. Yarrington was also
accused of depositing stolen government funds in Texas bank
accounts in the name of front companies. His purchases in San
Antonio included land near “The Shops” at La Cantera.9 He
claimed that the accusations were politically motivated.10
Numerous gun battles have erupted in downtown and other
locations in Matamoros. On Tuesday and Wednesday, 7 and
8 August, 2012, several city districts were paralyzed, starting
outside the Chedraui Supermarket off of Calle Sexta downtown.
The next day, different areas of the city experienced more
shootouts.11 Then on Sunday, 3 November 2013, gun battles
erupted on the main highway leading out of town toward
Reynosa. The first shoot-out was between the rival Gulf and Zeta
drug cartels; four men and one woman were killed. A few hours
later, on the same highway, Mexican marines chased one of the
armed groups, killing four of them. Four more men were killed
in the center of town, where they had fired on other marines.
The second explosion of violence is believed to have resulted
from a struggle for dominance between the warring Gulf and
Zeta cartels, after Miguel Ángel Treviño Morales, head of the
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Zetas, and Mario Ramírez Treviño, head of the Gulf Cartel,
had been captured by Mexican forces in July and August.12
Matamoros residents generally feared to venture out at night,
to the detriment of the once-lively nocturnal entertainment
scene, and the tourist traffic from across the river has been
discouraged, despite its great potential.
Corruption has also played an outsized role north of the
border. Up and down the Rio Grande Valley, investigations
into state and local courts, law enforcement agencies, school
boards, county commissions, and city governments produced
indictments and, frequently, convictions. While many of these
cases were clearly the result of the influence of drug-smuggling
and Mexican cartels, such was not the situation in the most notorious case in Brownsville. 404th State District Judge Abel Limas was convicted, in 2011, of extortion and racketeering, having accepted money and other favors from attorneys in return
for giving favorable pre-trial rulings. In a related investigation,
District Attorney Armando Villalobos was also found guilty of
public corruption.13 Several members of the Cameron County
Bar Association, among them a former state representative, also
received prison sentences or reprimands.
Political developments in Brownsville were not encouraging
for most of the past quarter-century. Probably the low point
was reached during the administration of Mayor Pat Ahumada,
when television broadcasts of raucous city commission meetings prompted ridicule from other Valley communities, and the
mayor himself was suspected of misusing city funds. Concerned
civic leaders rallied to easily elect lawyer Tony Martinez as
mayor, along with a supportive commission majority. Martinez
urged adoption of a new code of ethics.14
The new political atmosphere and direction of the city
commission appeared to have been the result of a project
to identify, define, and solve the serious challenges facing
Brownsville. Imagine Brownsville began in 2008 and produced
an award-winning report in 2009. “The plan was designed
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with two goals in mind: first, to establish our community’s
vision objectives for a ten-year planning horizon; and, second,
to develop an implementable strategy to reach these targeted
objectives. . . .”15 To implement the plan, local governmental and
educational entities created and funded the United Brownsville
Coordinating Board on January 21, 2010. Clearly, the election
of Mayor Tony Martinez and his commission allies was a
significant result of the Imagine/United Brownsville movement.
A primary focus of Mayor Martinez’ efforts was downtown revitalization. Over the past half-century, downtown had
evolved from upscale shops and haberdasheries catering to
middle-class Americans and prosperous Mexicans from all of
Northeast Mexico to purveyors of inexpensive retail items and
used clothing (ropa usada). Few Americans shopped downtown;
typical customers were Matamorenses who walked across the
downtown bridges.
A Downtown Development Corporation was established in
1992, but deterioration continued, although a long-awaited new
transportation center opened in 2011. Mayor Martinez attempted to stimulate development by supporting an enterprise district for entertainment and by purchasing properties for preservation or public projects. The downtown development projects
appeared to produce few initial results, and the mayor came
under attack for profligate spending in pursuit of his goals.16 It
is only fair to note that Brownsville shares the downtown challenge with other border cities, which have faced frustration in
achieving solutions.
Political divisions also emerged as obstacles to progress
on the local school board. Several times, the board of the
Brownsville Independent School District chose to buy out
the contracts of BISD superintendents, often after very brief
periods of service.17 The buy-outs and cost of defending
lawsuits absorbed substantial portions of district budgets. In
the latter years of this period, infighting among board members
became particularly intense, with votes of censure and lawsuits
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among board members.18 Issues of local control prompted
strongly contested elections for the Texas Southmost College
Board. A new majority on the TSC Board voted to terminate
a two-decades-old partnership with the University of Texas at
Brownsville, laying the basis for a revived TSC.
Democratic Party dominance of partisan elections continued in this era with the exception of the position of Cameron
County Judge, held by Republicans at both the beginning and
end of this era. In both cases, Republican success was due, at
least initially, to general dissatisfaction with the Democratic
candidates, Ray Ramon, a former judge, and Gilberto Hinojosa,
an incumbent. Antonio “Tony” Garza was elected twice, beginning in 1988, and went on to become Texas Secretary of State,
Railroad Commissioner, and Ambassador to Mexico under
President George W. Bush. Carlos Cascos served three terms
as a Democratic county commissioner before switching parties
to successfully challenge Hinojosa in 2006.19 Cascos managed to
work with Democratic commissioners sufficiently to earn a reputation for a competent and effective administration. In 2012,
former Judge Hinojosa was elected Texas Democratic Party
Chairman, a challenging partisan position in Republican-dominated Texas.
In the late 1980s, a changing of the guard began in Matamoros. Two powerful figures of political and economic influence,
Agapito Gonzalez Cavazos and Juan N. Guerra, saw their dominance coming to an end. Agapito Gonzalez was the “legendary”
leader of the Matamoros maquiladora workers’ union, credited
with achieving substantial wage and benefit gains for workers.
Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari had Gonzalez arrested and charged with corruption under his campaign to remove regional caciques (bosses) who resisted control from Mexico
City. Gonzalez had “made the mistake of challenging U.S. [maquiladora] management in the midst of NAFTA negotiations.”20
The other powerful figure losing power during this era,
Juan N. Guerra, began his criminal career as a “rum-runner”
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in the 1930s. Guerra expanded operations to other forms of
contraband during the 1940s, and eventually to hard drugs,
becoming the “godfather” of the Gulf Cartel. From a table in
the Piedras Negras restaurant and bar, near the plaza, Guerra
oversaw his nefarious operations, secure in his political influence
through bribery and intimidation. By the late 1980s, age and
infirmities prompted Guerra to name his nephew, Juan Garcia
Abrego, as his successor as drug lord of the Gulf Cartel.21
For most of this era, political control of Tamaulipas by the
Partido Revolucionario Institutional (PRI) faced few challenges.
Likewise, in Matamoros the PRI experienced only one interregnum, the administration of Partido Accion Nacional (PAN) Alcalde Ramon Antonio Sampayo Ortiz for the 1996-1998 term.
However, when accusations of corruption were leveled at three
ex-governors of the state, including two former Matamoros
mayors, PAN candidates achieved considerable success in the
2012 elections. In 2013 the surprise victory by PAN mayoral
candidate Leticia Salazar Vázquez stunned the PRI establishment, as she became the first woman to occupy that position.22
In that recent era, Brownsville struggled against numerous
obstacles to economic development, some due to inadequate
and divisive leadership and a self-serving attitude among some
residents. The following, written in 2005, remained generally
true for the next decade:
Nevertheless, the lingering tradition of self-interested lack of
cooperation continues to manifest itself. Factionalism based on
compadrismo (excessive loyalty to and dependence on family and close friends) and desire to preserve the status quo by
those enjoying social position and elite status underlay the
problem. One member of the city commission told this author
that the commissioners rarely disagreed on important issues
but often quarreled over patronage. Numerous studies and
meetings have failed to produce a civic center, so the city lacks
facilities for conventions and entertainment. Disagreement on
location for a civic center was one source of factional conflict
among local politicians.23
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As a result of the apparent lack of progress on several
fronts, a perception emerged that Brownsville, the original and
long-dominant city in the Rio Grande Valley, had been overtaken by McAllen as the Valley’s leading urban center. McAllen
appeared to have more cooperative and better focused leadership, closer economic relations with its Mexican counterpart,
Reynosa, and rapidly expanding commercial enterprises.
Brownsville also suffered from problems not of its own making. Peso devaluations greatly weakened the commercial core
of downtown. Cartel violence in Matamoros ended its tourism
appeal as a Brownsville attraction and even caused travelers
to be leery of Brownsville itself. National economic conditions
undermined development efforts locally. Often the image and
reality of low wage and limited opportunity, a problem all along
the border, caused too many of the “best and brightest” to leave.
Thus, the latest cycle continued the struggle against some
major obstacles. But progress, though slow and erratic, did
occur. It is sometimes difficult to appreciate the incremental improvements in infrastructure, commercial development,
and quality of life that have occurred in this era, but a bit of
reflection on the era brings those developments into focus, as
seen above. Whatever develops in the future, Matamoros and
Brownsville exist in too close a proximity, either face-to-face or
back-to-back, not to continue to be effected by the same destiny, whether boom or bust.
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
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The Good Samaritans of
Escuelita de la Banqueta
by
Ronny Noor
I am to see to it that the world is the better for me,
and to find my reward in the act.
– Ralph Waldo Emerson
(“Man the Reformer”)
When the United States Congress passed the Refugee
Act of 1980 into law, it incorporated the United Nations 1951
Convention’s definition of a refugee – a person who is unable or
unwilling to return to his/her home country due to well-founded
fear of persecution because of race, religion, national origin, or
social or political affiliation. This has been the standard policy of
the U.S. government until the Trump administration, in an effort
to discourage Latin Americans from seeking asylum on frivolous
claims at the Southern border, implemented the “Remain in
Mexico” policy – officially known as the Migration Protection
Protocols (MPP) – on January 24, 2019. According to this policy,
U.S. border officers may return non-Mexican asylum seekers
to Mexico as their claims are adjudicated in U.S. immigration
courts. Thus, as of November 2019, over 56,000 asylum seekers
have been forced to wait under wretched conditions in some very
dangerous parts of Mexico, where they are subjected to human
trafficking, kidnapping, and violence by drug cartels. Hence,
about 2,000 migrants have clustered their tents for safety on
the banks of the Rio Grande in Matamoros, Tamaulipas, near
the Gateway International Bridge, which leads to Brownsville,
Texas. Their sordid conditions have attracted the attention of
some nonprofit organizations like Physicians for Human Rights,
Samaritan’s Purse, and Rio Valley Relief Project, which lend
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them assistance, supplying them with foods, clothes, and other
daily necessities. Another nonprofit group, Team Brownsville,
has opened a sidewalk school near the bridge, called Escuelita de
la Banqueta, to give basic education to the migrant children.
The Escuelita is different from the Sidewalk School, which
is run by Felicia Rangel-Samponaro. The teachers of Escuelita de la Banqueta were never involved in politics or the recent
blocking of the bridge connecting Matamoros to Brownsville.
Founded on August 11, 2019, and coordinated by Texas Southmost College English instructor Melba Salazar-Lucio, Escuelita
de la Banqueta is not a regular school with buildings and classrooms. It is what the name suggests, a “sidewalk school,” Banqueta in Spanish meaning sidewalk or pavement. According to
the school website, “The Escuelita is a multi-age program from
newborns to adults who come to listen to 4 or 5 teachers teaching 10-to-15-minute mini-lessons in math, reading, social studies, geography, music, basic bilingual terms, and corresponding
activities.”1 Children sit on the concrete plaza and actively participate in the learning process.
The school meets on Sundays, from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Every Sunday, Melba Salazar-Lucio and other volunteer teachers meet at 8:15 a.m. at the Brownsville Bus Station on 755
International Boulevard, where they fill beach wagons with
school supplies, teacher resources, and goodie bags. Then they
walk across the Gateway International Bridge to Mexico. After
teaching, they distribute books and the goodie bags among the
children. So far, the school has distributed 3000 bilingual books,
all donated by various individuals and organizations, among the
150 or so students. The titles of these illustrated books are mostly in English and Spanish, some of which are Gathering the Sun:
An Alphabet in Spanish and English, In My Family: En Mi Familia,
América Is Her Name, Lost Temple of the Aztecs, Angel’s Kite: La Estrella de Angel, The Tortoise and the Jackrabbit: La Tortuga y la Liebre,
Mother Goose Rhymes: Las Rimas de Mamá Oca, and The Story of
Colors: La Historia de los Colores.
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Students in the school learn by physically engaging during the
learning process, which is called kinesthetic learning. In order to
teach students who range from 2 to 16 years of age, UTRGV art
education lecturer Lilia Cabrera and her fellow teachers use lettering with shapes because, as Marilyn Adams claims, in an emergent literacy program, students need to develop their knowledge
of letters before they can move on to words.2 Hence, the teachers
explore different ways of drawing out letters with shapes. They
guide students to create shapes of each letter of their names. They
use long, pre-cut banner paper and have students pick a spot.
Students draw out every letter of their names. They also draw
out the names of their country of origin. Then they fill the shapes
with colors. The end result is a banner full of student and country
names. As students are of varying ages, some of them struggle
and need assistance. This activity allows the teachers to engage in
conversations, in Spanish and also in English if requested, with
the students and their parents.
However, similar to a classroom environment, there are students who do not have the cognitive ability, because of their
age, to perform such a task as mentioned above. For those students, there is an alternate activity that works on a cognitive/
motor skill. This is a game-like activity that is done on a long,
pre-cut banner paper. The students walk around with meter
sticks, drawing a “continuous line” with black markers taped to
their ends. They try to match the line above theirs. This helps
them focus and work on their arm/body control to make steady
lines. After the children get several opportunities to create continuous lines, they move on to the next banner for the painting
activity. This is when the marker is removed and replaced with
a paintbrush. The teachers pour small amounts of paint in cups.
The students dip their long paintbrush in the cups and start
painting on the banner. The task is to help spell out a word they
choose with the paintbrush. Each child works on a letter while
the very young ones work on the background. Thus, through
collaborative efforts, students learn to write words.3
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Using similar hands-on practice, UTRGV professor Erika
Rendon-Ramos teaches geography among other subjects – anatomy, Mexican history, U.S. history – in order to give students
knowledge of the wider world. She brings oversized cutouts of
the seven continents in different colors, a globe, stickers, map
placemats, and a world map worksheet. The first thing she does
is to teach the names of the seven continents in Spanish and English and have students repeat them after her. She shows them
the oversized cutouts of each continent (without their names
labeled) so that they can associate the names they are learning
with the shape of the continents. The students share world map
placemats, and she asks them to work together to locate whichever continent she is showing the group. Once they seem confident in locating the continents in Spanish and English on their
maps, she passes out the large continents to the students to hold
on to. She randomly calls out a continent in Spanish or English
and the student holding it stands up and raises the continent in
the air. The students rotate the continents for a few rounds of
this exercise before they work on their individual world map
worksheets. She gives each of them a sticker to place on their
map to designate their country of origin and then they label
each continent in Spanish and English and color each one in a
different color. Some students run out of time and are asked to
complete their maps for homework.4
Teachers do not limit themselves to giving these migrant
children knowledge of letters, words, anatomy, history, and
geography. They also equip them with life skills, according to
Melba Salazar-Lucio, teaching them table manners and other
social etiquettes and behaviors through task-based activities
that require movement and relate to their interests. They
follow the best teaching practices that go back to the Italian
physician and educator Maria Montessori, who made the
connection between minds and bodies over eight decades ago
in her insightful 1936 book The Secret of Childhood, claiming that
physical activity is an essential factor in intellectual growth.5
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This is what psychologists call “embodied learning”: people
understand language better if they can connect it to the actions
they perform. For example, learning numbers or doing math
by throwing tennis balls to each other. This kind of learning in
education is called kinesthetic learning, popularized by Neil D.
Fleming.
It is not always easy to teach the children in the migrant
camps because the situation is sometimes inhospitable and outright hostile. According to Lilia Cabrera, she was once teaching
after a week of rain. Although it was not raining the Sunday she
was teaching, the owner of the Casa de Cambio business did not
want her to teach outside her establishment. Hence, she had to
move to the street, which was riddled with puddles of water.
She laid two tarps on the puddles and used two water jars to
hold down the tarps. Thus, she was able to deliver her lesson.
Despite such obstacles, teachers are encouraged to teach because students are motivated to learn. Every Sunday morning,
as soon as the children see their teachers walking over to their
tent-city, they run up to them, hug them with enthusiasm, and
offer to help with supplies and setting up. They are filled with
joy for having access to teachers, books, and education.
These are children who have had traumatic experiences in
their young lives. Their essays, which they wrote in Spanish,
reveal that some of the families made multiple attempts to come
to the United States with children as little as two or three years
of age, walking miles, depending on the largesse of good-hearted
strangers for food and shelter, and escaping from kidnappers
who had locked them up for weeks in rooms where they had to
sleep among remains of dead dogs. Even after they were able to
cross the border unnoticed into the U.S., they could not avoid
the border patrol officers who arrested them and deported them
to their native countries—Guatemala, Honduras, and other
Central American nations. But they again fled the environment
of poverty and violence out of desperation, suffering untold
hardships on the way, and ended up in the camps. Hence, Melba
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Salazar-Lucio and Manuel Gamez, another teacher, teach them
through entertainment by acting out popular fairy tales like
“The Three Little Pigs” and “Little Red Riding Hood.” For the
first story, Melba Salazar-Lucio dressed up as a pig and Manuel
Gamez dressed up as a wolf. The children drew the best part of
the story with crayons and paper. For the second story, Melba
Salazar-Lucio donned a colorful dress with a red rebozo shawl
on her head to play the role of Little Red Riding Hood and
Manuel Gamez wore a mask, pointy ears, and a long tail to play
the role of the wolf. The enthralled children split their sides
with laughter and were so impressed with Manuel Gamez’s
acting that from then on they began to call him el lobo, the wolf.
They are so inspired by their teachers that, according to Melba
Salazar-Lucio, they read ten books every week for homework.6
The last day the teachers taught face-to-face was March 15,
2020. They were not allowed by the Mexican government to
visit the migrant camps after that due to COVID-19. According to the coordinator, Melba Salazar-Lucio, the school is now
run by two asylum-seeking parents and some teenagers, who
are provided with videos of geometric figures, days of the week
songs, and months of the year songs, which are also available
on YouTube. The teachers hope to resume teaching face-to-face
as soon as they are allowed back into the camps by the Mexican
government.
The school has garnered attention from local, national, and
international news organizations, like The Brownsville Herald,
CBS, Fox, NPR, and Al Jazeera. Such attention, of course,
helps publicize the plight of the asylum seekers. However, seeking attention is not the goal of the volunteer teachers who teach
the children. They are dedicated professionals whose sole aim is
to render knowledge to the destitute migrants with an uncertain
future as best as they can. In doing so, they also give hope to the
hopeless and joy to the wretched, even if it is for only an hour a
week. These children will bear in their hearts all their lives and
remember with gratitude, no matter where they live, the Good
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Samaritans who came to their aid in their hour of need and
helped build the foundation of their lives.
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
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Caged Dreams
by
Ronny Noor
the America where noble Cuauhtémoc said:
“I am not on a bed of roses.”
– Rubén Darío
They flee from rape, murder and war
For the sake of their beloved infants,
Venturing on buses and on foot
Across borders and along rough routes
Till they reach the Texas border
And plead with the officials for shelter.
They are hauled to detention centers,
Ripping the kids from their mothers
To live in cages built by those
Profiting greatly from private prisons,
But the stuffed little teddy bears
Can’t replace their mothers’ care.
So their downcast eyes swim in tears
As they cry for their devoted mothers
Till their voices freeze in the throats
And they are not heard anymore.
They dream of a shining city on a hill
But it’s too steep to climb, they feel.
Nonetheless they try their level best
Only to slip before reaching the crest.
Afraid of falling to their deaths
They spring up in the iron beds,
Calling out for their mothers in vain,
Whose breasts can’t contain their pain.
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A History of Policing the
United States–Mexican Border
along the Rio Grande and the Southwest
by
Billy Hathorn
The subject of much political wrangling over recent decades, the United States Border Patrol was established in 1921
on the Texas-Mexico boundary of the Rio Grande Valley. Four
officers were initially assigned to McAllen and Edinburg in Hidalgo County and two each to Brownsville in Cameron County
and Rio Grande City in Starr County. In 1923, additional officers were assigned to Alice (Jim Wells County), Harlingen
(Cameron County), Kingsville (Kleberg County), and Mission
(Hidalgo County). For its first seventeen years, the Border
Patrol was located in Brownsville at the most southerly point
of Texas. In 1938, the agency leased space in McAllen, and in
1941, the land and buildings were purchased from the city for
$5,000 (nearly $88,000 in 2020 dollars).1 In 1972, the original
building was removed, and a new one was constructed at the
same site. On March 22, 2005, the McAllen Sector name was
officially changed to Rio Grande Valley Sector. On January 30,
2006, the Rio Grande Valley Sector, the busiest in the nation,
relocated to a new state-of-the-art building at 4400 South Expressway 281 in Edinburg, Texas.2
The Border Patrol actually predates 1921 because the agency
operated temporarily under earlier names. In 2003, the revised
Immigration and Customs Enforcement was established under the new Department of Homeland Security, with a budget
of nearly $6 billion (11.2 billion in 2020 dollars). Twenty thousand ICE agents operate from four hundred offices in the United
States and in fifty-three countries. These officers are the front
line in policing the border, a task often overwhelming in scope.3
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The first Border Patrol agent is considered to have been
Jefferson Davis “Jeff” Milton (1861-1947).4 His life story is
also an account of the early years of the Border Patrol itself
when agents were few in number and a sense of emergency on
the border was lacking. The youngest of eleven children, Milton
was born in Marianna in Jackson County in the northern Florida Panhandle. He was reared in “genteel poverty” on the plantation called Sylvania and received no formal education. His
father John Milton (1807-1865), was a governor of Florida and
a Confederate Army general descended from the blind English
poet of the same name, John Milton (1608-1674), the author of
‘’Paradise Lost’’ and ‘’Paradise Regained.’’ Though once financially prosperous, the Miltons did not easily recover from the
economic impact of the American Civil War. John Milton died
in a presumed hunting accident shortly after the war ended in
1865, when Jeff was four years of age. With difficult prospects
in Florida, Milton came to Texas at the age of sixteen, already
a grown man by the standards of that day.5 He first worked in
a relative’s mercantile business and for a time was a cowboy.
In 1880, Milton applied in the Austin office to become a Texas
Ranger, his first job in law enforcement. He lied about his age
to meet the requirement that Rangers be twenty years of age.
Had Milton lived in the 21st century, he could not have become
a Ranger at such a young age because the minimum age is now
thirty and with eight years of law enforcement experience in an
agency that investigates major crimes.6 A Ranger must also be a
commissioned officer of the Texas Department of Public Safety
with the rank of at least Trooper II.7
In Milton’s time, the Rangers had to furnish their own firearms. Milton chose a Colt .45 and a .44 Winchester carbine.
The Colt .45 single action, known in the West as “The Peacemaker,” was Milton’s weapon of choice for his entire life. In his
later years, he also carried a second gun under his shirt, a Colt
.45 in a shoulder holster. This clandestine weapon saved him
from potential disaster on numerous occasions.8 Milton learned
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first-hand the terrain of Texas by riding thousands of miles on
horseback during his three years with the Rangers. Much of his
time was spent in the Trans Pecos and Big Bend areas, where
the former Southern Pacific Railroad (1865 to 1996) was laying
new track into El Paso from Benson in Cochise County, Arizona, and from Guaymas in the Mexican state of Sonora. As a
Ranger, Milton tangled with outlaws, gamblers, and prostitutes
who followed the flow of settlement and construction work. He
was arrested ca. 1881 in Mitchell County, southeast of Lubbock,
when a cowman shot up a town and drew on Milton and two
fellow Rangers. The cowman was killed, and the three young
lawmen were charged with homicide. Despite a lynch-mob atmosphere surrounding the case, all three were acquitted,9 but
it took three years of legal wrangling to dismiss the case. He
was able to continue his service with the Rangers while waiting
adjudication of the case.10
Jeff Milton left the Texas Rangers after three years of service in 1883 and homesteaded a small ranch in New Mexico
Territory, where he worked too as a cattle detective for the New
Mexico Stock Association. His reputation soon led him to jobs
as a deputy sheriff in various counties. For a while, he carried a
special commission from the territorial governor of New Mexico, Lionel Allen Sheldon (1828-1917), a Republican appointee
whose territorial service began in 1881 and ended in 1885, with
the accession of the Democrat Stephen Grover Cleveland to the
White House. Milton’s efficiency at rounding up cattle thieves
and his friendly demeanor gained him many friends. In 1887,
Collector of Customs Joseph Magoffin (1837-1923) of El Paso
hired Milton to prevent smuggling from Nogales, Mexico, located across the border from Nogales, Arizona. He policed the
desert country to the Gulf of California.11
Milton’s reputation as a marksman and successful lawman
grew as his guns came into play more than once during his
tenure with Customs from 1887 to 1889. He was appointed a
Customs Mounted Inspector headquartered in Tucson, Arizo-
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na, located within the El Paso collection district. As a political
appointee, the Democrat Milton found himself out of a job in
1889, when Republican Benjamin Harrison of Indiana assumed
office as a one-term U.S. President sandwiched in between the
two terms of Grover Cleveland.12
While on patrol for Customs in southern Arizona, Milton
befriended the Papago Indians, who more than once aided him
with difficult arrests and dangerous passages through the desert.13 The Papago, however, otherwise mostly shunned contact
with whites. Their name was given by the Spaniards, but in
the 1980s, the tribe returned to its former traditional name, the
Tohono O’odham. With a population of some 24,000, the Tohono O’odham live on the third largest Indian reservation in
the United States.14 Customs was abolished in 1889, and for a
time, Milton reverted to being a deputy sheriff, horse trader,
and prospector.15
In 1894, while Joseph Magoffin was the mayor, the El Paso
City Council offered Milton the position of chief of police.16 Milton had grown weary of the task of collecting fares and looked
forward to returning to law enforcement. He quickly tried to
end the lawlessness in El Paso. Empowered through a new local
ordinance, Milton began a purge of gamblers.17 At this time, the
former outlaw, John Wesley Hardin (1853-1895), came to El
Paso to establish a law office after he had served fifteen years
in the state penitentiary in Huntsville, Texas. Heavily armed
with six guns and rifles, Hardin and his cohorts were confronted by Chief Milton as they entered town. Milton ordered Hardin to surrender his guns to the nearest bartender, and Hardin
complied. Hardin had studied law while in prison and passed
the bar examination, but his career was soon ended in a fatal
shootout. In a questionable election, the El Paso “Reform Party” was voted out by the “Old Guard,” and Milton was fired
by the new council members who wanted no part of his strict
law enforcement which infringed on the wishes of the business
community. Instead he became a deputy U.S. Marshal, but that
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position paid too little. Hence he was hired as an express messenger for the freight and passenger line, Wells Fargo, founded
in San Francisco in 1852. With a shotgun and rifle, he rode
horseback to escort many shipments of gold and silver bullion
to their intended destinations.18
Milton’s left upper arm was shattered in a shoot-out in 1900
that occurred when Albert “Burt” Alvord (1867-1910), a California native, and five accomplices raided the Wells Fargo
express car at Fairbank, since a ghost town near Tombstone
in Cochise County, Arizona. Earlier, Alvord had been a peace
officer in Fairbank. Though he killed two of the outlaws with
his shotgun, Milton was also struck by a bullet and weakened
from the loss of blood. He managed to keep Alvord from finding
the loot by placing it in a safe. Alvord gave up the raid when
he could not find the keys to the safe. After a long recuperation, Milton faced a permanent handicap -- his crippled left
arm. Nevertheless, he subsequently played a leading role in the
capture or death of the Alvord gang.19
In 1904, U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt appointed Milton to the position of “Mounted Chinese Inspector,” with orders to halt the smuggling of Chinese aliens entering the United
States from Mexico. At the time, the population of Chinese in
the United was under 1 percent. Such admissions were forbidden under the Chinese Exclusion Act, signed into law in 1882
by President Chester Alan Arthur.20 The exclusion act was repealed in 1943 with the passage of the Magnuson Act, proposed
by Democratic U.S. Representative and later U.S. Senator
Warren Grant Magnuson (1905-1989) of Washington State.
With the repeal of the law, Chinese migration into the United
States resumed.21
Early in 2020, the admission of 333 Chinese nationals was
blocked at the Mexican border for the fear of the spread of
the coronavirus (COVID-19). An anonymous Department of
Homeland Security official said, without clearance from his
agency: “We have a unique public health threat posed by in-
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dividuals arriving unlawfully at the border, where migrants,
law enforcement officials, frontline personnel, and the American public are put at risk.”22 Overall in Fiscal Year 2020, ICE
agents apprehended 1,155 Chinese migrants, more than 95
percent of whom had illegally crossed the southwestern border between October 1, 2019, and January 31, 2020.23 In FY
2019, the number of Chinese migrants caught at the southern
border in the Rio Grande Valley Sector increased from 700 to
more than over 1,300. Thousands of Chinese nationals enter the
United States illegally across the southern border.24 Kris Kobach, an immigration law and policy specialist who represented
in federal court the ten ICE agents who filed suit in a bid to halt
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program
of the Obama administration, said, “the backdoor remains wide
open. Because of inaction for decades, the vast majority of the
southern border remains unprotected. More than one thousand
miles of border with Mexico have no effective barriers to stop
pedestrian traffic.”25
Jeff Milton’s life on horseback gave him renewed energy
and a youthful demeanor, but the job of catching Chinese illegals
proved unsatisfying for him. Hence he also took on work as a
guide and a prospector. In 1924, Milton, at the age of sixty-two,
was the first officer appointed in the U.S. Immigration Service
Border Patrol. He was forced into retirement eight years later
at the age of seventy under the Economy Act of 1932, enacted
in the waning days of the administration of U.S. President Herbert Clark Hoover. The El Paso Sector Chief at the time wrote
in praise of Milton: You have come to be regarded “as an institution rather than an individual. No other immigration officer
has your value in cultivating for the Service the good will and
friendship we must have for effective enforcement of the law.26
Milton died at his home in Tucson at the age of seventy-seven;
his widow, the former Mildred Tait, whom he wed in 1919 at
the age of fifty-eight, had his ashes scattered according to his
wishes in the Sonoran Desert 27
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In 1935, the Border Patrol began using motorized vehicles
and radios. The rugged terrain, however, made it necessary also
to continue the use of horses on patrol. In 2012, the Rio Grande
Valley Sector was using eight horses and eight riders. The Border Patrol initiated a usage agreement with U.S. Fish and Wildlife to utilize acreage south of Mission, Texas. Fish and Wildlife benefited from the increased presence of the Border Patrol
there without encountering the environmental impact from motorized vehicles. The Horse Patrol Unit has its own compound
in the Rio Grande Valley Sector.28
As of March 1, 2015, an estimated 58,150 wild horses and
burros occupied lands of the U.S. Bureau of Land Management.
The terrain could support only 26,700 wild horses and burros.
This overpopulation of feral horses came under the management
of BLM’s Wild Horse and Burro Adoption Program. Since 1971,
more than 230,000 wild horses and burros have been placed
into private care. Horses and burros are rounded up and taken
to various correctional facilities where inmates train the horses. Forty horses originating from the Hutchinson Correctional
Facility in Hutchinson, Kansas, were hand-picked to become
part the RGV Sector. At the Horse Patrol Unit facility in Mission, horses and riders receive sixty to ninety days of training.
By the summer of 2015, the Border Patrol was working with
forty horses and riders. The agents themselves receive thirteen
weeks of training at the Border Patrol Academy in Artesia in
Eddy County in southeastern New Mexico, the academy being
a component of the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center,
established in 1970 within the Department of the Treasury and
shifted in 2003 to the newly established Department of Homeland Security.29 The Horse Patrol Unit participates in parades
and public events in the Rio Grande Valley Sector.30
Currently, the Rio Grande Valley Sector of the Border Patrol maintains nine stations, two checkpoints, air and marine
operations, and an intelligence office. Agents of the RGV patrol
320 river miles, 250 coastal miles, and 19 Texas counties en-
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compassing 17,000 square miles.31 The Border Patrol in recent
years has sought to secure the border to protect citizens from
terrorist weapons illegally brought into the United States. The
sector has six stations on the border, two stations charged with
traffic checkpoints, and a coastal station responsible for marine
operations in the Gulf of Mexico.32
As early as the 1950s, Americans in distant states showed
some interest in the border country. From March to November
1959, the actor Richard Webb (1915-1993), an Illinois native
who appeared in more than fifty feature films, starred in ‘’Border Patrol,’’ a forgotten black-and-white syndicated 39-episode
half-hour adventure/drama television series. Webb was cast in
the lead role of Don Jagger, the fictitious deputy chief of the
Border Patrol. Some of the episodes focus on the smuggling
into the United States of narcotics, weapons, and illegal aliens.
One of those episodes, “Death in the Desert,’’ is an investigation
of alien smuggling at Yuma, Arizona. In “A Bundle of Dope,”
Jagger investigates narcotics coming across the border from
Mexico through a bowling alley in San Diego, California. Few
of the episodes are set on the Texas-Mexico border.33
It has not always been a crime to enter the United States
illegally. For most of American history, immigrants could enter
without official permission or the fear of federal criminal prosecution. That changed in 1929, when Congress enacted new
prohibitions on border crossings. The changed policy had the
practical effect of enlarging and modernizing the immigration
system by compelling all to apply officially for entry into the
United States. In her 2020 book, City of Inmates: Conquest, Rebellion, and the Rise of Human Caging in Los Angeles, 1771–1965, Professor Kelly Lytle Hernández of the University of California at
Los Angeles, details how Congress outlawed border crossings
with what she concluded was “the specific intent of criminalizing, prosecuting, and imprisoning Mexican immigrants.”34
On April 11, 2017, then U.S. Attorney General Jefferson
Beauregard “Jeff” Sessions, a Republican former U.S. senator
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from Alabama, announced that the prosecution of unlawful entry
cases would be accelerated. Sessions vowed to “restore a lawful
system of immigration.” Hernández claimed that while the plan
“may read like a color-blind commitment to law and order, the
law Sessions vowed to enforce was designed with racist intent.”35
Professor Hernández based her claim on the lingering influence of U.S. Senator Coleman Livingston Blease (1868-1942),
a South Carolina Democrat who served as governor of his state
and then entered the Senate in 1925 with the promise to protect “white supremacy.” Through the 1920s, Mexican nationals
made nearly one million official border crossings into the United States. They reached a port of entry, paid a fee, and submitted to literacy or health tests as required. However many other
Mexican immigrants were not financially able to register for legal
entry. Moreover, Hernández claimed that immigration officials
“subjected Mexican immigrants, in particular, to kerosene baths
and humiliating delousing procedures, because they believed
Mexican immigrants carried disease and filth on their bodies.”36
Instead of traveling to a port of entry, many Mexicans continued the custom of crossing the border at will. Senator Blease
focused on the regulation of those crossings which occurred
outside the ports of entry. Blease proposed that “unlawfully
entering the country” would be a misdemeanor, but any aliens
who returned after deportation would face a felony charge and
possible imprisonment and deportation once again.37
The Border Patrol is known for its active role in the
longstanding “war on drugs.” ICE agents are charged with
stopping narcotics traffickers from entering the country. In 2012,
agents aimed at the drug cartels by seizing nearly 6,000 pounds
of cocaine and more than 2.2 million pounds of marijuana. To
enhance border enforcement, the patrol maintains Operation
Hold the Line in El Paso, Operation Rio Grande in McAllen,
and Operation Safeguard in Tucson.38 The seizure of narcotics
at the border has been rapidly increasing since 2009. That year,
heroin seizures nearly tripled, and methamphetamine seizures
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quintupled through 2014. Cocaine and marijuana remain two
of the most commonly-seized drugs. These figures confirm that
drug overdose and abuse have reached record levels in the United
States. The number of drug traffickers apprehended at the border
has steadily risen from 364,768 in 2012 to nearly 500,000 in 2014.
From 2012 to 2015, the Border Patrol seized more than 8.2 million
pounds of marijuana, 32,600 pounds of cocaine, 34,000 ounces of
heroin, and 17,600 pounds of methamphetamines. In 2010, the
FBI reported that Mexico is the No. 1 foreign supplier of both
marijuana and methamphetamines. Mexico produces no cocaine,
so the cartels smuggle the drug from Colombia through South and
Central America to the U.S.-Mexican border. Methamphetamine
labs controlled by the cartels have been established on both sides
of the Rio Grande. Although Asia and the Middle East are the
largest producers of heroin, 39 percent of the supply identified
by the Drug Enforcement Administration originates in Mexico.
Therefore the southwest border is a prime location for heroin
overdoses.39
Despite the volume of seizures, narcotics still enter the United States through the southern and coastal borders. In 2014
alone, California had the highest incidences of drug- related
deaths at 4,521. Florida had 2,634; Texas, 2,601. Arizona had
the highest seizure of drugs but a lower number of drug-related deaths, 1,211 deaths in 2014. These numbers indicate that
search and seizure by the Border Patrol and local authorities
has been highly effective.40 Narcotics also enter from its northern border with Canada, but in far less volume than on the
southern border. Nevertheless, drug-related deaths in some areas of the North were comparable to the deaths in the southern
border states. Ohio had 2,744-drug related deaths; Pennsylvania, 2,732, and New York, 2,300.41
Border crossings have long been mired in political
controversy. There are 7.3 million people living on both sides
of the border.42 In 2012, ICE agents made 366,000 arrests for
illegal entry. On July 23, 2015, not long after he announced
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his candidacy for U.S. President, Donald John Trump paid a
quick campaign visit to Laredo, Texas, a major border crossing
point with many ICE employees. City officials led by Mayor
Pedro Ignacio “Pete” Saenz, Jr. (born in 1951), a Democrat in
a non-partisan position, welcomed the New York City business
tycoon to their heavily Democratic city.43 In his three-hour
stopover, Trump, who wore a white sports cap to shield himself
from the South Texas sun, had been scheduled to meet with
representatives of the Border Patrol, but the BP union nixed
those plans at the last minute.44
On March 30, 2016, just eight months after the visit to Laredo, the National Border Patrol Council, with 16,000 members
and an affiliate of the AFL-CIO, broke with the parent union
to endorse Trump in the presidential election against Hillary
Rodham Clinton. The NBPC said that its first-ever endorsement for U.S. President was based on Trump’s disdain for “political correctness” and the fact that he is “angry for America.”
The union continued:
You can judge a man by his opponents: all the people
responsible for the problems plaguing America today are
opposing Mr. Trump. It is those without political power—the
workers, the law enforcement officers, the everyday families,
and community members—who are supporting Mr. Trump.”45

The Trump visit to Laredo received considerable national
attention. Three weeks later, many Laredo Democrats were still
livid over the welcome afforded to the Republican candidate
though there were no endorsements of Trump by any of those
officials. U.S. Representative Joaquín Castro of Texas’s 20th
congressional district, based in San Antonio, scolded the Laredo
officials for “rolling out the red carpet” for Trump, whom Castro charged made “hateful comments to Mexican immigrants.”46
On July 30, 2015, candidate Trump called for the deportation
of all of the then estimated 11 million illegal immigrants in the
United States. In 2019, the number of undocumented immigrants
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was reported to be stationary at an estimate of 10.5 to 12 million.
Two thirds of the illegals have resided in the United States for at
least ten years. By 2010, the entry of illegal aliens shifted from
traditional border crossings to primarily aliens overstaying their
visas. By 2016, the Center for Migration Studies estimated that
62 percent of the undocumented had overstayed visas, while 38
percent had illegally crossed the border.47
In Immigration Wars: Forging an American Solution,48 co-authors John Ellis “Jeb” Bush, the governor of Florida from 1999
to 2007 and one of Trump’s opponents for the presidential nomination, and Clint Bolick, a lawyer formerly with the Goldwater
Institute in Phoenix and currently an associate justice of the
Arizona Supreme Court, called Trump’s idea “impractical and
opposed by a large majority of Americans.”49 In an interview on
the Cable News Network, Trump at one point said the “good
ones (immigrants)” could return through a proposed “expedited” process.50
Much of the focus in the past few years has been placed
upon President Trump’s persistence in constructing a border
wall, a project initially blocked in federal courts. He obtained
$1.3 billion for border security, far less than he had sought from
Congress. Then he received court authorization permitting him
to divert some military funds for construction of the wall, which
he calls “beautiful,” and insists would end most immigration violations. He even said that, despite opposition to the wall from
the Mexican government, Mexico would pay for the wall indirectly through the Trump administration’s renegotiation with
Canada and Mexico to replace the North American Free Trade
Agreement, a change affected in July 2020.51 Nearly all Democrats and some Moderate Republicans oppose the wall.
William McDonald, the owner of the Sycamore Canyon
Ranch established in 1907 near Douglas in Cochise County in
southeastern Arizona, is also the executive director of the environmental Malpai Borderlands Group, 52 in which capacity he
has sought to establish ecological cooperation among various
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government regulatory agencies, scientists, conservationists,
and ranchers in the West.53 A few miles from a site where bulldozers and excavators were being used to construct the border
wall, McDonald, a Republican, said that the construction made
him feel defeated and filled with regret. He declared that his
lifelong work at consensus-building is under attack. McDonald
continued: “I feel like I’ve let down the generations to come,
because we’re going to have that ugly scar out here [the border
wall]. It just makes me sick.” Disagreement on the need for the
wall turned longtime friends against each other and “altered one
of the wildest and most storied areas of the American West.”54
McDonald said that he too supports border security and noted
that ranchers maintain close cooperation with ICE agents in
reporting illegal activities and permitting access to their private
properties. They oppose the placing of the massive steel barrier
which they claim is “unnecessary, wasteful, and destructive.”
Trump and Border Patrol officials maintain that the wall will
safeguard national security. Some of the ranching families say
that they have been pushed aside trying “to strike a balance between tradition and regulation or wildlife and cattle.”55
Because of the sheer numbers involved, illegal aliens usually
prevail in their attempt to stay in the United States, disappear
into the country without legal credentials, and have little fear
of prosecution. ICE detains only 1.5 percent of illegal aliens.
More than one million with deportation orders never leave the
United States. ICE is overwhelmed with the removal of illegal aliens who jumped the border during the invasions of 2018
and 2019 ICE has a docket of non-detained aliens totaling 3.3
million cases, in contrast to 2.6 million in Fiscal Year 2018 and
2.4 million in FY 2017. Though more than a million of these
aliens have already received final removal orders, the Executive Office for Immigration Review within the United States
Department of Justice issued only 181,000 removal orders in
FY 2019 and about 70,000 final orders in the first quarter of FY
2020. According to Matthew Thomas Albence,56 the acting ICE
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chief since July 2019, “As numbers continue to climb, they will
further outpace ICE’s ability to conduct its work identifying,
apprehending, and detaining this staggering number prior to
removal.”57 The website Politico reported that President Trump
questioned Albence after the acting ICE chief announced that
immigration authorities would end most enforcement efforts
during the coronavirus pandemic. Albence announced in March
2020 that ICE would prioritize deportation for foreign nationals who have committed crimes or pose a threat to public safety
but not those seeking treatment in doctor’s offices or hospitals.
After he announced these changes, Albence was overruled by
acting deputy secretary of Homeland Security Kenneth Thomas “Ken” Cuccinelli (born 1968), the former attorney general of
Virginia, who said that ICE “will, as it has during other times of
crisis, conduct enforcement operations that protect our communities and uphold our laws. This means that ICE will continue
to prioritize the arrest and removal of criminal aliens and other
aliens who pose a threat to public safety, just as it always has
during the administration of President Trump.”58
Trump supporters use the chant “Build the wall” in campaign events. At Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, nearly two thousand miles from the border with Mexico, liberal
students condemned the chant as “hate speech” against illegal
aliens. Much of the opposition is based on Trump’s efforts to
halt the DACA program, which had allowed a path to citizenship for those brought illegally into the United States when they
were minors. The Cornell Student Assembly called on university administrators to punish members of a fraternity who chanted “Build the wall” when Trump announced his decision to end
DACA. Several students claimed that they had heard members
of the Zeta Psi international men’s fraternal organization chanting ‘Build the wall.” Irving Torres, a then 18-year-old Hispanic student at Cornell, claimed in 2017 that enforcing the law
against illegal immigrants constitutes intimidation. At a campus
gathering, Torres said that he “ had to sit there as a leader of my
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community and watch students who just got here feel unsafe
and attacked.” In solidarity with Torres’ words, the student assembly warned Republicans and conservative Trump supporters backing his immigration policy that there would be “dire
consequences” for those seeking to halt illegal immigration.59
Border fencing is easier to build in New Mexico, Arizona,
and California because the U.S. government controls a 60-footwide strip of land adjacent to the border. Most of the Texas
border is unfenced because of private property claims, litigation, or floodplains. The fence begins near Brownsville at a
considerable distance inland from the edge of the border at the
Gulf of Mexico. Elsewhere in Texas, fences start and stop with
intervening gaps. The early construction is nearly all pedestrian fencing designed to stop people from crossing the border.
The longest unfenced stretch of border, up to six hundred miles
total, is far from any major cities on either side of the border.
Hundreds of miles of fencing consist of vehicle barriers but is
unsuitable for blocking individual crossings.60
In his 2016 campaign, Trump explained that the wall he envisioned would be mostly concrete and reach thirty-five to forty-five feet in height. He claimed that the structure would be
built rapidly.61 The cost of the wall in 2020 reached $11 billion
for 576 miles of structure. At the top of the wall is lighting,
cameras, and sensors.62 In 2019, President Trump submitted his
proposed 2020 budget, which called for the placement of $8.3
billion into the construction of the wall63 and the diversion of
$3.6 billion in construction monies from the military budget.64
A three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco in a 2-1 decision decreed that $2.5 billion diverted from military construction projects to build the border wall
was illegal because Congress, not the executive branch, gets to
decide how to use the funds. The court sided with environmental groups, including the Sierra Club, that oppose the wall on
the premise that it risks ecological imbalance and would interfere with hiking, bird watching, and other recreational pursuits.
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Nevertheless, at least $1.3 billion of the $2.5 billion in question
has already been allocated to a contractor in Arizona, and other
funds have also been spent. And the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans has already approved the transfer of another $3.6 billion to be used for the border wall.65 In June 2020,
in an appearance in Yuma, Arizona, Trump said that 200 miles
of wall had already been erected, and he predicted that number
would reach 450 miles by the end of the year.66
In March 2020, the U. S. Supreme Court ruled that the
Trump administration can continue requiring illegal aliens to
remain in Mexico while seeking admission into the United
States, a policy known as “Migrant Protection Protocols.” The
9th Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco had blocked continuation of the program, but the high court said that the “Remain in Mexico” policy can continue while the legal challenge
to the policy continues.67 During the scare over the coronavirus,
Trump closed the Canadian and Mexican borders 68
Weeks into the pandemic, President Trump announced
through executive order a 60-day renewable halt to immigration into the United States. Trump dubbed COVID-19 the “Invisible Enemy” and said that he was seeking to protect American jobs through the closure of the border.69 Trump’s directive
halted as many as twenty thousand applicants per month from
obtaining green cards. An exception is provided for the spouses and unmarried children under the age of twenty-one of
American citizens. In a typical year, the United States issues a
million green cards, primarily to relatives of aliens or citizens
already living in the United States, but Trump opposes this
“chain migration” policy”70 The executive order permits temporary workers on non-immigrant visas to continue to enter.71
A Trump critic, U.S. Representative Joaquin Castro, declared
the executive order is “not only an attempt to divert attention
away from Trump’s failure to stop the spread of the coronavirus
and save lives, but an authoritarian-like move to take advantage
of a crisis and advance his anti-immigrant agenda. …”72 There
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is, however, precedent for the executive order. Three earlier
Presidents, Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Ronald
W. Reagan, shut down the border with Mexico on a temporary
emergency basis. Johnson acted after the assassination in 1963
of his predecessor, John F. Kennedy. Nixon and Reagan closed
the border as part of the “war on drugs.”73
Undoubtedly, the continuing schism among citizens, students, ranchers, and environmentalists regarding the border
wall may be resolved only at the ballot box on November 3,
2020. Presumed Democratic presidential nominee Joseph Robinette “Joe” Biden, Jr, a former long-term U.S. Senator from
Delaware and the vice president during the administration of
former President Barack H. Obama, advocates expanded immigration and vowed if elected to halt immediate deportations on
the premise that he does not want to see families divided. After
the first hundred days, Biden said that he would support deportation of only those aliens who commit felonies. Biden also
urged local police to refuse to cooperate with ICE agents in
pursuit of illegal aliens.74 He also advocates a path to citizenship for an estimated 11 million illegal immigrants and an end
to all of President Trump’s “get-tough” border policies, as part
of Biden’s unity platform.75
The former vice president would expand sanctuary locations,
limit ICE’s ability to deport criminals in local jails, and reverse
deportations for some military veterans already ousted because
of criminal records. Christopher Cabrera, the vice president of
the Border Patrol union assigned to the Rio Grande Valley Sector, responded to Biden’s pledge: “The rush will come.… It’s like
‘we’ll leave the light on for ya,’” a reference to a popular motel
advertisement. Cabrera also said that a border surge normally
occurs in the months leading up to a presidential election.76
Twenty years after the establishment of ICE, its agents remain in the forefront of policing the border, a sometimes thankless task considering the hostile political divisions in the United
States. Dissent was magnified in the summer of 2020 when the
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nation faced rioting and looting in the name of resisting “police
brutality.” Moreover, ICE faces continued wrangling on how to
proceed with the fight against the coronavirus and the continuing border issues, including DACA and immigration control.
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The Wesmer Drive-In:
The Valley’s Last Picture Show
By
Noe E. Perez
One of modern America’s most iconic cultural pastimes has
been the drive-in movie theatre. According to the New York
Film Academy, the drive-in theatre was born out of the Great
Depression with the first “patented drive-in” theatre opening in
1933 in New Jersey by owner Richard Hollingshead.1
Thanks to the fortune and vogue appeal of Mr. Hollingshead’s drive-in theatre, such theatres spread rapidly into the
1950’s and 60’s propelled and fueled in large part by the Baby
Boom generation, as teenagers and families flocked to such outdoor theatres to seek refuge from the rat race.2 Undoubtedly, the ensuing manufacturing and economic boom after World
War 2, which saw the United States GDP more than double
from 1945 to 1960, also played a crucial role in the emergence
and proliferation of drive-in theatres.3 In fact, at one point, there
were some 4,000 such theatres throughout the United States.4
With their “[affordability,]” it is easy to see, in retrospect, how
such drive-ins became an easy “date night” for teenyboppers.5
Since such theatres are outdoors, their success hinges on
“decent weather.”6 This was in large part confirmed by Mrs.
Lydia Garza, one of the operators of the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre,
the Rio Grande Valley’s last remaining picture show.7 According to Mrs. Garza, “The drive-in business is seasonal with the
spring and summer being the best times due to vacation time.
The weather plays a big factor.”8 In fact, the Wesmer’s lowest
attendance was only five cars due to weather.9 When asked,
“What is the least memorable event at the drive-in?” Lydia Garza
responded: “The flood of 2018 shut us down and that was the
hardest event we had to endure for over a month. In 2019, during
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June, it rained again and we had to shut down for three days
cause of no power. There’s a canal in back of the property that
had too much rubbish and weeds and branches and we had to
make a clearance for the water to drain from the property.”10
For the most part, the economy of the 1970s was mired in
stagflation, high unemployment and an oil crisis.11 The change
in the national economy of the 1970s had an impact on the type
of cars people bought and drove, thereby “making it uncomfortable to watch movies at a drive-in.”12 To make matters worse,
the invention of the VCR, according to the New York Film
Academy, may have also played a role in the demise of drive-in
theatres.13 To attract a wider audience, drive-in theatres experimented with “slasher [horror]” flicks and picture shows with
“adult content.”14 Additionally, the rise in popularity in malls
made selling the acreage of a drive-in theatre “to build malls or
multi-building complexes” a lucrative profit making option for
the real estate owners of such theatres.15
In 2017, a writer for the New York Film Academy opined,
“drive-ins are not nearly as popular” as they once were with
the possibility of drive-in theatres becoming “obsolete within
the next decade.”16 According to the New York Film Academy,
“there [were] over 300 drive-ins still in operation,” as of 2017.17
In light of the recent developments involving the coronavirus
and the need for social distancing between patrons of businesses,
it would not surprise me if the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre and
drive-ins in general make a big comeback nationally as families
and people seek some solace in a world of unknowns. As recently
as February of 2020, an online article from History 101 posited,
“Don’t be surprised if you see more drive-in movie theaters pop
up near you. They’re making a comeback, and it’s about time.”18
Over the years that I have frequented the Wesmer, the
drive-in has always had a snack shop with various traditional
treats one would expect from any theatre such as sodas, chocolate and non-chocolate candies, nachos, popcorn, hot dogs and
fries.19 The Wesmer also has restrooms on site.
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The Wesmer is located between Mercedes and Weslaco by
taking the exit of Mile 2 West Road and then turning right on
West Business 83 in Mercedes. The location of the outdoor
theatre is not too far from the midpoint of the Rio Grande Valley making it accessible to patrons from throughout the Valley.
In fact, the operators of the theatre, Mr. Hector Garza and his
wife Mrs. Lydia Garza live in Mission, Texas.20 With its unique
location, it is no surprise that it is the Valley’s last picture show.
The Garza family has run the Wesmer since 2004 making it
16 years running. Lydia, with much heartfelt pride, indicated:
“The Garza family has run the Wesmer for 16 years, Hector is
from Raymondville and I’m from McAllen, and we live in Mission, have raised our kids there, and have made our home in
Mission.”21 I asked Mrs. Garza, “Do your family members ever
help including extended family members?” Lydia responded
with joy: “My son and daughter have helped a lot and a sister
who’s helped for a couple of years and my granddaughter has
helped us out in the past.”22
When asked about having to travel to and from Mission to
the Wesmer, Lydia noted, “We do get used to it and get to see
the changes in growth along the expressway as we travel back
and forth.”23
Hector and Lydia Garza operate and run the business, but do
not own the real estate on which it is located.24 Ever since they
took over operation of the theatre in 2004, it has appeared to this
patron that they have made operating the theatre appear so seamless, like a well-oiled machine. When I asked Mrs. Garza about
their business experience, it did not surprise me that they had prior
experience operating theatres as can be seen in this interview:
Author: How did you and Hector get into the drive-in
theatre business? What made you and Hector get into
this business? How long have you and Hector known
each other and how did you meet and agree to get into
this business endeavor?
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Lydia Garza: Hector has been working the theater business since childhood and started in Raymondville and
started sweeping and cleaning theatres in Raymondville in a Mexican theatre called the Mexico Theatre, an
indoor theatre. That’s when the Spanish movies were
quite popular. Then Hector started working at the Texas Theatre in Raymondville. Raymondville was Hector’s perfect small town community where everybody
knew everybody and a cute gateway town to the Valley. In the 1970’s, he opened up his own indoor theatre
in Raymondville called El Rey. He showed an English
then Spanish movie there.
Author: How did he like it? Was it successful?
Lydia: It did well for its time and he enjoyed taking care
of it and running it. We met in 1970 and married in
1974, and then in 1975, we moved to Mission, had the
opportunity to run, and decided to run, the Rex Theatre,
which was an indoor theatre. We had that theatre until
1981. In 1980, the downtown theatre in Mission, the
Border Theatre, was up for sale, so we purchased that
theatre in 1980. We had that for almost 25 years.
Author: It must have been successful.
Lydia: Yes, it was because that was before the multiplex
theatres. After the Border Theatre, Hector tried to retire, but in 2004, Hector had the opportunity to run the
Wesmer Drive-In Theatre.
Author: What do you like most and least about the business?
Lydia: What I love most about working at the drive-in is
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the customers because we truly enjoy walking out during
the movie and watching the customers having a good
time with many sitting outside with family or friends enjoying the evening outdoors, the breeze, and watching
the movie on the big screen. When you own a business,
it’s a 24/7 business and we’re open during the holidays
and you have to be there even if you aren’t there, and
we’re used to it and we do the work ourselves and we
have crew that helps keep things going.
Author: Have any famous or well-known people attended
your theatre?
Lydia: We’ve seen some Harlem Globetrotters who were
down in the Valley who visited our theatre and some local TV anchors with their families as well.
Author: How many security personnel does your theatre
employ?
Lydia: We work with a local security company that rotates them depending on the season and if we have a
movie that is expected to sell out, then they hire extra
personnel as requested.
There is no doubt about the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre’s
success, as I have witnessed firsthand, particularly during summer months with Lydia Garza noting they have had as many as
350 vehicles in attendance with a “full house.”25 The large vehicular capacity is due to the large property size of seven acres.26
Nowadays, for safety reasons because of the coronavirus, Mrs.
Garza indicated that they have had to “limit the capacity.”27
When queried about the impact of the coronavirus on Wesmer
operations, Mrs. Garza responded as follows.
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Author: How was business before the coronavirus and
how has it been since then?
Lydia Garza: The coronavirus has effected everyone and
we were shut down all of April and half of May and didn’t
open up until May 15. When we were allowed to reopen
by the state, we worked with the county and city of Mercedes to make sure we were following all of the protocols
required to make customers feel safe and comfortable.
Business is still being affected by the curfew because we
are allowed to stay open but people are holding back because of the curfew. We are also being affected because
of the fact that film companies are not releasing any new
movies or products and due to new technology such as
streaming and online movie channels, which is keeping
people home.
Author: Do you and Hector think that with the novel
coronavirus drive-in theatres will be a new or better way
for people to watch movies compared to sit-in theatres?
Lydia Garza: For the drive-ins who are still up and running, they’ve had to invest in new technologies, so for
now, drive-ins are a good option for those who want to
go out for a bit and feel safe in their vehicles and personal outside space while watching the big screen under the
moon and big stars. Even though we are not showing
first runs, we are showing older movies which people
still love and putting them out there on the big screen
for them.28
With recent left wing rioting and looting in some urban areas throughout the country, I asked Lydia Garza questions related to safety issues at the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre.
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Author: Have there been security issues at the drive-in?
Lydia Garza: By the grace of God, we’ve never had any
major security issues. We don’t allow alcohol, drugs, or
weapons. Once in a while, people will try to get away
with beer and then we address the issue right away and
have security escort them out and minor fender benders.
We work very hard to make the drive-in family friendly
and safe. We have a very good security company.29
Author: The drive-in theatre, in the past, has been a way
for teenagers or college kids to “make out.” Has that
been an issue with your drive-in and how do the security
guards handle those situations?
Lydia Garza: We don’t have the right to look into their
vehicles, that’s personal space but if it becomes obvious
where customers notice or complain about inappropriate
behavior, then we ask security to escort them out. This is
an uncommon occurrence.30
To corroborate Lydia Garza’s statements, for the past several
decades of being a patron of the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre, I
have not witnessed any safety and security issues at the theatre;
it is a safe place for a family night out or for a date night at the
movies. The security employed by the Wesmer carry arms for
protection of the theatre and its patrons. Not only has the Garza family found a viable economic niche for safe entertainment
in the Valley, but they have done so in a way that collaborates
with local officials.
Author: How do the cities of Mercedes or Weslaco or
their respective chambers of commerce support your
business?
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Lydia Garza: Mercedes has a little video about the city’s
businesses and our business is one of the ones advertised.
Author: How does the County of Hidalgo support your
business?
Lydia Garza: The County of Hidalgo gave us all of the information needed to help us prepare for the coronavirus
and has been supportive.31
Even though the Wesmer Drive-In opened on May 15, 2020,
it was a temporary opening as recent local curfews and lockdowns in Hidalgo County led to the theatre shuttering operations again in July of 2020. To make matters worse, Hurricane
Hanna made landfall in deep South Texas on July 25, 2020,
causing both flood damage to the property as well as damage to
the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre’s film projector.32
While this coronavirus pandemic continues, at some point,
as with past historic pandemics, there is likely to be some sort
of return to normalcy and when that does happen, we could see
brighter days for the iconic theatre as people seek entertainment and escape from the day to day frenetic Valley life.
I asked about Hector and Lydia’s movie preferences and
Lydia Garza was eager to discuss her movie favorites as well of
those of moviegoers.
Author: What has been your most popular movie shown
at your theatre?
Lydia Garza: There are several movies such as Disney
movies. The Fast & Furious sagas were amazing and the
Twilight saga series were popular. The superhero movies
have done very well too.
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Author: What are your favorite movies of all time and
why?
Lydia Garza: Hector’s favorite movies are the original
Disney movies such as Dumbo and Peter Pan. Mine would
be all Katharine Hepburn movies.33
As soon as Lydia mentioned Katharine Hepburn, I concurred with her as I noted Katharine Hepburn’s role portraying Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine in The Lion in Winter. For her
fictionalized portrayal of Eleanor, Katharine Hepburn won her
third of four Academy awards as an “actress in a leading role,”
which still stands as a statistical record with the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.34
I was curious about Hector and Lydia Garza’s thoughts about
being the operators of the Rio Grande Valley’s last drive-in theatre and Lydia was eager to express their passion of the theatre
business.
Author: What does it mean to you that the Wesmer DriveIn Theatre is the last remaining drive-in theatre or outdoor picture show in the Valley?
Lydia: We feel very honored and grateful that we’ve had
the opportunity to run this theatre since it’s the last one.
We’ve been closed since July 21 because of the curfew
and because of the recent damage of Hurricane Hanna
including damage to the projector. We’re awaiting approval from the insurance company and look forward
to opening again. We look forward to serving the community again. The joy or pleasure of people going to the
drive-in brings back memories to patrons, they express
those thoughts to us, and that brings us such joy. Back in
the 1950’s and 60’s, each town had its own drive-in theatre and sometimes more than one. It brings back such
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positive memories, so Hector and I are truly blessed and
honored and grateful to still be in this business and to be
the last remaining outdoor picture show. Hector is really the main operator and I’m glad to have been working
alongside him all these years.35
There can be no doubt about their passion and common interest in operating the Wesmer Drive-In Theatre. The Wesmer
Drive-In Theatre seems to be a throwback to a time of the way
America once was decades ago, somewhat reminiscent of the
Archer City, Texas, of yesteryear, which was the filming location
of a great flick titled The Last Picture Show. That movie garnered
multiple award nominations from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.36 Additionally, The Last Picture Show is of
such cultural significance that the National Film Preservation
Board preserved it.37 Today’s Mercedes, Texas, is larger than
the small town of Archer City, Texas, shown in The Last Picture
Show.38 However, Ben Johnson’s screen commanding character
and picture narratives as “Sam the Lion” and the pictures’ other
narratives and drama including Sam the Lion’s death and the
ensuing closing of the town’s only picture show make it a masterpiece. We do not know what the future holds for the Valley’s
only surviving outdoor picture show as we await the impact the
coronavirus pandemic and curfews are having on the Wesmer
Drive-In. If Lydia’s and Hector’s spirit and enthusiasm are any
indication, then it appears that they will see the light at the end
of the tunnel.
The Garza’s are nostalgic and optimistic about movies and
their industry, which reminds me of how Ben Johnson’s character of Sam the Lion was reminiscent. We recall how Sam the
Lion reflected upon his past from his famous narrative.
You wouldn’t believe how this country’s changed. First time
I seen it, there wasn’t a mesquite tree on it, or a prickly pear
neither. I used to own this land, you know. First time I watered
a horse at this tank was more than forty years ago. I reckon the
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reason why I always drag you out here is probably I’m just as
sentimental as the next feller when it comes to old times. Old
times. I brought a young lady swimmin’ out here once, more
than 20 years ago. Was after my wife had lost her mind and
my boys was dead. Me and this young lady was pretty wild, I
guess. In pretty deep. We used to come out here on horseback
and go swimmin’ without no bathing suits. One day, she wanted to swim the horses across this tank. Kind of a crazy thing to
do, but we done it anyway. She bet me a silver dollar she could
beat me across. She did. This old horse I was ridin’ didn’t want
to take the water. But she was always lookin’ for somethin’ to
do like that. Somethin’ wild. I’ll bet she’s still got that silver
dollar. . . .39 If she was here, I’d probably be just as crazy now
as I was then in about five minutes. Ain’t that ridiculous. No,
it ain’t really.40 Being crazy about a woman like her is always
the right thing to do.41 Being a decrepit old bag of bones, that’s
what’s ridiculous. Getting old.42

One thing is for certain, for Valleyites, a night out at the
Wesmer Drive-In Theatre can never be “ridiculous” or “[get]
old” and that at the Wesmer one can still find a quiet nostalgic place reminiscent of “old times” where one can enjoy the
company of loved ones or a date. For Lydia and Hector Garza,
they have been through it all with a tough Texas tenacity that
is likely to see them through the recent pandemic and rough
Texas climate that has effected the town of Mercedes. In the
meantime, patrons eagerly await the reopening of the Valley’s
last picture show.
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Mysteries of the El Cielo Biosphere
By
Antonio N. Zavaleta, Ph.D.
The story you are about to read is true; it details a personal
fable based on Mayan-Huastecan folklore and my personal
experiences as an anthropologist. To date, the story spans
fifty years and has a life of its own, weaving in and out of my
life. When I least expect it, a new episode unfolds, and I am
sure that this writing is somehow connected to the next part
of the mysterious happenings at the mountain top cloud forest
biosphere known as El Cielo, Tamaulipas.1
This article was originally written at Texas Southmost College’s field station at Rancho del Cielo in the 1990s. Rancho del Cielo
is just a few acres out of the vast biosphere on the mountain.
Mysteriously, as I packed up my office to retire, this article was
unlocatable and presumed lost for many years, somehow erased
from my hard drive on an old computer, until it suddenly reappeared on my hard drive on a new computer.
This story surrounds a long-forgotten event chronicled in
Mayan legends of a small group of exceptionally gifted Mayan
shamans who were forced to flee their homes in southern Mexico
more than a thousand years ago. They traveled northward,
settling in the mountains of the coastal Sierra Madre Oriental.
This is an area in the Huastecan culture in the northernmost
reach of ancient Mayan civilization.
Today this beautiful northern rainforest is designated internationally as El Cielo Biosphere, located in the Mexican state of
Tamaulipas.2 A biosphere is an internationally designated ecosystem that promotes and protects its unique biodiversity and is
designated a world heritage site.3
This story is important because, for more than five decades,
the Brownsville community and Texas Southmost College
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faculty and students have traveled to the area on biological field
trips, eventually establishing the Rancho del Cielo biological field
station where Frank Harrison once had his little ranch located
high on the mountain.4
These fantastic trips always produced unforgettable memories for the travelers. From the visitors’ stories, there emerged
a pattern of strange and unexplainable happenings in the area
of El Cielo, somehow connected to the Mayan Legend of “The
Forgotten Ones.”5
The Legend of Los Olvidados, The Forgotten Ones, is a wellknown folktale of northeastern Mexico passed down from generation to generation in the region from El Cielo in the north to
the Yucatan in the south. Today Rancho del Cielo is an internationally renowned biological field station situated deep in the primal
rainforest of Northeastern Mexico, a small part of the El Cielo
biosphere above Gomez Farias, south of Ciudad Victoria and north
of Ciudad Mante, Tamaulipas.6
In many ways, this ancient Legend focuses around one of
the oldest known places in the area, Ojo Encantado, the enchanted spring. This is because it is believed that this mountain watering hole provided a resting place and served as a marker for
Huastecan-Mayans traveling northward through the area in ancient times.7
My travels to the region of the El Cielo biosphere began in
the late 1950s. My father’s cousin owned the Hotel Mante in Cd.
Mante on the old Pan American Highway, and when we visited there during the spring rainy season, we always picnicked
on the banks of the clear waters of the Rio Sabinas. I played in
the river with the kids from the nearby villages and hiked with
them through the verdant valleys listening intently to their stories. There, I first heard of the mysterious cult that operated
in the area north of El Cielo near Villagran, Tamaulipas, and the
nearby town of witches called La Petaca.
By 1964, I was a freshman at Texas Southmost College
and fully engrossed in Mexico travel and especially the
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documentation of the unexplainable and fantastic tales of the
numerous curanderos and shaman in the area. I befriended many
in the region known as La Huasteca.8
Two years earlier in 1962, I read with disbelief a series of
articles in the Matamoros newspaper, El Bravo, about a strange
religious cult operating in the mountains of northern Mexico at
a place called Yerba Buena, just north of El Cielo and had met
one of the young women in the cult who was working in Matamoros. From the little I knew of Mexico at the time, I imagined
the location was near the area I had come to enjoy so much, and
it wasn’t far off.9
I had always been drawn to the ethereal voices of magical
Mexico, as they were described by Anita Brenner in her classic
book, Idols Behind Altars.10
The following year, 1965, with a small group of college
friends in tow, we decided to take a trip from Austin where
we attended the University of Texas, down to the El Cielo biosphere, a mountain top area of approximately 560 square miles.
The postage stamp size Rancho del Cielo was not yet in existence.
The Hunter family of Brownsville owned a few cabins at a bend
on the treacherous four-wheel-drive mountain road surrounded
by caves, and we were approved to visit.11
One sweltering spring afternoon, my friends and I crashed
Professor Warburton’s biology lab in the Gorgas Building in
today›s TSC Gorgas Board Room and met a short crusty man
named Frank Harrison.12 He was waiting for biology professor
Warburton who would later be entrusted with the development
of Rancho del Cielo after Harrison’s death. We were not in Barbara Warburton’s class, but our girlfriends were, so we were
always close by.
This chance encounter with Frank Harrison on that day
would set in motion decades of activity at El Cielo. Before
Professor Warburton could invite us to leave her lab, Frank
invited us down to his ranch at El Cielo to do some caving. We
took him up on his generous offer, and that was my first trip
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into the bowels of this remarkable cloud forest. We rummaged
around in some smaller caves and through debris, including
clay shards, broken figurines, and bones, which we later learned
were human remains.13
Santiago, our guide that day, was the first to tell us of the
mysteries and danger that the forest and caves posed to the unsuspecting. We had to be very cautious because the “living forest,” as he called it, would shift its shape without notice, and we
would be lost. Nothing remarkable happened on that first trip.
However, the mountain would call me back many times.
By 1972, Frank had been murdered at his ranch on the
mountain by disgruntled ejidatarios, and his land was entrusted
to Texas Southmost College. That is when the early building
phase at Rancho del Cielo began.
In 1975, I was an anthropology graduate student at the
University of Texas and knew my way around northern Mexico.
I was a student of folklore professor Dr. Americo Paredes, and
it was the peak of the Carlos Castañeda craze.14 My friends
and I were constantly in search of shaman-directed experiences
along the border and in Mexico.
We planned a spring break trip to the rainforest, heading down
to Mexico from Austin. Anthropology graduate students were
expected to venture on short excursions to Mexico, returning
with tales of adventure that could be shared with professors and
students.
One day, a member of our party, a young undergraduate anthropology student and photographer wandered off from the group
and was not seen for an entire day. We finally found him wandering around babbling in the dense tropical forest. He told a fantastic
story about how the forest had come alive and attempted to swallow him. He could see ancient Mayans in native dress going about
their daily activities. He muttered about flying men, Voladores, and
about a sacred cavern. We dismissed his story to hallucinations induced by the magic mushrooms (psilocybe mexicana) common to the
area, that he ate along the way which were common in that area.
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I lost touch with him soon after that. He did not return to
school and was rumored to have been institutionalized.
In graduate school at the University of Texas at Austin from
1972 to 1976, I would, from time to time, pick up pieces of
information about El Cielo, the Huastecan region’s history, and its
people. Until then, the Legend of the Forgotten Ones seemed
to be a cautionary tale passed along to kids to scare them into
obeying their parents, but not real.
However, in 1975, that all changed. I was writing a graduate
paper for Dr. Angel Palerm, which included reading old colonial documents about the Spanish Inquisition and the Catholic
Church in seventeenth-century northern Mexico. I spent days
in the Latin American Library archives reading about how the
Church had sent a group of inquisitor priests to the region to
investigate stories of an enchanted mountain in the place of the
northern Mayans. The most intriguing part of the story was that a
group of Franciscan missionaries set out from their base in la Sierra Gorda of Queretaro, was lost in the mountains and never heard
from again. They simply vanished, leaving no trace.
I also read about a lost mission in the area of El Cielo, only
higher up on the western, dryer slope of the range. The priests
of this mission also vanished. So now, there was documentation
of the second group of priests who had disappeared. They are
known in Mexican history as the lost friars or Los Frailes Perdidos.
As I discovered from the chronicles, one lone priest did
make it back to his home mission at Santiago de Jalpan in the
Sierra Gorda of Queretaro-San Luis Potosi and was thought to be
mad or possessed by demons. He told a strange tale of the forest coming alive, of trees and stones with eyes, and society of
witches and brujos in league with strange flying machines, as
well as villages of living Mayans not thought to be in the area.
Throughout my graduate school years, I pieced together the
stories familiar to the area: lost Mayan priests, lost Franciscans,
lost settlers, and finally, in the 19th century, abducted children,
Niños Perdidos, associated with flying machines and many other
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mysterious stories about the mountain. In the 1980s, while
hiking high on the west side of the mountain, I located the
remains of a centuries-long-abandoned mission at the very
top of the mountain.15 It was totally deserted and over-grown,
though strangely, the grapevines the priests had planted were
still producing grapes more than two hundred years later.
As I was about to take my last required course on the History
of Anthropology, a remarkable thing happened. Renowned
Mexican anthropologist Dr. Angel Palerm, visiting from the national university of Mexico City, UNAM, was assigned to teach
the class, and I was delighted. There were only five graduate students in Dr. Angel’s class, and he took a liking to me because I
could speak Spanish. It was as if he perceived something about
me that I had not yet discovered myself. He predicted that I
would have an illustrious career as an anthropologist and that I
should focus on northeastern Mexico because nobody else was
studying it, and the topic was wide open. It was for his class that
I wrote that paper. During our brief time together, in the spring
of 1975, he pulled me aside and schooled me more profoundly in
the mysterious world of supernatural Mexico. He wasted no time
filling in the historical gaps for me. Lamentably, he died in 1980,
not able to see the results of my work in northern Mexico.
Dr. Palerm was the first to fully explain the Legend of the
Forgotten Mayans, Los Mayas Olvidados. He was also very much
aware of the lost Franciscans and all of the other legends associated with the rainforest around the El Cielo biosphere.
The Mayas were one of the most advanced civilizations of
pre-Columbian America. They were the scientists, mathematicians, philosophers, and magicians of ancient Mexico. Mayans
held the key to unknown and forbidden knowledge, and much
of their knowledge was believed to have been given to them by
beings from other worlds.
Volumes and volumes of glyphs and scripts were lost as
their civilization disappeared or the chronicles were destroyed
by fanatical Catholic priests. During the decline and collapse of
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the Classical Maya, a priestly caste of Mayan “seers” or videntes
foretold the disaster of the collapse of their civilization and disappearance. They had been accused of witchcraft and forced
into exile.
This very special sect of “gifted” priests, possessing prophecy,
formed the cult of the Flying Men. This was done in honor of
those unusual beings that visited the mountain in their flying
vehicles. The priests were as feared as they were revered and
were too strange even for the Mayans. They were believed to
have developed a ritual algorithm that opened portals to parallel
worlds and beyond, through which the flying men could enter.
Unenlightened people call this the spirit world, but actually, it is a parallel world. The two parallel worlds exist today
as they have always coexisted, one beside the other while the
key to gain entry has been long forgotten. Now and then, some
unsuspecting visitor to the forest will stumble into one of the
doorways of perception in remote places like El Cielo and is never heard from again, or may reappear having lost their mind.
Dr. Palerm explained that from reading recently discovered texts in southern Veracruz-Yucatan, this small group of extra-mystic Mayan priests and their families had been instructed
by the Flying-Men to seek refuge in the north by escaping from
the area around the Yucatan peninsula in the south to Tamaulipas
in the north. They were to look for a coastal rainforest and a
specific remote cave on a mountaintop. They would know it by
a device given to them and placed in a sacred vessel by the chief
of the Voladores.16
A similar device was hidden deep inside a cavern on
the northern mountain, drawing energy from an unknown
technology combining ores and the energy produced by
reflective calcite crystals native to the mountain. The Legend
states that this homing beacon would function for thousands of
years but eventually grow weak and then finally fall silent. To
my knowledge, the cave containing the homing signal has not
been located or identified.
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Only 1,500 years have passed since the time of the Maya,
and today the signal atop El Cielo remains strong. So common
is this signal phenomenon in the El Cielo rainforest that the first
commercial airplane pilots flying over the area reported an unknown and unexplainable geomagnetic ping over the Sierra
Madre Oriental near El Cielo. In fact, because of its reliability, this
marker was used to triangulate flights from Houston to Florida,
and it even appears on some flight maps, although of unknown
origin. I have had pilots verify this for me.
The escape of the Mayan priests northward required them
to free their servants. Only the shamanic elders, the most gifted
group of shaman, were allowed to make the trek. The surviving
priests had been promised by the flying men that once they arrived at the mountain top sanctuary, physical aging would slow
to a stop, and life and death would be no more. They would
exist forever between the layers of time, and they are the ones
that are seen on the mountain from time to time.
Once they set off, the Mayan priests were never heard from
or seen again except for an incidental glyph mentioning their
departure on a Mayan stele at Palenque in southern Mexico. So
much time had passed that even the Mayan people forgot them.
They disappeared into the northern mountains as if they were
swallowed alive.
In the El Cielo biosphere, physical evidence of their existence
has been found and documented by archaeologists in the form
of circular house foundations, middens, stone and clay pottery
artifacts, including ritual figurines and burials. The evidence is
plentiful and revealing.17 18 19
The Mayan Legend describes how these objects should never be moved or touched. The locals have developed a set of rituals used in the purification of those people who accidentally
encountered these unusual objects.20 The slightest brush against
the skin by the vegetation surrounding the objects immediately
impacts the unprotected human skin producing a strange and
unexplainable burning sensation, similar to a nettle. The locals
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call it La Mala Mujer, the evil woman or toloache. The dormant
human sensors become energized, and the doors of perception
are flung open, revealing the unseen. The most commonly reported effect is a peculiar and inexplicable dream and the feeling of being lifted away and floating in the air. This out-of-body
experience is accompanied by reports of being watched by ancient people who are all around but cannot be seen in a usual
manner, but their voices are heard. In this way, the events of the
parallel world are glimpsed, and in rare cases when this happens to an empathetic person, actual communication with an
alternate reality takes place.
The Legend is also a cautionary tale since it is believed
that the flying men are actually space aliens searching for
uniquely sentient humans for a new colonization. Hence human
disappearance and abduction are also part of the Legend.
While the physical body remains intact, the spirit is lifted by
the gifted ones and altered. The Legend states that when this
occurs, strange facial expressions and uncontrolled giddiness
are sure signs that the process has begun.
The people who live around the El Cielo biosphere have
become so accustomed to these strange effects that they have
learned to live with them and now mostly ignore them. However, if left unattended, the strange and bizarre dreams develop
into a behavior pattern, which is sometimes irreversible. The
proper antidote of herbal plants must be administered to the
victim within 12 hours of contact, or the process of soul extraction is completed and irreversible. After which, it is too late
to retrieve the soul of the afflicted person. At this point, the
cure for fright sickness or susto can be attempted but is rarely
successful.
I remember long ago, both Dr. Palerm and Dr. Paredes telling
me that as a “native” anthropologist, which is an anthropologist
derived from the culture he studies, I would have a responsibility
to continue their work in northern Mexico and document
whatever I could during my time as a professional. Recounting
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this story is part of that fulfillment. Most importantly, they told
me that it was my responsibility to see that the information I
collected was added to our knowledge of Mexican culture and
passed on to the next gifted student. To that end, I was invited
to describe my studies at the National Museum of Anthropology
in Mexico City, a great honor, where I was awarded the Premio
Ohtli, the Pathfinder Award by the Mexican government.
I was also to learn about the plants of the forest and among
them their sacred antidotes. This was also part of the Legend
and told to Palerm, as he told it to me, and I to you. Failure to
comply with the pact of knowledge could result in significant
harm to those who disregard it.
After graduate school, I joined the faculty of Texas
Southmost College and, for a short while, forgot the words
and admonitions of my old anthropology professors. However,
drawn back to the mountain in 1976, I soon resumed my trips
to the enchanted forest with new, unsettling knowledge mixed
with foreboding caution. That is when I began to collect my
thoughts for this article.
Almost immediately and on my first return trip to the
mountain, I happened upon the curandera Doña Eulalia. “Lala”
(her name has been changed) lives alone high up on the mountain on the road to a stone formation known as elefante. Ambling
past her little jacal on the road to Julilo, Lala was working in her
herb garden, and as we slowly passed, our eyes met.
Instantly, I recognized the variety of medicinal plants in her
magic garden, and I was compelled to meet her. From that first
encounter, it was as if we had known each other forever. I introduced myself, and she remarked, “I’ve been waiting for you.” I
replied, “I got here as soon as I could.” And with that, we went
right to work, she the master and me the apprentice.
Only later would I learn that her neighbors considered her
a witch, a bruja. However, she referred to herself as a healer or
curandera. I apprenticed with her for the next ten years, looking for
every opportunity to visit. Sometimes I would spend as much as a
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week learning about her plants, their use, and her healing rituals.
Occasionally, other apprentices would stop by, or we would trek
off through the jungle to the home of a sick neighbor.
During those years, I learned the art of spiritual observation
and how it was an essential part of the healing paradigm. From
my point of view, I was glad that observers are not always
enactors. That is, it is vital to do by not doing. I also learned
during the next 40 years (1980-2020) about the many people
who have trekked to El Cielo and the many strange and unexplainable occurrences on the mountain.
The Mayan calendar predicted that the world would end,
that the Flying-Men, or alien Voladores, would return, and there
would be numerous flying object sightings over Mexico; flying
beasts called Chupacabras would appear; there would be unusual
markings in the fields called crop-circles; mutilated cattle and
the bloodthirsty cult of Yerba Buena in the Municipio of Villa Mainero near the border with Nuevo Leon, would emerge. All these
things have come to pass as predicted without the end of our
world. Only the Mayan world ended.
The mountain people have long talked about a peculiar
forest beast, but only recently has it been named chupacabra by
cryptozoologists. This creature is a shape-shifter and mostly
harmless as it leaps through the forest canopy. Its favorite delicacy is the juicy treetop bromeliad common to the forest that it
shreds with its claw-like appendages.
However, we must beware because these curious beasts are
attracted to the ground by flashlights forming beacons of light
in the forest night. Most often, they will not attack anything
their size or larger. Over the years, the disappearance of many
local dogs from isolated forest homes and some errant children
has been blamed on the chupacabra.
Doña Lala, being very familiar with the Legend of Los
Olvidados, knew indeed that the forest was alive and that it could
shift its shape at will, changing the location of essential markers.
She knew well of the Mayan priests that lived in a parallel world,
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walking the same paths as contemporary humans inhabiting the
same rooms we do when visiting the mountain. Lala considered
the whole mountain a living being. We were simply like fleas on
its back.
The Legend states that the Flying-men discovered this
magic forest thousands of years ago attracted to the mysterious
homing beacon on their migration to this place. So important is
this secret spot that the Voladores shared these secrets with the
Mayans, with whom they also shared their genes.
Doña Lala told me about the lost children and that they and
the Maya are all living around us in their continuing parallel world. Now and then, when we least expect it, we catch a
glimpse of them. The children usually take the form of forest
gnomes called duendes. The Legend refers to them as duendes, a
familiar Mexican folk creature. Forest dwarfs like to play in the
homes and cabins of people who live in the area. Being mischievous by nature, they frequently move or remove the personal
belongings of visitors to Cielo. You cannot leave essential belongings unattended, or they might disappear.
Around 1983, Doña Lala told me that it was not safe to visit
her until I was told it was safe to return because she was caught
up in a “War of the Witches” that would continue for decades
until one of the principal antagonists died. It simply became
too dangerous for outsiders like me who could be attacked, and
several were. The war had to do with the Mayan millenarian
prophesy. During the conflict leading up to the changing of the
millennium (2000-2001), there was constant spiritual warfare
between the primary witches of the region resulting in numerous deaths. Any outsider associated with the witches was vulnerable to attack. After my last visit in 2000, I saw her only
rarely during the next ten years. Now and then, when in Mexico, and it could be anywhere, I will perceive a signal or a sign
that I know is from Lala. Sometimes it is a person that I notice.
Words are rarely spoken. It is not necessary, and I am pleased
that she survived all these years.
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When I least expect it, she will send me a message. One day
while shopping in Brownsville, an unknown woman approached
me and said, “Lala says hello,” and then quickly moved away,
not allowing me to ask her any questions.
While spiritual warfare has declined dramatically in recent
years, it does continue in different forms. The brujos mayores, or
primary witches, and their apprentices still employ the technique of shifting to an animal form. This is for survival but also
for spiritual combat. Most often, witches’ apprentices take the
form of birds like the owl or lechusa, while the maestro or master
always prefers the shape of a large jungle cat, such as a jaguar.21
These magnificent and sacred Mayan cats still wander the trails
of El Cielo, making no sound. They see us, and only if they want
to be seen, do we see them.
Jaguars appear or disappear into the forest, and any encounter with them should be considered a spiritual sign. If you
were their adversary, you would not know there was a jaguar
near until it was too late. When one of these shape-shifters, or
naguals, has been near, there is often the report of a nauseous
feeling. A feeling similar to that of a captured soul as it leaves
the spiritless body.
So feared are these highland witches/cats that the lowland
witches hesitate to even speak of their existence. They referred
to all that goes on up in the mountain forests as the work of Los
Olvidados, The Forgotten Ones.
Doña Eulalia, her full Huastecan name is Ox-Chul-lala-na, is
an ancient spirit, a master of the living forest.22 Like so many
who have come before her, she patiently awaits the promised
return of the Flying-Men. The mountain’s visitors amuse her,
remarking that the Flying-Men need all kinds. For the most
part, the Americanos do not get in the way and are mostly unaware of their close encounters with the supernatural at El Cielo.
Encounters are brief, uneventful, and only remembered as the
unexpected rustling of branches and leaves in the dark forest,
sometimes strange and unrecognizable footprints are seen.
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However, now and then, one of the sojourners to El Cielo
inadvertently steps into the unexpected, feeling or even seeing
something more. Sometimes the visitors are actually “gifted,”
and for them, significant ambiguity is created. The Legend says
that soon all will gather to welcome the return of the Voladores. I
share this story with you because I am bound to. In addition, so
that you will know and be aware of the unexpected if you ever
visit El Cielo.
Many years after these initial experiences at El Cielo (19651975), I returned home to teach at Texas Southmost College
and then became the first Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
at the University of Texas Brownsville and Texas Southmost
College. It was in 1991 that people were amazed that I had such
a wide range of experiences at Cielo to the point that my stories
were often not believed.
I had researched every detail early in my graduate career
at the behest of Dr. Palerm and Dr. Paredes, and as such, had
all of the details of disappearing priests and strange pinging
sounds documented. Many of the things’ people refused to believe. Years later, I was able to revisit Doña Eulalia and was received with open arms and with the comment, “I’ve been expecting you.”
When I last saw her, she looked the same, not having aged in
the least. When I mentioned this to her, my comment was reciprocated with a grin. She also said that she had sent her emissary
to greet me in the grocery store in Brownsville. Lala informed
me that the “War of the Witches” had ended with the death of
her opponent, un brujo malo, and that all was now peaceful on
the mountain, safe to return.
Over the course of more than 50 years of studying shaman
throughout Latin America, the one thing that amazes me the
most is the shamanic ability to see things other people cannot.
It has now been almost five years since I last saw Eulalia, but
now and then, she will pop into my head, or I think I see her in
a crowd, and I know that is her way of telling me she is all right.
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Since 2010, the highway from Matamoros to Cuidad Mante
and over to El Cielo has become very dangerous, with ongoing battles between drug cartels trying to control their routes.
Much too risky for me to drive, I can only hope that someday
before the end of my time, I will visit there once again. I long
to walk the trails of the tropical rainforest atop the Sierra Madre
Oriental where the Jaguars roam and ancient Mayan spirits go
about their daily work, not aware that they lived in the past.
Antonio Noé Zavaleta, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus,
Anthropology & Sociology
The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley
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South Texas Reverie
by
Chip Dameron
Early morning light dappling
live oak and palm, a cup
of hot coffee in hand,
and the calls of mockingbirds
and doves crisscrossing the air.
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